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PREFACE
“The 1970’s was a period o f optimism by aquacutturists, both those
who were actually producing products and those who were
conducting research.... Aquacutturists typically saw themselves as
environmentalists. Producers and researchers were the cowboys in
the white hats."
-

Dr. Robert R. Stickney (1996). Aquaculture in the United
States: A Historical Survey. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New
York, NY, p.290.

“Never did I anticipate when I agreed to moderate this special
session that I would be involving myself in a conflict resolution
process.“
-

Dr. John A. Hargreaves (1997). The Quest for
Sustainable Aquaculture: A Moderator's Perspective,
World Aquaculture. Vol. 28(3), p. 44.

“Aquaculture has not always inflicted environmental harm."
-

Anne Platt McGinn, (1998) Woridwatch Institute Paper
142, P. 46.

Sustainability has become one of the most highly controversial and
politically disputed subjects in aquaculture. While this study cannot begin meet
to the all challenges presented by the sustainability issue, it does address the
ability and extent to which diverse stakeholders can find common ground on
quantifiable sustainability indicators. The resulting indicators have been
incorporated into a preliminary sustainability index with the potential for
production-level evaluations in the Southeastern United States. The index will
undoubtedly draw criticism, but it is merely a prototype, intended as a
proactive means for addressing an increasingly debated issue.
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ABSTRACT

Despite increasing institutional focus in aquaculture, sustainability
remains an amorphous and much debated concept Little consensus has
been identified on the issue beyond the general recognition that the concept
should contain environmental, economic, and sociological considerations. This
study addressed the specific, relevant question o f whether politically diverse
aquaculture interests can collectively develop and agree on production-level
goals and indicators of aquaculture sustainability.
The research partitioned sustainability into its three subcategories:
environmental, economic and social. This division facilitated the use of
existing conventions of measurement and expression in each subcategory.
Employing a modified Delphi technique, over 100 aquaculture stakeholders in
the Southeastern U. S. were surveyed for the purpose of identifying and
refining indicators of aquaculture sustainability. Aquaculture producers,
researchers, regulators, and members of non-governmental organizations
participating in a three-round Delphi survey and collectively identified 31
indicators of aquaculture sustainability. Survey participants provided 1,622
items for consideration as potential indicators in round 1. These items were
condensed by similarity into 31 indicators and returned to the panel for
comment in rounds 2 and 3.
Non-parametric statistical analysis of the survey data indicated a high
level of panel agreement by the final round of the survey. Significant levels of
ordinal rank correlation were detected using Friedman's randomized block

xv
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design (a = 0.05). Increasing levels of rank convergence were detected by
high values for Kendall's statistic of concordance (MA* 0.65).
Indicators were arranged into preliminary sub-indices o f environmental,
economic, and sociological sustainability. Sub-indices were combined into an
overall index based on a trigonometric approach that expresses aquaculture
sustainability as the ratio of case study and optimal vectors, with a relevant
scoring range of -100 to 100. The resulting model is referred to as a multi
criteria index of Delphi-assessed sustainability (MIDAS). A 50-hectare, owner
operated simulation was used to initialize case studies with channel catfish
flctalurus punctatusl and crawfish (Procambaraus darkiii and (Procambarus
zonaaulusl Case study scores ranged from 18 to 24 for crawfish and channel
catfish production, respectively. With further refinement, the index has
potential for production level evaluations of aquaculture sustainability in the
Southeastern United States.

xvi
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Sustainable development or "sustainability" has become a popular
catch phrase in today's aquaculture industry. Originally the term was intended
to address widespread problems of environmental degradation associated with
agricultural and industrial development Today, sustainability has become
associated with a holistic consideration of the economic, environmental, and
sociological impacts of any development While several interpretations of
sustainability have emerged over the past decade, much debate remains over
the proper definition and application of sustainability concepts.
The brunt of the sustainability dialogue has traditionally focused on the
long-term impacts of intensive terrestrial development, particularly issues
concerning resource utilization and pollution. Similar concerns have recently
emerged in the aquaculture arena, where the quest for sustainability has been
identified as a primary objective. However, addressing such concerns is
problematic because sustainability is a concept embodying many value-laden
objectives with no discrete boundaries or definitions.
In many cases, the multiple objectives of sustainability conflict directly
with one another, compounding the difficulty associated with definition and
application of the concept Nevertheless, the U.S. aquaculture industry is
currently promoting sustainability as a primary focus in all of its sectors
(Hopkins 1996). Participation and cooperation between producers,
researchers, and regulatory agencies has been identified as vital for the

1
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development of reasonable regulatory policy for sustainable aquaculture
development (Sandifer 1995). A similar theme is echoed in the National
Aquaculture Development Plan issued by the U. S. Joint Subcommittee on
Aquaculture. The proposal identities Sustainability and Environmental
Compatibility as principle challenges for its strategic plan for federal action
(NADP 1996).
In spite of multiple directives, there are currently no established
agreements or widely-accepted definitions available for discerning the relative
sustainability of aquaculture applications. Dispute over sustainability is
rampant, despite increasing efforts on behalf of the aquaculture industry to
address the issue. Such effort is exemplified by a trend of increasing
discourse in leading aquaculture organizations such as the World Aquaculture
Society (WAS). Organized in 1970, WAS has sponsored over 30 national and
international meetings focused on technical and commercial aspects of
aquaculture. A review of key subject matter from these conferences illustrates
WAS* increasing attention on sustainability, including recent topics such as
“Quality Products & Quality Environments’ , “Swimming Through Troubled
Waters*, “Unking Science to Sustainable Industry Development”, ‘ Sustainable
Aquaculture”, and “Aquaculture Development with Sustainability” (Table 1.1)
(Bardach 1995; Browdy and Hopkins 1995; Tidwell 1995; Hershberger 1997).

2
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Table 1.1 Keynote Speaker Topics and Themes for World Aquaculture
Society Meetings (1970-1998)
Year_________ Topic____________
1970
Aquaculture on the Move
1971
The Future of Aquaculture
1972
international Organizations and Aquacuture Development
1973
Risks to Aquaculture Enterprises
19741
Potential far Aquaculture Development
1975
From Fishing to Fanning the Sea
19782
Agencies and Organizations Involved in Aquaculture
19772
Aquaculture far Economic Development in the America
1978
People are important
19791
Aquaculture Development
1980
Seafood. Energy, and the 1980’s
19813
Global Picture of Aquaculture and Fisheries
19822
World Conference on Aquaculture
1983
No theme or keynote address Msted in pmcee(Bngs
19841
WAS Policy Objectives
1985
The Challenge and Potential of Aquaculture
1986
Agricultural Research Service and Aquaculture
1987
Managing the Development of Aquaculture Fisheries
1988
East Meets West
1989
Towards Professionalism in Aquaculture
1990
Global Bivalve Shellfish Introductions: implications for
Sustaining a Fishery or Strong Potential for Economic Gain
1991
Turn of the Millennium Aquaculture Navigating Troubled
Water or Riding the Crest of the Wave
19922
Growing Towards the 2111Century
19932
From Discovery to Commercialization
19942
Silver Anniversary: 25 Years of Science and Service
19953
PACON: Sustainable Aquaculture
19952
Quality Products: Quality Environments
19954
Swimming Through Troubled Waters
19962
East Meets West
19964
Policy for Sustainable Aquaculture
19972
Unking Science to Sustainable Industry Development
19982
Maricuiture at a Crossroads: Lessons of the Past and
Visions of the Future
1 9 9 8 2-5
Aquaculture Development with Sustainability
1 General interpretation of keynote address, no title listed in proceedings
2 Theme of meeting
3 Pacific Congress on Marine Science Technology
4 Special WAS session.
5 Latin American Chapter of World Aquaculture Society
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Although much of the activity surrounding the sustainability issue is
currently industry-driven, initial dialogue was dominated by critics of
aquaculture. Among the more vocalized concerns is the issue of shrimp
aquaculture in coastal zones. Responding to both actual and perceived
environmental and social problems, organizations such as the Mangrove
Action Project (MAP) have called for development moratoriums and
aquaculture product boycotts in countries such as India and Indonesia (Quarto
1998). The aquaculture industry in the U. S. has also faced opposition
regarding practices perceived as unsustainable. In the recent publication
“Murky Waters: Environmental Effects of Aquaculture in The United States,”
the Environmental Defense Fund points out the increasing tensions between
U. S. aquaculturists and environmentalists over issues such as resource
utilization, production and fate of wastes, and chemical pollution and genetic
risks (Goldberg and Triplett 1997).
Concerns over the long-term impacts of aquaculture expansion have
resulted in calls for development criteria. According to agenda 21 of the 1992
Rio Earth Summit "Indicators of sustainable development need to be
developed to provide solid bases for decision making at all levels and to
contribute to a self-regulating sustainability of integrated environment and
development systems" (Hammond et al. 1995). To date, attempts to develop
indicators for aquaculture sustainability have been primarily characterized by a
global approach. For example, the Food and Agriculture Organization’s (FAO)
Fisheries Department recently published a Code of Conduct for Responsible

4
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Fisheries with specific criteria for global aquaculture development (D’Abramo
and Hargreaves 1997). Likewise, the Aquaculture Sustainability Action Plan
(ASAP), a collaborative effort of the Asian Development Bank and the Network
of Aquaculture Centers in Asia-Pacific, recently drafted policy
recommendations for responsible aquaculture worldwide (New 1996). While
such global approaches have resulted in general guidelines, they are often
overly qualitative, lacking information on the specific measures and means
necessary for application. Furthermore, global and national sustainability
policy recommendations are often criticized for ignoring the varying
sociopolitical context of aquaculture in specific regions (Edwards et al. 1990).
Organizations more ardently opposed to aquaculture have issued some
very specific criteria and calls for action. Most notable among these
organizations is the ChoJutecta Forum, a group of 21 non-governmental
organizations (NGO) concerned with the negative impacts of aquaculture
development In 1996 they released a declaration of 18 demands as part of
their plan for investigation, education, and denunciation to increase public
pressure and confront what they identify as unsustainable aquaculture
practices worldwide (D’Abramo and Hargreaves 1997).
Responding to NGO opposition and aware of mounting public concern,
industry-based associations such as the Global Aquaculture Alliance (GAA)
have recently been formed. The GAA is currently developing in-house codes
of conduct with specific descriptions of environmentally and socially
responsible production methods. As a byproduct of these efforts, there has

5
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been increasing interest expressed over the potential value of developing
certification standards for sustainability-produced aquaculture products. Such
standards would employ a market-based approach, using product
identification to appeal to sustainability-conscious consumers of aquaculture
products. Similar programs have proven marginally effective for commodities
ranging from forestry products to organic vegetables. However, the
establishment and enforcement of such standards is a topic of increasing
political scrutiny (Riggs 1997).
In summary, the momentum of the sustainability dialogue in
aquaculture has increased dramatically in recent years. Yet despite an
increasing institutional focus, the amorphous nature of the sustainability
concept continues to constrain progress towards objective definitions and
application. Codes of conduct and development criteria have been fashioned
at the global-national levels, but their broad geographic context frequently
over-generalizes sustainability into a list of qualitative goals with little or no
specific means of measure or application. Meanwhile, partisan-based efforts to
develop sustainability indicators face legitimate questions over the political
agendas of these organizations. An objective method of assessment is
required to derive a collective expression of content and objectives of
aquaculture sustainability.
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Research Objectives and Dissertation Organization

This study addresses the specific, relevant question of whether
politically diverse aquaculture interests can collectively develop and agree on
production-level goals and indicators of aquaculture sustainability. The
objectives of this project are provided below. An appropriate chapter reference
is provided under each objective, along with a brief explanation of the chapter
methodology and results.
Objective 1: Review the environmental, economic, and sociological
literature from previous sustainability studies and utilize the various disciplinary
approaches to form a theoretical basis for evaluation. Chapter 2 chronicles the
evolution of the sustainability concept and identifies key constraints that have
hindered progress and application in aquaculture. To reduce interdisciplinary
constraints, it is recommended that the sustainability concept be
disaggregated into its respective sub-categories 1) environmental, 2)
economic, and 3) social.
Objective 2: Employing a modified Delphi technique, conduct a survey of
aquaculture authorities from production, research, and regulatory sectors to
identify and weight sub-model variables. Chapter 3 describes results of Delphi
Survey of more than 100 aquaculture stakeholders in the Southeastern U. S.
The iterative survey identified and refined 31 indicators of aquaculture
sustainability. Chapter 4 employs a non-parametric statistical analysis to
evaluate the resulting rank patterns and convergence of the Delphi survey
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data Results suggest high levels of response convergence among survey
participants.
Objective 3: Produce and refine a multi-criteria analysis of aquaculture
sustainability by using the results of objectives (1) and (2). Chapter 5 utilizes the
Delphi survey results to construct a Multi-criteria Index of Delphi-Assessed
Sustainability (MIDAS). The mathematical structure of MIDAS is provided and
the analytical suitability of alternative index compilation methods is evaluated.
Objective 4: Initiate case studies to determine the relative sustainability of
regional U. S. aquaculture industries. Chapter 6 initiates MIDAS case studies of
channel catfish and crawfish production in Louisiana. Future refinement
strategies arise as emergent properties of the case studies. Chapter 7
summarizes the research and discusses the potential opportunities and
limitations of future research and application.
Portions of the preceding chapters have been submitted or published in
World Aouaculture Maoayine the Proceedings of Pacific Congress on Marine
Science Technology, the Proceedings of the International Association of
Astacoloov. and the Proceedings of the International Institute of Fisheries
Economics and Trade. Additional portions represent manuscripts in
preparation, including an upcoming paper for the International Journal of
Aouaculture Economics and Management Readers are asked to oblige a
measure of redundancy within each chapter in order to accommodate the
manuscript-style of this dissertation, and the additional context-building
required for the unorthodox research topic of aquaculture sustainability.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Food production technologies have changed dramatically in the past 50
years. Innovations in planting, cultivating, feeding, fertilization, pest control,
and harvesting have resulted in rapid development of terrestrial and aquatic
production worldwide. While most of these developments have been positive,
resulting in a diverse supply of food and fiber, there have also been several
negative side effects. Some examples of these externalities indude ground
water contamination, loss of topsoil, habitat destruction, and the collapse of
many major fisheries. Despite these problems, an increasing world population
is demanding even greater amounts of food, energy and space. Since 1950,
world population has more than doubled. Meanwhile, demand for water, grain,
lumber, beef and range land products has tripled, and demand for seafood
and fossil fuels has quadrupled. Future use of natural resources will require
channeling their utilization in ways that fulfill multiple and complimentary
objectives whenever possible (Puilin et aJ. 1993).
In 1987, the World Commission on Environment and Development (The
Brundtland Commission) produced a report, Our Common Future, which
popularized the term "Sustainable Development" (Serageldin and Steer 1994).
The report called for development that "...meets the needs of the present
generation without compromising the needs of future generations." Since the
Bundtland report, sustainable development has been described in several
ways. One author describes sustainable systems as those "...capable of
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maintaining their productivity and usefulness to society indefinitely...Such
systems must be resource-conserving, socially supportive, commercially
competitive, and environmentally sound" (Ikerd 1990). Sustainable systems
have also been described as those that are "...productive, socially relevant,
profitable, and environmentally compatible while making environmentally
sound use of resources, not diverting or replacing resources that may be used
in a more productive way, and not degrading the environment and jeopardizing
the livelihood of future generations..." (AIT 1994).
Sustainability definitions can range from "weak" to "strong." Among the
more strict principles of long term sustainability we find "...Species extinction
cannot exceed species evolution; soil erosion cannot exceed soil formation;
forest destruction cannot exceed forest regeneration; carbon emissions cannot
exceed carbon fixation; fish harvests cannot exceed the regenerative
capacity of fisheries; and human births cannot exceed human deaths..."
(Brown 1994). Philosophical questions often accompany the debate over
sustainability. Some have questioned the reality of sustainability as a
bounded concept describing it rather as "...a myth, a notion implying potential
but with no ending point (Hammond et al. 1995). Thus, sustainability is often
described by a continuum, where the key is advancement rather than
completion.
The many alternative definitions of sustainability make it an amorphous
and intangible concept For example, in congressionally mandated annual
reports, the Joint Council on Food and Agricultural Sciences of the United
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States Department of Agriculture (USOA) consistently calls for sustainability
as the first in a set of long term objectives for food and agricultural sciences in
the 1990s. However, a lack of consensus has led USDA to issue a technical
publication for the mere purpose of defining sustainability. The 10 page report
contains no less than 23 definitions and terms associated with sustainable
agriculture. Atop this list is the 1990 farm bill definition, which describes
sustainable agriculture as "...an integrated system of plant and animal
production practices having a site-specific application that w ill, over the long
term;
A) satisfy human food and fiber needs;
B) enhance environmental quality and the natural resource base upon
which the agricultural economy depends;
C) make the most efficient use of nonrenewable resources and on-farm
resources and integrate, where appropriate, natural biological cycles
and controls;
D) sustain the economic viability of farm operations, and
E) enhance the quality of life for farmers and society as a whole."
Sustainability in Aquaculture
The evolution of fish farming or aquaculture resulted from man's
inability to control fluctuations in the productive capacity of natural fisheries.
Formal references to aquaculture by the Japanese, Chinese, Romans,
Egyptians, and Mayan Indians of Central America date back as early as 2000
BC. These early civilizations constructed ponds and raised fish for food and
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recreation (Hanfman, Tibbitt, and Watts 1989). North American aquaculture
had its start just over a century ago with the introduction of oyster and trout
fanning in the late 1850's (Avault 1996; Stickney 1996). By 1994, the level of
U. S. aquaculture production had grown to an estimated 413,605 metric tons
with a farm gate value of $632 million (Aquaculture Magazine 1995).
Aquaculture production increased over 20% annually from 1980 to 1988 and is
presently the fastest growing sector of American agriculture (Avault 1996).
During the period 1978-1987, U. S. per capita consumption of red meat (beef,
veal, lamb, mutton, and pork) fell 3.5% while fish consumption increased 9.7%
(Aquaculture Situation and Outlook 1994).
A peak per capita consumption offish and shellfish for the U. S.
occurred in 1987 at 7.3 kg and consumption has since fallen to a level of 6.7
kg in 1996 (NMFS 1996). However, conservative estimates of U.S. population
growth and consumption trends predict a U. S. demand for an additional 1.22
billion live weight pounds o f fish and seafood by the year 2,000 (Roberts
1992).
World fisheries landings have reflected increasing demand, rising from
21.9 to 85.0 million metric tons between 1950 and 1985. However, some
experts estimate the maximum sustainable yield o f natural ocean fisheries at
approximately 100 million metric tons. Considering population growth,
consumption trends and the finite nature of world fisheries resources, large
increases in aquaculture production will be required to meet future demand.
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In recognition of these trends, academic institutions have targeted the
emerging aquaculture industry as a research priority. In the United States,
many Land Grant Universities have comprehensive research and extension
activities aimed at the development and enhancement of regionally based
aquaculture sectors. Similar to the "Green Revolution" of agriculture in the
1970s, during the 1980’s aquaculture experienced a period o f exponential
growth that has been referred to as the "Blue Revolution." Development of
aquatic production technologies throughout the 1980's resulted in industry
expansion through improvements in feed formulation, nutrition, water
chemistry, disease prevention and treatment, and selection for commercially
desirable traits.
While new production techniques have resulted in higher yields, they
have also been associated with considerably higher rates of resource use and
degradation compared to traditional aquaculture methods. Externalities
associated with aquaculture production have become increasingly evident and
the industry currently faces debates over affluent discharge, threats to genetic
diversity, and destruction o f estuary habitats, to name a few (Brown et al.
1994; Landesman 1994). In some cases, regional disputes have erupted into
a debate over the long-term ecological, sociological, and economic viability of
certain aquaculture industries.
Unforeseen problems in both global and domestic aquaculture sectors
have illustrated the need for long term, holistic approaches for aquaculture
development and planning. Domestic U.S. producers have encountered
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opposition from environmentalist over issues such as aquifer depletion and
wetlands displacement The rapid development of global estuarine habitats
has resulted in wide-spread disease and resource depletion for certain largescale, monoculture industries such as shrimp farming (Rosenthal 1994).
Additional conflicts have resulted where aquaculture developments alter social
institutions. One example of such a conflict is the displacement of traditional
employment in natural fisheries created by estuarine aquaculture
developments (Bailey et al.1996).
Although sustainability issues have rapidly become an important priority
in aquaculture, there is still time to incorporate these issues into production
techniques during the formative stages of industry development. This luxury
was not afforded to the agriculture industry in that they were forced to consider
resource depletion concerns long after production techniques and
infrastructure were developed (Hopkins 1996). In the U.S., aquaculture
producers may possess an additional advantage in that many are often first
generation producers, who enter the industry without the burden of
unsustainable practices handed down from earlier generations, in addition,
the culture medium of water dictates that aquacuiturists possess a greater
sensitivity to the use and fete of chemical and feed inputs, and the disposal of
production wastes.
Sustainability literature and policy have traditionally focused on
commercial, terrestrial development While application of existing
sustainability concepts to aquaculture is possible, there is some question
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regarding which sustainability concepts to adopt Definitions o f sustainability
are often too vague for practical application. In some instances, sustainability
is simply referred to as the goal of "intergenerationai equity1* (Batie 1989).
Nevertheless, the same issues that have forced sustainability upon the
agricultural community lay squarely on the horizon for aquaculture. In addition,
new facets of sustainability are constantly being added. What was once
considered an economic and ecological issue now includes sociological
concerns. As a result, a wide variety of opinions exist regarding the need and
extent of sustainability criteria within the aquaculture industry. A general
direction for promotion and development of aquaculture sustainability can be
obtained by considering the common ground shared by the parties involved.
Sustainable aquaculture systems have been described as those systems that
are productive, socially relevant and profitable, and environmentally
compatible. To be sustainable, aquaculture systems must"... make
environmentally sound use of resources ...not divert or replace resources that
may be used in a more productive way ...and not degrade the environment
and jeopardize the livelihood of future generations...1* (AIT 1994). However,
few alternatives exist for integrating these concerns under the umbrella of
sustainability. A review of the major constraints to definition and application
provides insight into the problems associated with definition and application of
the sustainability concept
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Integrating Disciplines

Attempting to directly define sustainable aquaculture is a noble, but
perhaps impractical goal because the word "sustainable1* implies an
unreachable endpoint A more realistic goal involves finding methods for
increasing the "sustainability" of aquaculture operations under specific
constraints. A survey of sustainability literature reveals three major obstacles
that confine the application of sustainability in aquaculture. The first challenge
presented by the sustainability concept is the need to simultaneously consider
unlike disciplines and conflicting objectives. Although definitions of
sustainability are often conflicting, ambiguous, and value-laden, they do share
one common theme. Sustainable systems are invariably defined by the need
for simultaneous consideration of economic, environmental, and sociological
objectives. The concept is often depicted as the intersection of these
disciplines, where the intersection (sustainability) represents an area of
common ground (Figure 2.1). Sustainability depicted as an intersection of
these disciplines is a reoccuring theme in modem literature and builds upon
established methods of employing Venn diagrams to depict the multiple facets
of a concept For example, pathologists often use Venn diagrams to depict
disease incidence as a function of a pathogen, a host, and stress. This three
tiered approach for describing sustainability has become widely accepted and
heavy criticism is heaped upon expressions of sustainability based solely on
economics or ecology (Serageldin et al. 1994; Hammond et al. 1995).
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Figure 2.1 Depicting Sustainability As The Intersection of Three Disciplines:
Ecology, Economics, and Sociology.
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Only recently have scientists began to integrate these three disciplines into
working models o f sustainability. The immediate challenge represented by
such integration is the difficulty of simultaneously reconciling three disciplines
with different conventions, languages, and units o f measurement
Geographic and Operational Context
Evaluations of aquaculture sustainability are dependent upon the
geographic and operational context of interest Context ultimately influences
environmental, economic, and sociological dimensions and determines the
degree to which specific information can be generated. In Figure 2.2, as
geographic and operational context narrows, the specificity of resulting
information increases, however, the range of application for this information is
reduced. For example, evaluations of aquaculture sustainability utilizing a
broad-scaie, global approach are often issue-based, resulting in qualitative
goals with little specificity. Such goals include such qualitative mandates as
*.. .enhance economic viability withoutjeopardizing human rights or
environmental integrity. “ Conversely, local assessments of aquaculture
sustainability may result in data and parameters too specific for industry-level
application, including directives like " ...lim it annual water usage to less than
10% o f total term volume for channel catfish grow-out systems in upper
Johnson county." At this stage, regional evaluations may be more useful for
producing generic, sector-level objectives and sustainability indicators, such
a s "... investigate alternative ways to reduce water usage (m3/MT), reduce the
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Figure 2.2 The Relationship of Context, Specificity, and Results in Developing
Expressions for Aquaculture Sustainability.
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animaf-protein fraction o f feeds (kg/MT), and increase profit (S/MT.)" A
regional context may be useful for establishing measurable objectives and
indicators at the industry-level without specific scrutiny of individual operations.
Stakeholder C onflict
The recent interest in aquaculture sustainability has been expressed
through various forms of written, oral, and electronic communication.
Unfortunately, dialogue in these mediums is often punctuated by conflict, and
extreme interests and opinions often polarize issues. Nevertheless, input from
all pertinent stakeholder groups is required for an objective evaluation. At least
four major stakeholder groups in exist in aquaculture: 1) commercial
producers, 2) aquaculture researchers and extension agents, 3) state and
federal regulatory officials, and 4) members of non-governmental
organizations (Figure 2.3). These four groups often hold widely disparate
opinions over the need and extent to which sustainability concerns should
shape aquaculture practice and policy. Often, aquaculture stakeholders hold
volatile emotions over certain aspects of the sustainability issue. As stated
earlier, the perspective of a recent session moderator on aquaculture
sustainability equated the entire experience to a conflict resolution process
(Hargreaves 1997).
The constraints represented by integrating disciplinary categories,
defining geographic and operational contexts, and resolving stakeholder
conflicts represent unique challenges to application of sustainability objectives.
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Figure 2.3 Major Stakeholders for Consideration in Developing Expressions
for Aquaculture Sustainability.
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No widely-accepted method currently exists for overcoming these constraints
and building consensus-based expressions of sustainability. However, a
review of previous attempts to express sustainability can provide perspective
on how these constraints have been addressed in the past and insight on how
to address these constraints in the future.
Previous Approaches
The brunt of research into sustainability measurement has to date been
conducted by economists. These research efforts are due in part to recent
paradigm shifts in the economic disciplines. Non-market goods and services
(e.g. air, water, assimilation capacity of wetlands) are not typically captured by
traditional, neodassic economic models, and such items have often been
given too little weight in policy determination. Many economists suggest such
oversight represents a considerable compromise to the sustainability of human
societies (Costanza et al. 1997).
Classical economists of the industrial revolution described all
production as a function of land, labor and capital. Progress was equated to
development, and was thus assumed to be constrained by the limitations of
natural resources. In Thomas Malthus' famous book of 1798, "An Essay on
Population,” he predicted poverty and doom for a burgeoning population due
to an inadequate resource base (Howe 1979). In the post-industrial revolution
period, neoclassical economists discovered raw material substitutes (e.g.
cotton for leather) and found the importance of capital was greater than that of
labor. Contemporary economists of the middle 20th century relegated all
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production as capital-dependent In their model, everything responded to
investment Thus, land, labor, and natural resources had no unique
significance (Randall 1987a).
The first combination of economic and ecological models was
suggested by neoMalthusians who modified the classical economic model by
adding a new dimension that addressed the physical transformation of
resources. Neo-Maltusian models found their basis in the laws of
thermodynamics (energy matter is neither created nor destroyed, yet merely
transformed) and entropy (the transformation of energy matter in a dosed
system always follows the pattern from a more to a less available state) (Tilley
and Thumm 1974). The integration of physics and economics had new
implications for the environmental and economic costs of agricultural and
industrial development Specifically, the stated costs of externalities (e.g. the
overload of residuals and the limited assimilative capadty of the environment)
was being overlooked in traditional economic models because these costs
were due at some distant point in the future. A subsequent debate ensued
over the implications of current development practices (Randall 1987b).
In 1972, under the title "Limits to Growth," researchers at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) developed a global model to
simulate the future of the world economy. The model employed system
dynamics (feedback loops) and predicted a total collapse of the world resource
base and an ineffectiveness of piecemeal solutions. They described dire
consequences for the unsustainable development practices of the day and
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called for limitations to population and pollution and a complete termination of
all economic development A more optimistic model emerged in 1976 from a
researcher named Herman Kahn. Relying on the concept of societal evolution
and the promise of technological innovation, Kahn predicted prosperity for
America and the world during the next 200 years (Titenburg 1992). Both of
these models were based on natural, rather than social sciences. Models
based on natural sciences differ dramatically from the more socially derived
economic models. The most striking difference is the central role that human
behavior plays in the social models, while it is relegated to a trivial role in
natural science models (Tietenberg 1992).
In the past two decades, the new field of ecological economics has
emerged as a means for systematically integrating natural, biophysical models
into traditional economic models. Ecological economics differs from traditional
economics in that it has a wider breadth of problem identification and relies on
a transdidplinary approach involving physics, biology, and social sciences.
This transdisdplinary science goes beyond the normal conceptions of
scientific disciplines and ignores arbitrary intellectual boundaries in an effort to
achieve broader goals such as sustainability (Costanza et al. 1991). Ecological
economists currently contribute a major portion of the research literature on
sustainability. However, the methodology promoted by ecological economists
requires that ecosystem goods and services be incorporated into established
conventions of economic accounting. Determining economic values for non
market, environmental goods has proven to be problematic and controversial.
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There is considerable debate regarding the appropriateness of placing
economic values on such intangibles as human life, environmental aesthetics,
or long-term ecological benefits (Costanza et al. 1991). Even marginally
successful attempts at reconciling these disciplinary constraints w ill continue
to be hampered by ambiguity in geographic and operational context and the
challenge of stakeholder conflict These constraints must be simultaneously
addressed to facilitate progress on the issue of aquaculture sustainability.
A New Direction

The need to integrate economics, ecology, and sociology into an
applicable model of sustainability is only a normative, theoretical goal. A more
quantified approach may hold some potential ter diminishing the circular and
overly qualitative debate on aquaculture sustainability. Indicators can provide
useful information regarding relative levels of sustainability components.
Indicators provide information in a more quantified version than do pictures or
words alone. They can be used as a baseline for analysis of public policy and
for diagnostic and prescriptive use in evaluating various types of development
Because they provide information in a more simplified, concise form at indicators
can be used more readily than complicated statistics or scientific data The role
of an index is to quantify and simplify complex information in an empirical model
of reality. While indices provide an abstract of reality, they must themselves be
analytically sound and have a valid method of computation (Hammond e t al.
1995).
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One method that offers promise as a foundation for sustainability index
construction is multi-criteria analysis. Multi-criteria analysis can be employed
when a single criterion (e.g. monetary value) is inappropriate for measuring
multiple objectives. Multi-criteria evaluation methods can describe the impacts
of development alternatives beyond the means of a market-based approach
and reveal more subjective (sometimes political) insights (Nijkamp et ai.1990).
In the context of sustainability, such an analysis could hypothetically be used
to evaluate the progress towards optima in the fields of economics, ecology,
and sociology. By varying assumptions such as project size, location,
technology, and intensity, a multi-criteria analysis could be used to isolate the
common ground and trade-offs between the economics, ecology, and
sociology of various input scenarios. However, the multi-criteria approach
requires the input of qualified decision-makers to identify and rank various
index components (Vincke 1992).
As a conglomeration of economic, ecological, and societal concerns,
aquaculture sustainability contains numerous attributes that carry varying levels
of importance to different user groups. It is therefore necessary to develop a
consensus of opinion when identifying and weighting sustainability variables.
However, aquaculture is an esoteric discipline, and thus opinions on aquaculture
sustainability would be most valuable if they were obtained from industry
experts. The Delphi technique, a method used for the systematic development
of opinion among experts, is a useful tool for developing such a consensus.
The Delphi technique is an attempt to elicit expert opinion in a systematic
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manner for useful results, it usually involves iterative questionnaires
administered to individual experts in a manner protecting the anonymity of their
responses. Feedback of results accompany each iteration and respondents
adjust their responses until a consensus of opinion or a point of diminishing
returns is reached (Sackman 1975).
The Delphi technique originated at the Rand Corporation in 1948 as a
means of short term forecasting and consensus building by cold-war strategists
(Fusfeld and Foster 1971). Applications of this technique vary greatly, ranging
from business forecasting to fisheries management (Zuboy 1981). At least some
precedence exists for the use of a Delphi Survey in measuring sustainability.
Walter and Resiner (1994) conducted a Delphi survey of agricultural scientists in
order to develop a consensus on the definition of sustainable agriculture.
Results revealed preferences for the development of specific environmental
management technologies as a means of becoming more sustainable. The
potential for isolating preferences makes the Delphi study ideal for identifying
and weighting the pertinent variables of an aquaculture sustainability index The
results of a Delphi survey could feasibly be utilized within a multi-criteria
framework to produce a preliminary index for evaluating the relative sustainability
of various combinations of species and technology in aquaculture.
Summary and Conclusions

Negative impacts resulting from recent aquaculture developments have
created debate over the inherent sustainability of specific aquaculture
practices. Sustainability is a relatively new focus for aquaculture, but the
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agricultural community has struggled with the issue for decades. Progress on
sustainability has been hindered by its complex interdisciplinary and valueladen nature. To date, consensus has been limited to the general recognition
of sustainability as a concept embodying multiple objectives along various
environmental, economic, and social vectors.
Assessments of aquaculture sustainability are further limited by need to
simultaneously integrate the categories of ecology, economics, and sociology;
need for explicit definition of geographic and operational context; and the
challenge of conflict resolution among various aquaculture stakeholders.
Previous attempts by ecological economists to address these issues via
interdisciplinary models have resulted in some innovative means for non-market
valuation. However, their methodology has been widely criticized for relying too
heavily on established economic conventions.
Progress on sustainability continues to be constrained by the artificiallyimposed need to integrate environmental, economic, and sociological disciplines
into a new genre. A new direction for research involves facilitating sustainability
expressions through temporary removal of the interdisciplinary requirements.
By partitioning sustainability into its more familiar sub-categories, decision
makers can rely on the existing conventions of measurement and expression
in environmental, economic, and sociological disciplines. Used collectively,
objectives from these sub-categories could incorporated into a multi-criteria
framework and form the basis of a preliminary index of aquaculture
sustainability. The Delphi survey technique represents a potentially effective
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method for soliciting the diverse stakeholder input required to identify and
refine the components of such an index.
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CHAPTER THREE
A REGIONAL EXPRESSION OFAQUACULTURE SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is an emerging concept that has been used by various
interest groups to promote their agendas within a context of societal
responsibility. As such, sustainability generally requires maintaining
productive resources for the use of future generations, or "... an obligation to
conduct ourselves so that we leave to the future the option or the capacity to
be as well off as we a re ... not to satisfy ourselves by impoverishing our
successors” (Soiow 1991). However, specific and operational definitions of
sustainability have been difficult to develop.
One problem arises from the fact that sustainability, at least in its
general form, is a societal objective, not a firm or producer objective.
Producers may have the desire to operate sustainable enterprises, but
sustainability is most intimately linked to the economic viability of their
individual operations. Societal sustainability has a broader perspective that
not only incorporates the economic viability of producers, but also the
economic, environmental, and sociological viability of communities and
geographic regions, both now and in the future. Implementing this broad
perspective is made all the more difficult by the fact that sustainability attempts
to reconcile abstract environmental and sociological issues with personal and
commercial interests. As a result, sustainability is a term that is easier to
understand than it is to explain (Voinov and Smith 1995).
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Defining Sustainability

Given the conceptual and operational difficulties associated with
sustainability, it is not surprising to find that the topic has been debated for
years among agricultural and environmental interests. More recently,
sustainability has become a focus in aquaculture (Rosenthal 1994). Despite
this focus, widely accepted definitions for the term have not emerged, with
consensus limited to the general recognition that sustainability is a concept
embodying multiple environmental, economic, and sociological objectives.
The lack of consensus concerning the specifics of sustainability in aquaculture
may be due to conflicting stakeholder objectives, different geographic and
operational contexts, and difficulties in reconciling disciplinary paradigms.
One message that can be drawn from the complicated sustainability literature
is that sustainable aquaculture production systems m ust"... make
environmentally sound use of resources ...not divert or replace resources that
may be used in a more productive way ...and not degrade the environment
and jeopardize the livelihood of future generations..." (AIT 1994). At the same
time, "...you have to take into account in thinking about sustainability, the
resources we use up and the resources that we leave behind, but also the sort
of environment we leave behind including the built environment, including
productive capacity (plant and equipment) and including technological
knowledge" (Solow 1991). Thus, an operational definition of sustainability
requires recognizing that humans are not just the source of potential problems,
but also the source of potential solutions.
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In an effort to move towards specific definitions of sustainability in
aquaculture production, this study seeks to better develop the concept of
aquaculture sustainability by considering the common ground shared by all the
interested stakeholders. If aquaculture sustainability is to have relevance
within a broad social context, then the diverse (and often conflicting) views of
aquaculture interest groups need to be included in the development process.
The problem is to find a method that can simultaneously indude divergent
opinions and develop a consensus on the important factors that need to be
induded in an operationally explicit sustainability definition.
Attempting to directly define sustainable aquaculture is a laudable, but
perhaps impractical goal because the word "sustainable" is often used to imply
a fixed goal for system configuration. However, Robinson (1991) stressed that
sustainability really requires maintenance of the dynamic capadty to respond
adaptively to changing conditions. In essence, sustainability should be
concerned with the flexibility of the system to change according to changing
goals, constraints, and controls (Voinov and Smith 1995). Thus, a more
realistic goal for defining sustainability involves finding methods for increasing
the flexibility or adaptability of aquaculture operations, particularly with respect
to changing information about how those operations affect the environmental
and sodal systems in which they exist
One way to help define the parameters of such a system is to develop a
democratic expression of sustainability using input from aquaculture
stakeholders, including producers, researchers, extension agents, regulatory
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authorities, and non-governmental organizations (NGO). integrating the
combined viewpoints of these groups holds potential for developing workable
definitions of sustainability, and the process itself may aid the groups in
understanding and participating in the move towards sustainable aquaculture.
The Delphi Survey
The data collection vehicle used in this study was the Delphi survey. A
Delphi survey is a method for systematically developing a consensus opinion
among experts. The Delphi approach originated at the Rand Corporation in
1948 as a means of short-term forecasting and consensus building by coldwar strategists (Sackman 1975). Applications of this technique vary greatly,
ranging from business forecasting to fisheries management (Zuboy 1981).
Walter and Resiner (1994) conducted a Delphi survey of agricultural scientists
in order to develop a consensus on the general definition of sustainable
agriculture. Results of that study revealed a preference among the
respondents for the development of specific environmental management
technologies as a means of becoming more sustainable.
In its standard form, the survey process involves iterative questionnaires
administered to individual experts in a manner protecting the anonymity of
their responses. Feedback to the respondents between survey rounds allows
participants to reevaluate their responses based on new information provided
by the respondents as a whole and may lead to response convergence, or a
consensus of opinion, even among groups that initially hold widely disparate
views (Sackman 1975). The Delphi survey approach is based on four
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assumptions: 1) expert opinion is a valid input in inexact areas of research; 2)
a consensus of experts is better than the opinion of a single expert; 3) experts
meeting together suffer a fbliow-the-ieader bias; and 4) anonymity of
participants corrects for most of the inherent opinion biases. The panel of
expert stakeholders in this study consisted of aquaculture producers,
aquaculture researchers and extension agents, aquaculture-related regulatory
authorities, and non-governmental organizations (NGO) with an interest in
aquaculture issues. Participation was limited to the Southeastern U. S.,
including the states of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, South Carolina, North
Carolina, and Virginia. Some observations on the stakeholder groups include:
Aquaculture Producers - A number of aquaculture producers from the
Southeastern U.S. were asked to participate in the survey. Aquaculture
producers with at least 3 years experience with one or more warm-water
species were identified by state extension and research personnel, as well as
through other contacts. Production sites ranged from coastal to inland, with
extensive or intensive production methods.
Researchers and Extension Agents - University researchers and
extension agents experienced in various aquaculture-related fields were also
included in the survey. While the biological and mechanical areas of
aquaculture were well represented, it was difficult to identify aquaculture
researchers and extension agents that specialize in the economic and
sociological aspects of this industry.
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Governmental Authorities - This category includes state and federal
government officials with experience in aquaculture regulatory activities in the
Southeastern United States. Specific duties included policy formation,
regulation, enforcement, funding, or promotion.
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) - These organizations have
become active in aquaculture issues in recent years. Participation in this
Delphi survey was limited to NGO representatives who had an interest and
working knowledge of warm-water aquaculture in the Southeastern U.S.
As implemented in this study, the Delphi survey consisted of three rounds.
A preliminary questionnaire (Round-1) was made available to potential
respondents via postal mail and the world-wide-web. Participation was
restricted to stakeholders in the Southeastern U.S., each of whom was invited
via direct telephone contact The identity of individual respondents was
concealed from all other respondents in order to reduce leader bias. In the first
round, panel members were individually asked to list measurable indicators
and preferences under three separate categories: economic, environmental,
and sociological sustainability. This information was used to form a follow-up
questionnaire (Round-2) requesting that respondents assign weights to
specific indicators and provide additional preference-related information.
Results from Round-2 were summarized and returned to the panel with a
request to revise individual responses in light of the aggregated group
response. This final round, Round-3, saw considerable convergence of
opinion and the development of consensus not only on the relative importance
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of economic, environmental, and sociological considerations in defining
sustainability, but also in the relative importance of specific, measurable
indicators of sustainability. Surveys, letters, and general information utilized in
the survey process are included in Appendix A.
Response rates for the survey were higher than originally anticipated
(Table 3.1). Of the 163 participants who initially agreed to participate, 121
replied to Round 1 for a response rate of 75%. By round 3, this rate had
increased to 94%, with 104 of the original panel participating. Most
respondents utilized the Internet survey (53%) in round 1, a software upgrade
in round 2 introduced problems that caused the use of this medium to
decrease to 17% by round 2. Although these problems were rectified by round
3, the response rates only increased to 21 %. As with any Delphi survey,
composition of the expert panel is subject to selection bias. In this study, an
interdisciplinary committee provided guidance for stakeholder selection and
participation ratios were developed to reflect the proportion from each group
represented in the Southeastern U. S.
Respondent Dem ographics

In addition to designating themselves by stakeholder group, participants
also answered basic demographic questions to provide additional information.
Efforts were made to solicit participation in a manner reflecting the geographic
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Table 3.1 Delphi Survey Participation
Round 1
Contacts (#)
163
Responses (#)
121
75
Response rate (%)
53
Internet users(%)
Stakeholder Distribution (%)
Producers
31
Research/Extension
35
18
Governmental
16
NGO

Round 2

Round 3

121
111
92
17

111
104
94
20

29
41
18
13

29
39
19
13
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concentration of aquaculture stakeholders in the Southeastern U. S. Figure
3.1 depicts the regional distribution of the Delphi survey respondents. Despite
a 13% reduction in the number of respondents between rounds, the relative
distribution of stakeholders remained basically unchanged. To reflect the
general aquaculture population of the Southeastern U. S., a majority of the
invited participants were chosen from the states of Mississippi, Alabama, and
Louisiana. These states have major aquaculture sectors dedicated to channel
catfish and crawfish production. A number of respondents came from the
states of Texas, Arkansas, Florida, North Carolina, and South Carolina, with
fewer respondents representing the states of Oklahoma, Tennessee,
Kentucky, Virginia, and Georgia.
Participants were also asked to choose a primary aquaculture
commodity that they produced, researched, regulated, or monitored (Figure
3.2). At 34%, channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) was the majority of
commodities represented in the survey responses. Additional commodities of
interest included crawfish (Procambarus spp.), redfish (Sdaenops ocellata).
baitfish (Fundulus spp.), oysters fCrassostrea virginica). hybrid striped bass
(Morone spp.), and tilapia fOreochromis spp.), with a smaller portion of
respondents (2-3%) listing sport fish (e.g. Microoterus salmoides) and
ornamentals (e.g. Cvorinus caroiol Approximately 13% o f the panel chose the
category "other," indicating they had no major commodity of interest, or that a
particular commodity was not included in the lis t Interestingly, the second
largest aquaculture commodity of primary interest chosen by the panel was
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& 1-5 Respondents
■ 5-10 Respondents
■ 15-20 Respondents
Figure 3.1 Regional Distribution of Respondents in the Delphi Survey
Aquaculture Sustainability in the Southeastern United States.
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shrimp and prawns (i.e. Penaeus and Macrobrachium spp.). The 15%
participation represented by this category represents a small number of
coastal shrimp farmers in Texas and South Carolina; however, most of this
group is composed of researchers, regulators, and NGO members that are
currently involved in shrimp-related issues.
Finally, participants were asked to choose primary areas that best
describe their work or activity in aquaculture. Over half of the panel chose
production and management as their primary work area, reflecting the large
contribution of aquaculture producers, researchers, and extension agents to
the survey. Only a few panelists (2%) identified themselves as primarily
working in the area of sociology. The remaining areas of work were
represented by 4 to 8% of the panel, and included areas typical to research,
regulation, and conservation, including the areas of administration and policy
(4%), nutrition and feeds (5%), water quality and aquaculture engineering
(6%), reproduction and genetics (7%), conservation and fisheries
management (7%), and economics (8%). Approximately 10% of the panel
chose "other," indicating that their particular area of work or activity was not
included in the lis t
Category Preferences

The primary assertion of this study is that democratic expressions of
aquaculture sustainability are more easily developed through temporary
removal of the concept's interdisciplinary requirements. Allowing panelists to
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15%

13%

Figure 3.2 Primary Species of Interest for Respondents Participating in the
Delphi Survey of Aquaculture Sustainability in the Southeastern United States.

Sociology /u mMta ta on

Otar

10%

Figure 3.3 Primary Areas of Work for Respondents Participating in the Delphi
Survey of Aquaculture Sustainability in the Southeastern United States.
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partition responses among sub-disciplines facilitates indicator development
because it utilizes existing conventions o f measurement and expression.
However, once these indicators have been independently developed in their
respective categories, some method is necessary for re-structuring them
under the common theme of aquaculture sustainability. Such re-structuring
requires a method for delineating the relative importance of subcategory. This
"preference structure" provides for the administration of information and can
be elicited using several indirect measures (e.g. Likert scales and factor
analysis). Despite the sophistication of these measures, they lack the
simplicity and efficacy of direct inquiry. In this study, we obtain a measure of
preference structure by specifically asking each respondent to express their
preferences (0-100%) for sub-categories of aquaculture sustainability (Figure
3.4).
In the first round of the survey (R1), preferences were 44% for
economic sustainability, 36% percent fo r environmental sustainability, and
20% for social sustainability. In each case, the coefficient of variation (CV =
standard deviation divided by the mean) is used to denote a level of
consensus for each category, where smaller circles indicate a greater
convergence of opinion. In rounds 2 and 3, panelists reviewed values from
previous rounds and adjusted their weightings. By the third round, mean
preferences had increased by 5% for economic sustainability, and fallen 2%
and 3% for environmental and sociological sustainability, respectively. The
magnitude of these changes may not appear significant; however, CV values
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Figure 3.4 Mean Preference Distribution of Environmental (X), Economic (Y),
and Sociological Sustainability (Z) for Rounds 1-3 of the Delphi Survey
(circle size denotes the relative coefficient of variation).
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suggests that opinions converged during each round in all 3 categories. Small
circles for economic and environmental categories implied greater consensus
on their relative importance within the context of aquaculture sustainability and
large circles for sociological sustainability depicted greater contention over the
importance of social considerations. Such findings were consistent with a
notion, frequently expressed during the survey, that aquaculture sustainability
should be defined primarily by economic and environmental concerns, with
social considerations considered to be subordinate or irrelevant
Developing Indicators
Attempting to quantify aquaculture sustainability may seem problematic
considering no single definition for the term has been widely accepted. Yet
most definitions do confirm that sustainability is an umbrella concept,
embodying environmental, economic, and sociological disciplines. Previous
attempts to extend the definition of sustainability beyond a qualitative
expression have been hindered by communication constraints in between
disciplines and by the spatial and temporal aspects of cultural influence (i.e.
sustainability for who and when?). Additionally, previous attempts to develop
sustainability indicators appear to have suffered a geographic polarization of
context In many cases, sustainability is addressed at global and national
levels, producing indicators too vague or qualitative for application. Such
guidelines are replete with statements as "protect the native biota" and
"preserve economic integrity," yet they offer little or no method for invoking
action or application. Conversely, some criteria seem to have a very narrow
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focus, targeting individual production systems and small-scale industry
segments. In the case of aquaculture, such criteria might include operational
parameters too restrictive for industry-wide application (e.g., water use
regulations in areas or periods of drought).
A systematic method was used to address constraints and develop
quantifiable indicators o f aquaculture sustainability. In Round 1, participants
were encouraged to list as many potential indicators as they desired, provided
they adhered to three rules: 1) Stay in context - the context for the survey was
regional, pertaining only to production-level aquaculture in the Southeastern
U. S., including coastal or inland culture systems with intensive or extensive
management regimes; 2) Use categories - participants were instructed to list
indicators separately under the sub-categories of environmental, economic,
and sociological sustainability, and 3) Be concise - participants were advised
to be as concise as possible, listing primarily measurable indicators with
appropriate units (e.g.; kg/ha, mg/L) and a general direction
(increase/decrease) to enhance sustainability in that category.
The high response rate and number of items submitted as potential
indicators in round 1 demonstrated the suitability of these rules. Review of this
information required coding and condensing more than 1,600 items according
to similarity. Indicators mentioned by >=20% of any stakeholder group were
utilized in round 2. This method produced 31 indicators of aquaculture
sustainability: 12 environmental, 10 economic, and 9 social. In round 2, the
indicators were randomly listed in each category along with the frequency in
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which they were mentioned in round 1. Participants were asked to review the
information and weight each indicator (0-100%) according its relative
importance within a particular category. In round 3, respondents were
provided mean weights for each indicator and the numerical range containing
50% of the round 2 responses. Participants were instructed to either accept
the mean or make changes by adding or subtracting points while maintaining a
total of 100 points per category.
Indicators
There were 1,622 items submitted in round 1 as potential measures of
environmental sustainability in aquaculture. Of these items, - 80% met the
criteria of specificity and measurability. Thirty-one indicator categories were
developed. Twelve major indicators emerged from 610 items submitted in
round 1 under the environmental category. The stated format for developing
environmental indicators was "indicators that measure the impact o f
aquaculture on the environment" There were 568 items submitted in round 1
as potential measures of economic sustainability in aquaculture. From this
information, 10 economic indicators were developed. The stated format for
developing economic indicators was Indicators that measure the short and
long run economic viability of aquaculture operations. * Finally, there were
444 items submitted in round 1 as potential measures of social sustainability in
aquaculture. Nine major indicators were developed. The stated format for
developing social indicators was "indicators that measure the human-impact of
aquaculture on society.”
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Table 3.2 lists each of the 31 indicators, providing their direction (i.t),
frequency of listing in round 1(f), and the mean weights (ji) and standard
deviations (o) derived in rounds 2 and 3. O f the 12 environmental indicators
that emerged, there were basically two concerns represented, resources and
pollutants.
Resource utilization indicators included conservation of land
(designated as x1), energy (x2), protein (x3 & x7), water (x5), and wetlands
(x11). Pollution-related indicators included recommendations to reduce
chemical use (x4); reduce effluent concentrations of biochemical oxygen
demand (x6), total ammonia-nitrogen (x7), total phosphorus (x10), and
suspended solids (x12); and decrease the use of non-native species for
aquaculture (x9).
The 10 economic indicators represented areas concerning profitability,
risk, efficiency, and marketing. Profitability was represented by gross revenue
(y1), variable and fixed costs (y2 & y3), overall profit (y4), and return on
investment (y5). From a purely economic standpoint, overall profit (x5) could
potentially represent all of these indicators. However, the survey procedure
followed a democratic rule that allowed this type of redundancy.
Risk related indicators included annual variability in profits (y6) and the
cost of regulatory compliance (y8). New industries with relatively high profit
levels lack the production history of more established industries and are often
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Table 3.2 Categories and Indicators of Aquaculture Sustainability From a
Delphi Survey of Stakeholders the Southeastern United States.
#

Definition*

Environmental Indicators (X)
Quantity of land used
Xi
Quantity
of energy used
x2
Animal fraction of supplemental protein
X3
Quantity of chemicals used
X4
Quantity of water discharged
xs
Biochemical oxygen demand in effluent
x«
Supplemental feed protein used
X7
Total
ammonia nitrogen in effluent
Xa
Culture of non-indigenous species
X0
Total
phosphorus in effluent
Xio
Production in natural wetlands
X li
X12 Suspended solids in effluent

Importance (0-100%)
Round 1
Round 2
Round 3
(u /o )
(ti/o )
(a/a)
38/14
38/10
34/8
8.94/2.73
10.02/8.81
10.81/7.10 10.18/2.65
6.57/2.24
5.62/4.13
7.08/4.48
7.11/1.78
16.10/8.88 15.31/2.52
8.54/4.62
9.88/1.68
5.85/3.88
6.05/1.41
8.81/4.88
8.89/1.46
3.86/3.51
3.70/2.05
8.47/1.94
7.85/4.38
6.53/4.52
6.99/2.14
7.81/4.60
7.95/1.56

Economic Indicators (Y)
Gross revenue
yi
Y2 Total variable production cost
Fixed cost of production
ys
Overall
profit
y<
Return on investment
ys
Variability
in annual profits
ye
Feed conversion ratio
y7
Cost
of regulatory compliance
ye
Per capita consumption
ya
yio Market outlets

44/17

47/13
8.18/4.53
16.06/7.11
7.61/4.74
18.42/9.06
11.38/6.20
6.51/4.38
9.46/5.38
6.25/4.58
11.74/6.72
4.38/3.41

49/11
7.80/2.11
15.32/2.27
6.70/1.13
18.84/2.81
10.56/2.44
7.03/1.77
9.77/1.95
6.58/2.53
12.36/2.82
5.05/2.32

Sociological Indicators (Z)
Local consumption of product
Zi
Use of local inputs
Z2
Value
ofjob benefits
Zs
Worker safety
Z4
Local ownership
Z5
Wage levels
Ze
Jobs/Employment
Z/
Zb Competition with local industries
Perception of local aquaculture industry
Ze

20/11

18/9
7.17/4.87
10.59/5.8
6.57/4.38
7.45/5.35
13.63/7.76
15.20/7.07
19.45/11.7
4.92/4.09
15.02/9.41

17/7
6.86/2.61
10.76/2.36
7.31/1.22
7.88/1.42
13.96/2J28
15.50/2.16
18.05/4.42
4.73/1.64
14.96/1.64

* Abbreviated definition, see appendix A.3 for a complete definition of each indicator
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under regulated at least initially. Tunes series data on these indicators would
allow stochastic risk analysis for potential investors. Feed conversion ratio
(FCR) (y7) was included as an economic indicator, even though many
panelists also listed FCR as an environmental indicator. A FCR value is a
unitless ratio and states nothing about the actual level of feed (environmental
impact). However, aquaculture managers obtaining lower average FCR
values can be said to have a greater degree of technical production efficiency.
Marketing concerns were reflected in the economic indicators of per capita
consumption (y9) and outlets (y10). These indicators reflect the reality that
many past aquaculture ventures have been economically unsustainable
because they produced commodities that had little or no market outlet
Sociological indicators were represented by job related concerns such as job
availability (z7), compensation rates (z6), benefits (z3) and worker safety (z4).
Community-level concerns were represented by goals to increase the local
consumption of the commodity (z1), use of local inputs (z2), and local
ownership (z5). However, these community-level objectives were balanced
by the need to protect local industries and institutions from competition (z8).
While local perception (z9) may be difficult to measure, this indicator could
feasibly be monitored by a number of registered complaints.
Indicator Preferences
Overall, mean indicator weights did not change much between rounds 2
and 3, while variation about the means reduced significantly. The average CV
calculated for round 2 was 63%, indicating a fairly large difference of opinion
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over the importance of indicators. However, the CV dropped by approximately
60% in round 3 to an average level of 25%. The reduction in CV illustrates a
general level of indicator convergence between rounds; however CV values
for individual indicators varied considerably. Figure 3.5 utilizes the same
convention as used Figure 3.4 to illustrate round 3 weights and CV values for
individual environmental (X), economic (Y), and sociological (Z) indicators.
The indicators are arranged in each category according to their relative CV,
with CV values increasing along the x-axis.
Immediately obvious are the high mean weighted indicators within each
category, including water (x5) and TAN (x8) for environmental, variable costs
(y2) and profit (y4) for economic, and wages (z6) and jobs (z7) for the
sociological category (Table 3.2 contains the definition of each indicator).
Jobs (z7) is of particular interest because of its was weighted relatively high
yet also had a high CV. This phenomena may reflect the difficulty some
panelists encountered with the economic conflict represented by the indicator.
Several comments were made regarding the fact that increasing per unit job
numbers would directly reduce economic viability. In each case the individual
was reminded that the discrete, category approach of the survey was intended
to isolate such trade-offs, and that they could weight the indicator as zero if
they so desired.
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Figure 3.5 Mean Weights and Coefficients of Variation for Aquaculture
Sustainability Indicators Identified in Delphi Survey of Stakeholders in the
Southeastern U. S. (See table 3 2 for definitions).
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On the other end o f the spectrum were those indicators that had low
mean weights and relatively large CV values, suggesting a lower level of
importance and a greater amount of variation over indicator value. In the
economic and sociological categories, market outlets (y10) and local
competition (z8), represented two such indicators. However, the most
prominent example of this type of indicator was the one suggesting the need
to reduce the culture of non-native species (x9). This indicator had the lowest
mean weight and highest CV among ail 31 indicators. Given the productionoriented panel, it is likely that this indicator may not have been suggested
without non-traditional stakeholder input
Summary and Conclusions
Aquaculture sustainability is a concept characterized by a decade of
debate in which with little consensus has been achieved beyond the general
premise that the concept should contain environmental, economic, and
sociological considerations. This study utilized this premise by systematically
developing indicators and preferences for each of these categories. Following
three basic rules of context category, and conciseness, more than 100
individual experts in the Southeastern U. S. were able to find common ground
on 31 individual, measurable indicators and express preferences for sub
categories of aquaculture sustainability. In this study, Internet-based
surveying was utilized quite effectively in round 1, accounting for 53% of panel
responses. However, problems with the local host caused Internet
participation to fall below 20% in rounds 2 and 3. These problems were due
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primarily to inexperience and the expected pitfalls of new technology. As
Internet data collection techniques are refined, the approach should become
more attractive for establishing expert panels and soliciting expert input
Preferences for the economic concerns of aquaculture sustainability
predominated, reaching a mean weight of 49% by round 3. Such preferences
are often vocalized by industry proponents who suggest that environmental
and sociological concerns are moot without economic viability. Conversely,
the sociological category scored much lower with a round 3 mean weight of
17% and high CV (41 %). These scores may reflect the feet that sociological
concerns are relatively new to the issue of aquaculture sustainability.
Furthermore, social concerns are traditionally more debated and less easily
measured than the more quantifiable criteria in environmental and economic
disciplines. Preferences for environmental sustainability remained relatively
constant around 34%, despite the feet that environmental concerns have
traditionally framed a majority of the debate over sustainability. Indeed, the
highest number of indicators emerged from the environmental category. Each
of the 12 environmental indicators had the goal of "decrease" which is
consistent with two themes that emerged in this category, resources and
pollutants.
Themes within the 10 economic indicators included profitability, risk,
efficiency, and marketing. Approximately half of the economic indicators are
redundant and could potentially be expressed by indicator y5, overall profit
Redundancy within these indicators is a by-product of the democratic survey
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approach and combining them into a collective profitability measure may
ultimately be warranted, but such a task is not within the scope of this portion
of the study.

Sociological indicators were primarily characterized by a goal of

"increase" and consistent with the job-level and community-level concerns
expressed. Such concerns are reflected in the indicators of employment,
wage rate, job benefits, worker safety, system ownership, and use of local
inputs.
Mean indicator values did not change significantly between rounds.
However, average CV values fell from 63% to 25% between rounds 2 and 3,
providing the preliminary indication that Delphi survey was successful in
creating some degree of convergence. However, the level of agreement on
individual indicators varied considerably. The highest consensus typically
accompanied those indicators with the highest level of expressed importance.
Water usage (x5) and profit (y4) had the highest mean weights and lowest CV
levels, while other indicators such as "use of non-native species" (x9), scored
low with high levels of opinion dispersal.
The 31 indicators that emerged from this process are not unique or
complicated. Their value lies in their identity as the collective product of a
consensus-based effort to quantify aquaculture sustainability. Such
information could potentially be used to develop a preliminary sustainability
index for base level evaluations of existing systems and developmental
suggestions for new aquaculture projects. However, a more rigorous
statistical analysis is required using panel-level and stakeholder-level data
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sets to determine the actual degree of consensus obtained in the survey. The
following chapter provides a more complete statistical evaluation of the survey
data.
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CHAPTER FOUR
AN ORDINAL RANK ANALYSIS OF CATEGORIES
AND INDICATORS OF AQUACULTURE SUSTAINABILITY

One of the most difficult challenges in finding an operationally explicit
definition of aquaculture sustainability is the need for consideration of input
from multiple, often conflicting stakeholder groups. "Sustainability for who?' is
a relevant question that often emerges from attempts to take the sustainability
concept beyond the qualitative. Forums promoting exchange of diverse
opinions on aquaculture sustainability have been recently established at
technical meetings and through electronic media. However, discussion in
such forums is often polarized by diverse political interests, most notably
aquaculture producers and environmentalists (Hargreaves 1997).
Current attempts to produce criteria and goals are ongoing at the global
and national levels, yet these perspectives often fail to address the distinct
operational and geographic context of specific sustainability issues in
aquaculture. Perhaps the greatest constraint has been the all-encompassing
nature of the sustainability concept Attempts to integrate environmental,
economic, and sociological objectives into a holistic model of sustainability
have been criticized for relying too heavily on the conventions of a single
discipline (e.g., ecological economics). There is a need for a method to
identity and increase common ground between aquaculture stakeholders
amidst the multiple environmental, economic, and sociological challenges
presented by aquaculture sustainability.
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Survey Methodology
The preceding chapter described a survey that was conducted to
determine if disparate groups could identify and converge upon a set of
common goals and parameters for aquaculture sustainability. The survey
process involved three rounds of questioning administered to individual
experts in a manner that protected the anonymity o f the responses. Response
feedback between rounds allowed participants the opportunity to reevaluate
their individual responses based on the aggregated group response. Data
collected in this fashion constitutes a Delphi survey, an established method of
consensus-building utilizing an iterative questioning of experts. The Delphi
survey is based on four postulates: 1) expert opinion is a valid input in inexact
areas of research; 2) a consensus of experts is better than the opinion of a
single expert; 3) experts meeting face to face suffer a follow-the-leader bias;
and 4) anonymity of participants corrects for most o f the inherent opinion
biases (Sackman 1975).
Individuals participating in the study represented four major stakeholder
groups, 1) aquaculture producers, 2) aquaculture researchers and extension
agents, 3) aquaculture-related regulatory authorities, and 4) non-governmental
organizations (NGO). In three rounds of questioning, panel members listed
measurable indicators and expressed general preferences under three
subcategories of aquaculture sustainability; environmental, economic, and
sociological. The resulting data comprised three subsets of preference and
indicator weightings representing a cross-section of diverse opinions from over
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100 stakeholders in the Southeastern U. S. This chapter applies established
methods of nonparametric statistics for evaluating the extent of agreement
convergence achieved by this Delphi survey process.
Nonparametric Statistic Methodology

The subjective, non-random nature in which Delphi survey panels are
identified typically precludes the use of parametric statistics for data analysis.
However, Conover (1971) pointed out that while parametric statistics address
the probabilities associated with normally distributed data, many reasonable
models exist for which no probability solutions have ever been found. In such
cases, statisticians often attempt to change models slightly in order to solve for
the desired statistical probabilities without compromising the approximation of
reality. In such cases, parametric statistics is criticized as "...finding exact
solutions to approximate problems." By comparison, nonparametric statistical
methods require few if any changes in the experimental model and utilize
rather simple methods of evaluation. Such nonparametric approaches are
akin to "... finding approximate solutions to exact problems."
Data collected in the Delphi survey of aquaculture stakeholders was
collected in the form of weightings (0-100%) representing an individual's
opinion of the importance of a particular sub-category or indicator. Such
weightings are said to be cardinal, because they express a degree of
preference by a number whose magnitude has specific meaning relative to the
other numbers in the weighting scheme. However, cardinal rankings also
imply a set of ordinal rankings that can be analyzed using established
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methods of non-parametric statistics. Three non-parametric, rank correlation
methods were utilized to identify the presence of rank patterns, rank
convergence, and rank consensus in the Delphi survey data
Freidm an's Test
Freidman's test is a nonparametric analysis useful with data that does
not conform to the analysis of variance assumptions of normality and
homoscedasticity (Zar 1981). Conceptually, it employs a randomized block
experimental design where data consists of b mutually independent a-variate
random variables (Xn, X/2... .X/,) called b blocks, / = 1

, 2

The b blocks

are arranged as:
Treatment
1

2

a

1

*1 1

* 1 2

* 1a

2

*2 1

* 2 2

* 2

3

*3 1

*3 2

*3 a

b

*S

*S

Block:

1

2

•••

a

Xba

(4.1)

The data within each of the b blocks are assigned ranks, which are summed
for each of a groups, each rank sum being denoted as & The test statistic, x2r
is calculated as:

X? =

12

£ « ? -3 b (a + 1 )
ba(a +1) g
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(4 .2 )

Critical values for the test statistic can be calculated by the equation,

(4.3)

If tied ranks are present, they may be taken into consideration by computing,

(4.4)

12

a -1

where the correction factor for tied ranks (LT ) is,

(4.5)
12

and 6 is the number ties in the /th group of ties and m is the number of groups
of tied ranks.
Freidman's randomized block analysis can be utilized with Delphi
survey data to determine the existence of rank patterns. Friedman's null
hypothesis (Ho) is that each ranking of the random variables within a block is
equally likely (i.e., the treatments have identical effects). The alternative
hypothesis (Hi) is that at least one of the treatments tends to yield larger
observed values than at least one other treatment
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Kendall's W
Shortcomings of Friedman's test indude its propensity for rejection of
the nuii hypothesis in the presence of slight rank correlation and the fact that
the test yields no information on the degree to which agreement exists within
the ranks. Schmidt (1997) recommended the use of Kendall's statistic of
concordance (W) for evaluating the degree of rank convergence (agreement)
in Delphi surveys. Kendall's W is actually a variation of Friedman's x2r given
by
(4.6)

A comparison of Kendall's Wwith Friedman's x2r (Equation 4.2) reveals the
simplified form

Kendall's Wean be interpreted as a measure of "agreement in rankings"
rather than an actual test statistic. Bounded by a 0 -1 interval, Kendall's W
provides information on the degree of consensus and the associated level of
confidence in the expressed ranks.
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Distance Functions

Friedman's x* and Kendall's W can identify the existence of rank
correlation and rank convergence, respectively. However, these calculations
provide no information on the actual order in which ranks occur. Such
ordering could be calculating as mean ranks. However, average ranks fail to
address a problem inherent to ordinal ranks. For example, in this Delphi
survey a panel of experts provided implicit rankings for a subset of 3
categories and 31 indicators of aquaculture sustainability. Any one member's
rankings were considered to be as important as any other member's rankings.
The ordinal ranking problem involves determining a compromise or consensus
ranking that best agrees with all the panel's rankings. Intrinsic to this problem
is the actual measure of agreement or disagreement between individual
rankings.
Disagreement can be calculated by a distance metric or distance
function approach whereby the consensus ranking is defined by minimizing
the absolute value of the distance between observed and possible rankings
(i.e., minimizing disagreement). The approach produces a distance matrix that
can be analyzed through a linear programming (LP) procedure that minimizes
the absolute distances between observed and possible ranks, / and k
respectively. In relatively straightforward applications, such as the one in this
study, a heuristic can be used in place of a formal LP. A more complete
explanation of the formulation of distance functions and their minimization is
provided in Cook and Seiford (1978).
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Results

A primary assertion of this study was that democratic expressions of
aquaculture sustainability would be more easily developed through temporary
removal of the concept's interdisciplinary requirements. Panelists were
allowed to partition their responses among fam iliar disciplines, utilizing existing
conventions of measurement and expression in three categories;
environmental (X), economic (Y), and sociological (Y). During each round,
survey information was collected in a hierarchical fashion. First, preferences
were solicited as percentages for categories X, Y, and Z, and secondly,
production-level indicators were solicited and weighted within each
subcategory (x/, yi, and zt). The cardinal weightings of category preferences
and indicators that were converted to ordinal rankings are provided in Table
4.1.
Patterns o f Ranking
Ordinal rankings were generated from three rounds of preference
weightings on the relative importance of environmental, economic, and
sociological sustainability. Three possible ranks (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) existed for
each category ( X.Y, and Z). Rank sums were calculated for each category
and Friedman's randomized block analysis was utilized to detect the
existence of rank patterns. The stated null hypothesis (Ho) was that no
patterns existed regarding the relative importance of ranked preferences.
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Table 4.1 Mean Rankings fo r Categories and Indicators of Aquaculture
Sustainability
#

Definition*

Ordinal Rank**
Round 1
Round 2 Round 3

Environmental Indicators (X)
Xi
X2
X3
X5
Xg
X7
Xg
Xg
X1 0
Xu
X1 2

2

Quantity of land used
Quantity of energy used
Animal fraction of supplemental protein
Quantity of chemicals used
Quantity of water used
Biochemical oxygen demand in effluent
Supplemental feed protein used
Total ammonia nitrogen in effluent
Culture of non-indigenous species
Total phosphorus in effluent
Production in natural wetlands
Suspended solids in effluent

Economic Indicators (Y)

y2
y3
y4
ys
y6
y7
y8
y9
y1 0

1

Gross revenue
Total variable production cost
Fixed cost of production
Overall profit
Return on investment
Variability in annual profits
Feed conversion ratio
Cost of regulatory compliance
Per capita consumption
Market outlets

2

2

6

3

5
3

11

10

8

8

1

1

2

2

10

11

4

4

12

12

5
9
7

6

1

1

6

6

2

2

7

8

1

1

3

4
7
5

8

Sociological Indicators (Z)

3

9
7

5
9
4

3

10

10

3

3

8

7
Zi
Local consumption of product
8
5
5
Z2
Use of local inputs
7
8
Z3
Value of job benefits
6
6
Z4
Worker safety
Z5
Local ownership
4
4
2
2
Zq Wage levels
1
1
Z7
Jobs/Employment
9
Zg Competition with local industries
9
Zg Perception oflocal aquaculture industry
3
3
* Abbreviated definition, see appendix A for a complete definition of each indicator
** Rank of greatest importance * 1
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Numerous tied ranks in the data required using the modified version of
Friedman's test statistic (%2r)c (Equation 4.4), and correction factors (ZT) were
calculated for each test case (Equation 4.5). Panel tests included ail survey
participants, constituting blocks (b) of 120,110, and 104 for rounds 1, 2, and
3, respectively. Freidman's tests were also performed separately on the
ranked preferences of each stakeholder group, for a total of 15 tests (Table
4.2). Consensus patterns were detected in every test, implying detectable
differences between the relative importance of the three categories. In each of
the 15 tests, three treatments are represented by X, Y, and Z categories (a =

3) and the null hypothesis was rejected at a critical value of 5.73 (a=0.05)
(Equation 4.3).
Similar results were obtained when Friedman's test was performed on
subsets of sustainability indicators. Possible ranks included 1* to ^ * for
environmental, 1* tolO ^for economic, and 1 to 9th for social. Rank sums
were calculated for individual indicators within each category and Friedman's
randomized block analysis was performed to determine the existence of rank
patterns. The stated null hypothesis (Ho) was that no patterns existed
regarding the relative importance of ranked indicators.
Results of the Friedman's randomized block analysis on indicator
subsets are provided in Tables 4.3 - 4.5. Recall that, unlike XYZ preferences,
individual indicators were not weighted until rounds 2 and 3, therefore only 10
tests were conducted per category, for a total of 30 tests. Once again,
consensus patterns were detected in every case, implying a detectable pattern
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Table 4.2 Friedman's Randomized Block Analysis for Ranked Categories
Aquaculture Sustainability.
Participants
Correction
b_________ Factor (ST)

Friedm an's
Test S tatistic

Survey Round
Panel

120 110 104

30

22

10 103 139 168

Producers

36

33

30

7

7

2

45

48

52

Research & Ext.

42

48

41

12

10

4

43

73

69

Regulators

25

18

20

7

4

1

21

20

37

NGO

17

11

13

5

3

3

8

8

11

Is =3 treatments: X, Y, and Z, reject Ho when Freidman's test statistic is
greater than the critical value 5.73 (a=0.05) (Equation 4.3)

Table 4.3 Friedman's Randomized Block Analysis for Ranked Environmental
Indicators of Aquaculture Sustainability.

Survey Round

Participants
Correction
Friedman's
b_______ Factor (ZT) Test S tatistic
R3
R2
R2
R3
R2
R3

110

104

1082

451

290

723

Producers

33

30

336

104

124

168

Research & Ext

48

41

522

177

157

225

Regulators

18

20

131

110

66

168

NGO

11

13

94

60

30

76

Panel

la =12 treatments: x1-x12, reject Ho when Freidman's test statistic is
greater than the critical value 19.45 (a=0.05) (Equation 4.3)
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Table 4.4 Friedman's Randomized Block Analysis for Ranked Economic
Indicators of Aquaculture Sustainability.

Survey Round

Participants C orrection Friedman's Test
b
Factor (Z D
S tatistic
R2
R3
R2
R3
R2
R3
110

104

443

282

432

698

Producers

33

30

224

87

153

188

Research & Ext.

48

41

145

106

220

280

Regulators

18

20

75

42

77

137

NGO

11

13

51

47

37

81

Panel

*a = 1 0 treatments: y1-y10, reject Ho when Freidman's test statistic is
greater than the critical value 19.45 (a=0.05) (Equation 4.3)

Table 4.5 Friedman's Randomized Block Analysis for Ranked
Sociological Indicators of Aquaculture Sustainability.

Survey Round
Panel

Participants C orrection Friedman's Test
b
Factor (ITT)
S tatistic
R2
R3
R2
R2
R3
R3
110

104

371

162

291

678

Producers

33

30

123

49

79

220

Research & Ext.

48

41

147

49

151

314

Regulators

18

20

68

24

44

152

NGO

11

13

34

42

29

106

*a - 9 treatments: z1-z9, reject Ho when Freidman's test statistic is
greater than the critical value 19.45(a=0.05) (Equation 4.3)
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in the ranking of indicators within environmental, economic, and sociological
subcategories of aquaculture sustainability. Treatments groups (a) for the
three subsets X, Y, and Z, equaled 12,10, and 9, respectively. In each of the
30 tests, the null hypothesis is rejected at a critical value of 19.45 (0=0.05)
(Equation 4.3).
Degree o f Convergence

Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance (Equation 4.7) was computed
using data generated from Friedman's randomized block analysis. Figure 4.1
depicts the Kendall's tVfor ranked preferences on the relative importance of
environmental, economic, and sociological subcategories of aquaculture
sustainability (Kendall 1975).
Schmidt (1997) provides a table for interpretation of Kendall's W along
its 0-1 interval (Table 4.6). Relatively small values (IV= 0 -0 .3 ) indicate weak
agreement and little or no confidence in observed ranks. However, moderate
to strong agreement (IV = 0.5 - 0.7) was observed in Round 1 of the Delphi
survey for the panel and stakeholder groups 1, 2, and 3.
By the end of Round 3, rankings of the panel and groups 1,2, and 3 had
converged considerably, reaching a level of strong to unusually strong
agreement with a very high confidence in rank structure. However, group 4
(NGOs) reached only weak to moderate agreement by the third round, with
only low to fair confidence in ranks.
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□ Round 1 ■ Round 2 ■ Round 3

« 0.6
« 0.5
§ 0.4

Panel

1

Figure 4.1 Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance (W) on Ranked Preferences
for Three Subcategories of Aquaculture Sustainability, Environmental (X),
Economic (Y), and Sociological (Z)
Table 4.6 Interpretation of Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance (W)*

w
0.1

Confidence in Ranks
None

Interpretation
Very weak agreement

0.3 Weak agreement

Low

0.5 Moderate agreement

Fair

0.7 Strong agreement

High

0.9 Unusually strong agreement

Very High

"Adapted from Schmidt (1997).
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Similar calculations of Kendall's Wwere performed on the ranked
indicators of each subcategory of aquaculture sustainability. Again recall that
individual indicators were identified in round 1 , but were not weighted until
rounds 2 and 3. Figure 4.2 depicts a considerable degree of agreement
convergence on X, Y, and Z indicators between rounds 2 and 3. Of notable
exception is the level of agreement on environmental indicators, reaching only
fair to moderate for group

1

(producers) and group 2 (research and extension).

It is worth reiterating that Kendall's IV only detects a level of agreement, yet
states nothing about the actual order in which the indicators have been
ranked. Values of W can increase in response to agreement on both
favorable and unfavorable indicators.
Consensus Rankings
A distance function approach was utilized to identify the actual
consensus order of ranked preferences and indicators (Seifbrd and Cook
1978). In each case, a distance matrix was calculated to determine the
consensus rank order that best approximated the rankings of the overall panel
and four stakeholder groups. The mechanics of the distance function
approach is demonstrated using XYZ preference data for round 3 (Equation
4.8).
A 3X3 distance matrix (A) is derived from the sums of 9n absolute
differences between observed and possible preference ranks (1 st, 2 nd, and
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Figure 4.2 Kendairs Coefficient of Concordance (W) on Ranked Indicators of 3
Categories of Aquaculture Sustainability, Environmental (X), Economic (Y),
and Sociological (Z). Data from Panel, Producers (1), Researchers (2),
Regulatory (3), and NGO (4). Round 2 = gray, Round 3 = black.
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3rd) for categories X, Y, and Z. The resulting distance matrix of absolute
values (8 ) was evaluated using a linear assignment procedure programmed in
Microsoft ® Excel 97. The resulting consensus rank matrix (C), was read row
by row to yield the consensus rank order of Y, X, Z.

2nd 3rd'
dx2 dx3
dy2 dy3
dzl
A
CO

l

1st
X dx1
Y dyl
Z dzl

1st
►

—

X
Y

z

2nd 3rd'

86

13
194

20

95
96

B

122

195
14
C

_V X

—r

Y
Z

1st 2nd 3rd'
1
0
0
1

0

0

0

0

1

(4.8)
A total of 12,3X3 distance matrices were calculated from the sums 9/7
absolute values between observed and possible preference rankings for
categories X,Y, and Z. Table 4.7 shows the distance function-derived rank
orders for the three subcategories of aquaculture sustainability in rounds

1

through 3.
During rounds 1 and 2, the ordinal rankings generally followed a Y,X,Z
preference order. Groups 3 (regulatory) and 4 (NGOs), initially expressed a
primary preference for category X (environmental sustainability) and equal
preferences for the subcategories of economic (X) and social (Z) sustainability.
However, with iterative Delphi feedback, ail subgroups expressed a Y.X.Z rank
order by round 3.
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Table 4.7 A Distance Function-Derived Rank Order for Environmental (X),
Economic (Y), and Sociological (Z) Subcategories of Aquaculture
Sustainability
Round 2

Round 1

Round 3

Rank

Rank

Rank

Group

1*. 2nd, 31-

n

1st, 2nd, 3rd

n

Panel

Y.X.Z

120

Y.X.Z

110

Y.X.Z

104

Producers

Y,X,Z

36

Y.X.Z

33

Y.X.Z

30

Res/Ext

Y.X.Z

42

Y,X,Z

48

Y,X,Z

41

Regulators

X,Y=Z

25

X=Y,Z

18

Y,X,Z

20

NGO

X,Y=Z

17

X.Y.Z

11

Y.XZ

13

1 * . 2 nd,
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3**

n

A distance function approach was also utilized to identify consensus
rankings for sustainability indicators derived from the Delphi survey.
At the panel-level, such an analysis required the sums 144n, 100n, and 81 n
absolute values to construct 12X12,10X10, and 9X9 matrices for categories
X, Y, and Z, respectively. Separate analyses for each stakeholder group and
survey round are not presented, as such analyses would have required
calculating and parsing 69,550 absolute values into 30 different matrices.
Round 3, panel-level data were considered relevant and sufficient to represent
the collective opinion of all panel participants over three rounds of surveying.
Results of the analysis are provided in Tables 4 .8 -4 .1 0 . The distance
function (DF) rank is compared to a mean rank (MR) inferred from the cardinal
weights of individual indicators (Table 4.1). The DF and MR approaches
produced the same 1st level indicators across categories (i.e., x5, y4, and z7,
or water use, profit, and jobs). Further comparison indicated that the mean
ranks implied from cardinal weights might not be completely satisfactory for
determining the relevant order of indicators. For example, in Table 4.8,
indicators x1 and x8 (land use and total ammonia-nitrogen) are both ranked
4th and indicators x12 and x11 (suspended solids and total phosphorus) are
both ranked 8 th according to the consensus ranks generated by the distance
function. Similar ties in ranks emerge in tables 4.9 and 4.10 for economic and
sociological indicators. In each category, DF and MR ranks differ only slightly.
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Table 4.8 Comparative Ranking of a Distance Function (DF) and Mean Rank
(MR) Order for Environmental (X) Indicators o f Aquaculture Sustainability
1*

2“

DF

x5

x2

MR

x5

x6

3d

x2

4*
x1
x8

5"

x8

x1

6"

7®

x1 2
x1 0
x1 0

x12

g*

gin

x4
x ii
x4

11"

x3

I 0 bl
x7

x11

x3

x7

1 2 8*

x9
x9

Round 3 , n = 104

Table 4.9 Comparative Ranking of a Distance Function (DF) and Mean Rank
(MR) Order for Economic (Y) Indicators of Aquaculture Sustainability
4"
y5
y7

5m

y2

3
y9

y2

y9

y5

y7

1“

2 na

DF

y4

MR

y4

6m

701

yi

y3
y6
ya

yi

y6

gm

gm

10"

y1 0

y3

y8

y1 0

Round 3, n = 104

Table 4.10 Comparative Ranking of a Distance Function (DF) and Mean Rank
(MR) Order for Sociological (Z) Indicators of Aquaculture Sustainability
1*

2 nd

DF

z7

z6
z9

MR

z7

z6

3d

z9

4
z5

5
z2

6*

8

z4

7
z1
z3

9*
z8

z5

z2

z4

z3

z1

z8

Round 3, n = 104
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Summary and Conclusions

Many diverse, conflicting stakeholders groups are actively engaged in
an increasingly volatile debate over the proper definition and application of
sustainability in aquaculture. Attempts to find common-ground on general
sustainability goals and parameters have not been highly successful. This
study illustrated the potential o f utilizing a Delphi critique to identify and refine
general preferences and indicators of sustainability along three separate axes;
environmental, economic, and sociological. The Southeastern U. S. was the
geographic context for this study, one of the largest non-military Delphi
surveys ever conducted. The participation of over 100 aquaculture
stakeholders during three rounds of questioning demonstrated the value of the
Delphi critique as a future means for consensus-building on the controversial
issue of aquaculture sustainability.
Nonparametric statistical analyses of ordinal preference and indicator
rankings depicted high levels of agreement convergence between four diverse
stakeholder groups. The null hypothesis for Friedman's randomized block
analysis of ranked data was rejected (a=0.05) in each of 45 separate tests,
indicating definite rank patterns for specific preferences and indicators of
aquaculture sustainability in the group studied. Kendall's coefficient of
concordance (W) was utilized to detect agreement convergence in each test
case. Values for Kendall's W increased across all three rounds and eventually
reached panel averages of 0.75-0.8 for both XYZ preferences and individual
indicator subgroups. On its 0-1 interval of interpretation, such relatively large
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W values constitute high to unusually high levels of agreement and high
confidence in the expressed rank orders.
Group 4 (NGOs) were of notable exception to these findings. One
possible reason this group failed to achieve a high level of in-group agreement
may be due to their high level of institutional diversity in the Southeastern U.S.
Aquaculture producers, researchers, and regulatory agents have a long
standing history and familiarity with the aquaculture industry in the
Southeastern U.S. However, NGOs recruited for this study were relatively
difficult to find, as they have not been active in this region. Furthermore,
groups

1

(producers) and 2 (researchers and extension agents) exhibited

somewhat lower levels of agreement (W =0.4 - 0.5) on their expressed
rankings for environmental indicators of aquaculture sustainability. This
finding is not surprising in that these groups, especially aquaculture producers,
may have a hesitancy to suggest and refine environmental indicators with
implications for future policy arrangements.
Economic sustainability is often promoted as the most important
category under the general umbrella of aquaculture sustainability. An
argument frequently heard is that without economic viability, and the profits it
generates, producers cannot afford to be concerned with concerns such as
environmental degradation and social unrest Results of a distance function
approach in this study tend to reflect these claims. Despite some minor initial
differences, consensus rankings for sustainability subcategories listed
economic sustainability as the most important across all groups by round 3.
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Further application of the distance function approach provided specific
information on the consensus rank order of aquaculture sustainability
indicators.
The consensus rank orders generated by a distance function approach
compared favorably to the mean rank orders inferred by cardinal indicator
weightings. However, the distance function identified multiple subsets of
individual indicators with the same ordinal rank. One implication of this result
is the potential need to reconsider the cardinal weights of tied indicators if
such information is ultimately to be used for developing indices of aquaculture
sustainability. One logical method for re-weighting these indicators would be
to assign the mean weights o f tied ranks to each indicator.
The analysis has demonstrated that widely opposing stakeholder
groups can both identify and refine common goals and measurable
parameters of aquaculture sustainability. Results suggest definite rank
correlation patterns, rank convergence, and rank consensus in the Delphi
survey data. However, consensus-based information alone is operationally
insufficient for evaluating aquaculture sustainability.
Further work is needed to identify and refine a practical method of
integrating this information into a preliminary index of aquaculture
sustainability. Chapter Five evaluates alternative methods fo r combining the
survey data into a preliminary index of aquaculture sustainability.
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CHAPTER FIVE
A MULTICRITERIA INDEX OF DELPHI-ASSESSED SUSTAINABILITY
Chapter four described a recent Delphi survey conducted in the
Southeastern U.S. that solicited information on the increasingly controversial
topic of aquaculture sustainability. Diverse stakeholders were requested to
partition their responses within three sustainability sub-categories;
environmental, economic, and sociological. The process yielded a set of
explicit preferences and 31 quantifiable indicators that have the potential to
form the basis of a broad-based sustainability index. This chapter presents
the justification and methods for organizing the results of the Delphi survey
into separate environmental, economic, and sociological indices of
aquaculture sustainability. Alternative methods are evaluated for integrating
the separate indices into a single index of aquaculture sustainability. The
resulting index is a prototype, intended to promote conceptual understanding
of index development and provide a framework for future refinement
Challenges o f Index Development
In 1952, Dr. Virginia Apgar introduced a scoring method for rapidly
assessing the general health of neonates. The method combined a series of
subjective scores for physiological and motor functions into an index that
ranged from 0 to10. Although initially controversial, the Apgar score became
widely accepted and is used today in practically every modem hospital in the
world (Nelson and Ellenberg 1987). Early opposition to the Apgar score
included criticisms that are commonly leveled at index development efforts.
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Such criticisms include legitimate questions over the computational soundness
of the indices and concerns over the potential use and abuse of the simplified
information.
The development of habitat suitability index models (HSI) provides an
example more related to the challenge of quantifying sustainability in
aquaculture. The HSI approach relies on systematic techniques for assigning
quantitative values to specific habitat indicators. To date, HSI models exist for
hundreds of target species of fish and wildlife. Nevertheless, controversy
over the validity of HSI output, some of it politically motivated, is not
uncommon during pre- and post-development disputes (Schamberger et al.

1982).
Similar challenges have emerged as environmental, economic, and
sociological indicators are evaluated for potential use in indices of aquaculture
sustainability. While potentially useful indicators are numerous, the desired
characteristics of an "acceptable indicator” often vary widely among decision
makers and stakeholders. This situation reinforces the justification for using a
consensus-building Delphi survey to identify and refine indicators o f
aquaculture sustainability. However, consensus-based indicators alone do not
constitute an index, and a computationally sound method is needed to
collectively express the information in a manner that best approximates the
multiple objectives of the sustainability concept
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Structural and Mathematical Form

Muiticriteria analysis is an evaluation method that allows for the
simultaneous consideration of multiple, often conflicting objectives. The
method provides an effective means for decision making when a single
criterion (e.g., profit) is inappropriate for measuring the various trade-off and
non-market impacts of specific projects. Because multicriteria analysis
describes alternatives beyond a market-based approach, it can sometimes
reveal more subjective, even political insights (Nijkamp et al. 1990). In a
recent World Bank study of power system planning in Sri Lanka, multicriteria
analysis proved useful in identifying socioeconomic and environmentally
optimal options for the development of hydropower projects (Munasinghe
1994). Functionally, a multicriteria analysis requires some method for directly
estimating the priorities and weights of decision-makers. Such information is
typically assessed via surveys (Vincke 1992).
Results of the Delphi survey conducted in this study were incorporated
into a modified multicriteria framework to express aquaculture sustainability as
the simultaneous progress towards environmental, economic, and sociological
optima. The structural approach was developed in two stages. First, the
general preferences enumerated in the Delphi survey were used to provide a
skeletal preference structure for the multicriteria analysis. Secondly,
information related to individual indicators was used as the basis for three
subordinate indices of aquaculture sustainability. A more detailed description
of this process is provided below.
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Preference Structure

A primary assertion of the Delphi study was that democratic expressions
of aquaculture sustainability would be more easily developed through
temporary removal of the concept's interdisciplinary requirements. Allowing
panelists to partition their responses among sub-disciplines facilitated indicator
development because it utilized existing conventions of measurement and
expression. However, once these indicators were independently developed in
their respective categories, some method was necessary for combining them
under the common theme of aquaculture sustainability. Such re-structuring
requires a method for delineating the relative preferences for sub-categories.
In the Delphi study, this general structure was obtained by specifically asking
each respondent to express their opinion of the importance (0 -1 0 0 %) of each
sub-category of aquaculture sustainability.
As conceptualized in this study, the structural format of the modified
multicriteria approach, can be graphically portrayed as a triad of linear axes
arranged at 120° angles from each other. The length of any one o f these axes
is given by its importance to overall aquaculture sustainability (%) as
expressed in the consensus-building Delphi survey. For example, if the panel
had expressed an equal preference for environmental (X), economic (Y), and
sociological (Z) sustainability, the framework would have contained three
indices of equal importance or length (Figure 5.1). However, the final results
of the Delphi survey indicated a strong preference among the expert panel for
economic sustainability (Y - 49%), followed by environmental sustainability (X
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33.33 % (X)
120'

(Y) 33.33%

33.33% (Z)

Figure 5.1 Symmetric Form of Multi-criteria Preference Structure Between
Environmental (X), Economic (Y), and Sociological Sub-Indices of Aquaculture
Sustainability
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= 34%) and sociological sustainability (Z= 17%). So, within the graphic
portrayal of the muiticriteria famework, such a preference structure produces a
skewed set of axes (Figure 5.2).
Index Com position
Individual indicators were solicited within each of the X, Y, and Z sub
categories of aquaculture sustainability. In the first round of the survey, 1622
items were submitted by the expert panel as potential indicators. The items
were grouped by common themes into 31 quantifiable indicators and returned
to the panel. In rounds 2 and 3, the expert panel cardinally weighted each
indicator on a 0 to 1 0 0 % scale to represent the relative in-category importance
of each indicator. These weighted responses, and the implicit relative
importance of each indicator they represented, were used to calculate three
linear indices. These included one index containing 12 environmental
indicators of aquaculture sustainability,

v 12

X = Px £W (*S jX

(5.1)

or,
8.94sx1 + 1 0 .1 9 s x 2 + 6 .5 7 SX3 + 7 .HSX4
X = 0.34! + 1 5 .3 1 S X 5 +9.89sxg +6.05sx7 +8.89sxa
+3.70sxg +8.47sxiq +6.99sx-|i +7.95sxi2
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(5.2)

34 % (X)

17% (Z)
(Y) 49%

Figure 5.2 Delphi-Observed Form of a Multi-criteria Preference Structure
Between Environmental (X), Economic (Y), and Sociological Sub-Indices of
Aquaculture Sustainability.
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one index containing

10

economic indicators of aquaculture sustainability,
10

Y = PY£ W jyS,y

(5.3)

or,
SOsy-j +15.32sy2 +6.70sy3 +18.84sy4 +10.56sy5
= 0 .4 ^
+7.03sy8 + 9 .7 7 sy7 +6.58sy8 +12.36syg +5.05sy10

(5.4)

and one index with 9 sociological indicators of aquaculture sustainability,

Z = Pz £ V \fS i

(5.5)

or,

~6.86sz1+10.76sz2 +7.31SZ3
Z = 0.171 +7.88sz4 + 1 3 . 9 6 s z 5 +15.50SZ3
+ 18 .0 5 s z 7 + 4 .7 3 s z 8 +14.96szg
(5.6)
where P*, PY, and /^a re the preference levels (0-100%) for environmental,
economic, and sociological categories (respectively); W*. Wj*. and W z are the
coefficients of relative, in-category importance for each i indicator; and Sf, St*
and Siz are the normalized scores. Aggregation of these indicators provides
the sub-components of each linear index in the multicriteria framework (Figure
5.3).
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\

10

Y = PYY tWiyS f

Figure 5.3 Structural Form of a Multi-criteria Preference Structure Composed
of Separate Environmental (X), Economic (Y), and Sociological (2) Indices
Aquaculture Sustainability
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Indicator Scoring
In round 1 of the Delphi survey, participants submitted several items for
consideration as indicators. The process was an open-ended brainstorming
session known as a nominal group technique (NGT) (Moore 1987). The NGT
allows researcher to impose basic guidelines. In this survey, the participants
were required to stay in context (category), be concise, and list primarily
measurable indicators with a preferred direction or goal (increase/decrease)
for the indicator that would improve the overall sustainability of its particular
category. These directional goals provide the basis for an indicator scoring
system, with indicators having the goal of "decrease", are being scored as

(5.7)
and indicators having the goal of "increase", are being as

(5.8)

where sr is a numerical score for any one of the 31 indicators from categories
X, Y, or Z ; Obs, is the observed value for a particular indicator in a given
empirical application; and Stdi is that indicator's standard or acceptable lim it as
defined by statute, rule, or common practice. In the case of environmental
indicators, these limits were obtained from regulatory standards based on the
best available technology (BAT). In the case o f economic indicators,
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standards were established using aggregate-level economic data from budget
generators.
Given the above formulation of the index, certain indicators may be
expected to present a greater empirical challenge than others (e.g.;
sociological indicators). Many parameters pertinent to aquaculture
sustainability are not well documented and data are either sparse or
completely unavailable. If secondary data does not exist for a particular
indicator, the scoring system can be represented by.

S| =(-100,0,100)

(5.9)

or by,
S| = (-100,100)

(5.10)

where a score of 1 0 0 contributes the full weight (%) for any particular indicator
/, 0 represents a score equal to the predetermined standard for that indicator,
and -100 results in a subtraction of the full weight for that indicator. Such a
discrete choice methodology is functionally similar to the subjective measures
utilized in Apgar scoring. Indicator zs provides an example of an item whose
scoring might require Equation 5.9. The indicator is defined as perception of
the local aquaculture industry, with a goal ,of decreasing the number of
complaints registered per unit of production. Data for this indicator will be
difficult to generate during most case studies. Furthermore, some indicators
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represent the binary choice scenario represented by Equation 5.10. The most
obvious example of this type of indicator is xg, defined as: culture ofnonindigenous species - use o f non-native fish species for equecutture (goat:
decrease).
Establishing the appropriate level of indicator sensitivity is vital for
capturing the relevant range of variation. If the standard for each indicator is
set too low, scores will be excessively high, and if set too high, excessively low
scores can result In equations 5.9 and 5.10, discrete scoring methods
produce indicator scores of either -100, 0, or +100. However, equations 5.7
and 5.8 represent a continuous range of possible scores. This continuous
range can be normalized along the - 1 0 0 to + 1 0 0 interval such that
observations that lag, meet, or exceed the standard result in a range of
negative, zero, and positive scores, respectively. A non-linear depiction of this
parameterization introduces the potential for adjusting an indicator's
sensitivity, and is given by

Sj =

200
1+e

-fS,

- 100

(5.11)

where s / is an indicator score normalized along a continuous range of - 1 0 0 to
+100 and r is the logistic curve rate. Figure 5.4 depicts the functional form of
logistic scoring curves for aquaculture sustainability indicators with the goals of
increase (A) and decrease (B). In each case, the resulting sigmoid curves
intersect the origin at the standard, which is set equal to a score of zero.
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Figure 5.4 Logistic Scoring Curves for Aquaculture Sustainability Indicators (/)
with Goals of Increase (A) and Decrease (B)
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Equation 5.11 produces curves that are bounded by -100 and 100, and
asymptotic to +100 in A and -100 in B. The sigmoid scoring curves
depicted in Figure 5.4 are roughly symmetric around zero, but these shapes
are ultimately indicator-specific. Information on acceptable standards,
boundaries, and rates will be required to individually fit indicator score curves
and provide the sensitivity required for monitoring purposes.
A -100 to +100 scoring interval is preferable to a -1 to +1 interval
because it avoids the numerical problems introduced when scores of less than
1.0 (fractions) are multiplied by their respective weights (also fractions). An
additional advantage to the - 1 0 0 to

+100

scoring interval is that it allows each

indicator the potential to contribute or deduct the full amount of its Delphi
assessed importance. This functional format introduces a series of indicator
level thresholds and provides in-category buffering to extraneously high or low
scores. Collectively, such indicator-level thresholds introduce the theoretical
possibility of net-negative aggregate scores within X, Y, or Z indices (Figure
5.5).
Table 5.1 provides a scoring assessment for the 31 indicators identified
in the Delphi survey. A brief definition is provided along with the indicator's
directional goal, estimated data availability, and likely scoring equation. Data
availability is of critical importance in case studies. The survey panel was only
required to list indicators with potential measurability. However, cursory
review of the indicators suggested that data for case studies
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♦X

+z
X
Figure 5.5 Theoretical Structure of a Multi-criteria Analysis with Potential for
Negative Scoring Sub-Indices of Environmental (X), Economic (Y), and
Sociological (Z) Sustainability of Aquaculture
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Table 5.1 Scoring Method Assessment for Delphi-Generated Indicators
of Aquaculture Sustainability
Goal

Data**

Equation
m

Environmental Indicators (X) -49% Importance
Xi
Quantity of land used
Quantity
of energy used
X2
X3 Animal fraction of supplemental protein
X4 Quantity of chemicals used
xs Quantity of water discharged
x« Biochemical oxygen demand in effluent
X7 Supplemental feed protein used
Xs Total ammonia nitrogen in effluent
xe Culture of non-indigenous species
Xio Total phosphorus in effluent
X11 Production in natural wetlands
Xl2 Suspended solids in effluent

1
4
4
4
4
4
1
4
4
4
4
4

*
*
*

5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.10
5.7
5.10
5.7

Economic Indicators (Y) - 34% Importance
Gross revenue
Total
variable production cost
V2
ya Fixed cost of production
Y4 Overall profit
Return on investment
Ys
Variability
in annual profits
y«
Feed conversion ratio
Yi
ye Cost of regulatory compliance
y» Per capita consumption
yio Market outlets

t
4
4
t
t
4
4
4
t
t

Sociological Indicators (Z) • 17% Importance
Z\
Local consumption of product
Z2 Use of local inputs
Z3 Value of job benefits
Worker safety
2a
Zs Local ownership
Zs Wage levels
Z7 Jobs/Employment
Zs Competition with existing local industries
ze Perception of local aquaculture industry

t
T
t
t
t
t
t
4
t

#

Definition*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
?
*

?
?
?
?
*
*
X
X

5.8
5.7
5.7
5.8
5.8
5.9
5.7
5.9
5.8
5.9

5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.7
5.7
5.9
5.9

* Abbreviated definition, see appendix A.3 for a complete definition of each indicator
** Estimated availability of data, generally available * * , not available = X , unsure * ?
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may be only readily available for only approximately 2/3 of the items listed. At
least three major types of comparative case studies are possible: 1 ) different
production technologies with the same species, 2 ) different species produced
with the same technology, or 3) different species produced with different
production technologies. The immediate goal in conducting such
comparisons is appropriate standardization. The specific nature of some
indicators may preclude their use in one or more types of comparisons.
Relative Sustainability

Attempting to develop a single measure of aquaculture sustainability
raises the issue of relativity. Sustainability expressed as single number alone
lacks context and states nothing about the meaning of the score relative to
scores from other studies. A ratio can be used to calculate the observed
scores over some theoretical optimal combination of X, Y, and Z indices. The
mathematical representation is given by,

(5.12)

where, the overall sustainability score (S) is denoted by a ratio of the
sustainability score for a particular case study (S0) to the optimal sustainability
score (S°) for a particular combination of species and technology. Optimal
scores represent the maximum possible score of 1 0 0 for each indicator, but
the underlying standards w ill change according to species and technology
combination.
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Sum, Surface, Volume, or Vector?

Having addressed the issue of relative sustainability, some method is
required to collapse X, Y, and Z index scores into a single measure. Of
course these numbers do not actually have to be combined. The X.Y, and Z
indices could be evaluated separately and simultaneously for any particular
case study. However, comparisons of multiple case studies would quickly
become tedious, as several numbers would be required in multiple case
comparisons. While sub-index-level and indicator-level comparisons will
undoubtedly be warranted, a method for combining the information into a
single score would facilitate comparisons and provide an APGAR-equivalent
indication of whether additional investigation is needed to address
sustainability issues. Ideally, such an index would need to be constructed in a
manner that best reflects the underlying relationships of sustainability sub
categories and indicators.
Sum: One potential method for producing a single score would be
through cumulative sum of equations 5.1, 5.3, and 5.5,

ss- XxM
o-!! iqo
°+ Y °+ Z °

(5*13)

where, sustainability (Ss) is expressed by the ratio of X c +YC+Z°, the sum of
case study scores for environmental, economic, and sociological indices, to
X G+Ye+2* the optimal scores for environmental, economic, and sociological
indices. However, the method does not result in a unique solution as the
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same numerical result is possible with numerous combinations of X, Y, and Z.
Furthermore, the method cannot account for any level of disproportion among
X,Y, or Z categories.
Surface: Another possible approach to developing a composite score
focuses on the surface area described by the X, Y, and Z index scores as
vertices on a two-dimensional multicriteria framework. An area estimation of
sustainability in this context would use the formula for a triangle,

(5.14)

where the sustainability score (S*) is a function of the base (b) and height (h)
of the case study and optimal triangles. An advantage of this a method is that
it produces a single index number coupled with a visual reference of the
proportionality among environmental, economic, and social indices. However,
this proportionality is only visually obvious, with a specific area of magnitude
possible through various combinations of X, Y, and Z.
As an example of this area measure of sustainability, consider the
triangles of Figure 5.6. Triangle A represents the optimal (S°) triangle, with b
= 60 and h = 45, for a total area of 14. In case study B, S?=4 (b - 52, h = 14)
and in case study C , ^ = 4 (b = 38, h = 19). By equation 5.14, the relative
sustainability (Sa) for both B and C is equal to 27.
However, one can easily see the disproportional representation of
economic sustainability in triangle B. In practice, B would represent an
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aquaculture operation that has very high levels of short-term economic viability
but causes environmental degradation and is socially unacceptable.
Shrimp farms located in mangrove habitats have been characterized by
this very scenario, where high levels of short term profit often come at the
expense of environmental and social externalities (Currie 1994). Conversely,
shrimp farms located further inland, investing in more environmentally
conservative and socially acceptable production techniques, might have
reduced economic profitability, yet represent a more equitable geometric
depiction of sustainability (triangle C).
Therein lies the dilemma of integrating X, Y, and Z index scores into a
single number representing aquaculture sustainability. The single number
score of Sa = 27 reveals nothing about the disproportion between triangles B
and C. Thus, a sort of "single number paradox" exists. As information on
aquaculture sustainability is reduced into a single index number, comparative
analysis of aquaculture sustainability is facilitated, yet some degree of
information is lost at every level of reduction (i.e., indicators into sub-indices,
sub-indices into an index). The paradox is that the simplicity of single-number
comparisons often requires too much information collapse. Ultimately, the
challenge is to computing the single number in a manner that minimizes
information loss and captures the unique relationships between an optimal and
case-study-generated scenario.
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X

-A(b=60,h=45)
S?= 14

X*

«B"

X"

-C"

Figure 5.6 Aquaculture Sustainability Expressed as an Area Ratio of the
Optimal (A) and Case Study (B & C) Triangle Scores for Environmental (X),
Economic (Y), and Sociological (Z) Sustainability
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Volume: The multicriteria framework can also be visualized three
dimensionally as a pyramid. A pyramid whose base is a triangle is called a
tetrahedron. The volume of a tetrahedron with one vertex at the origin and the
other vertices at (X1, Y1,Z1), (X2, Y2,Z2), and (X3, Y3,Z3) is given by:
X1 Y1 Z1
1 x 2 Y2 Z2
X3 Y3 Z3

5.15

Thus, a volumetric representation of aquaculture sustainability can be
calculated using the volume formula of a tetrahedronal pyramid (P),

5.16

where the sustainability score ( S p ) represents a ratio o f the case study and
optimal volumes (Meserve 1983). The advantage of this method is illustrated
utilizing tetrahedronal pyramids in place of the triangles depicted in figure 5.6.
In Figure 5.7, a volume is calculated for pyramids A, B, and C. Pyramid A
represents the optimal (S°) pyramid, where X = 34, Y = 49, and Z = 17, equal
to a volume of 4720. In case study B, S°= 1 (X = 7, Y - 46, and Z = 2) and in
case study C , SF- 5 (X = 16, Y = 22, and Z = 8 ).
By equation 5.15, the relative sustainability (S p ) for B equals 2%, and C
equals 10%. Contrary to the area-based calculation o f sustainability, the
volumetric approach introduces a threshold property, where as the score of
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(X=34,Y=49,Z=17)
5°= 4720

(X=7,Y=46,Z=2)
SP- 107/4720

(X=16,Y=22,Z=8)
5/.= 469/4720

= 2%

= 10%

Figure 5.7 Aquaculture Sustainability Expressed as a Volumetric Ratio of the
Optimal (A) and Case Study (B & C) Triangle Scores for Environmental (X),
Economic (Y), and Sociological (Z) Sustainability
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any single category (X, Y, or Z) approaches zero, the volume of the pyramid
also approaches zero. The intuitive appeal o f the method lies in its ability to
diminish the "single number paradox". The Sp score collapses as any one
axes approaches zero. An additional value of the pyramid approach lies in its
visual form. Similar to the surface depiction of sustainability, a pyramid can
facilitate conceptual understanding of aquaculture sustainability by providing a
visual reference, in this case, three-dimensional.
Drawbacks of the pyramid approach include the fact the volumetric
products of X, Y, and Z increase exponentially. This situation introduces the
potential for optimal volumes to be disproportionately greater than case study
volumes. For example, if the optimal volume is defined by X = 34, Y - 49,
z = 17, and a case study generates scores that are exactly 50% of the optimal
(X = 17, Y = 24.5, and Z = 8.5), then the ratio of the two (Se/S°) yields an S
value of 590/4720, equal to only 12.5%.
Another drawback of the pyramid approach is that one or more negative
value for X, Y, or Z indices will obscure results. If one of the three index
scores is negative, the overall volume product w ill be negative and if two of the
indices are negative, the volume product will be positive. Finally, the
volumetric approach requires non-zero scores for X, Y, and Z. Given the way
in which indicator standards have been normalized to zero, it is possible that
an operation meeting the standards in one category, although exceeding the
standards in the other categories, would still score a zero.
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V ector An alternative method for computing a single value for
sustainability involves the use o f vectors. Figure 5.8 presents a 2-dimensional
example of an index having two categories, X and Y. We can assume that the
maximum contribution of each category to the final index number is actually a
preference weightings obtained from a Delphi survey. These two category
values can be simultaneously depicted as a vector whose terminal point (O)
describes the optimum level of sustainability. A line drawn perpendicular to
the end of this vector would portray the relative preferences fo r X° and Y°, or
{0.4,0.6} in this example.
A case study-generated vector {X^Y*} = {0.2,0.4}, is graphed along side
the optimal vector in order to illustrate two essential points. First, the case
study vector will always have a length that is less than or equal to the optimal
vector coordinates.
Secondly, if the ratio of coordinates in the case vector (C) is not the
same as the ratio of coordinates in the optimal vector (O), then some degree
of distortion or deflection exists from the optimal. This difference is
represented by theta ( 6 ), the angle of deflection between vectors O and C.
Ideally, the sustainability index score should incorporate a measure of both the
shorter length of vector C and its deflection from vector O. One way to
incorporate both of these characteristics is to project the case vector onto the
optimal vector with a line that is parallel to the tangent line originally drawn for
the optimal vector (Figure 5.9).
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Y

0.6

0.4

02

0.4

X

Figure 5.8 A 2 -Dimensional Depiction of Index Vectors for Optimal (O)
and Case Study (C) Sustainability

X

Figure 5.9 Depiction of a Sustainability Vector Ratio (S) as a Function of the
Angle of Deflection (A) and the Distance (B) Between Optimal (O) and Case
Study Scores (C)
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Using the degree of deflection (0 ) and the length o f C, we can calculate the
case study score relative to the optimal score using or the length of A and B,
respectively, where A is a measure of deflection o f C from O, and B is the
difference between the lengths of 0 and C.
The example can be expanded to the three-dimensional case using the
formula (Meserve 1983),

where <X°, Y°,Z°>«<XC, Y^ZS is the dot product of X0* * + Y°YC+ Z0!*, and
I <X°, Y°,Z° > I is the distance calculation of the optimal vector, which is equal
to the square root of Xo2 +Yo2 +Z°2, and the distance for the case vector is
calculated likewise.
Knowing 0 and the length of the case vector C, the length of the
projected vector S can be calculated using a common trigonometric formula
for right triangles (Cosine 6 = length of the adjacent side divided by the length
of the hypotenuse),

(5.18)
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or, by rearranging,

|(x s, Y s, z *)| = |(x c, Yc, z ° )|c o s e

(5.19)

Knowing the length of the optimal vector S, we can now express sustainability
(S?) as ratio of the projected and optimal vectors,
Xc,Yc,ZcVcos0
(5.20)

While the vector approach is more computationally complex, the final equation
is relatively simple, and requires no more calculations than the sum, surface,
or volume approach. The advantage of this method is that it computes a
single index number that captures both the numerical and geometric deflection
of the case from the optimal. The final model form (equation 5.20) is referred
to as MIDAS, a multi-criteria index of Delphi-assessed sustainability. The
MIDAS model utilizes the vector approach to compute a single score
representing the separate environmental, economic and sociological
objectives of aquaculture sustainability.
Summary and Conclusions

The goal of quantifying aquaculture sustainability is subject to the
traditional criticisms common to any index development e ffo rt Such opposition
typically involves questions over the computational soundness of the model
and caveats regarding potential abuse of the simplified information. These are
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legitimate concerns because the rate of any index is to quantify and simplify
complex information in an empirical model of reality. While indices provide an
abstract of reality, they must themselves be analytically sound and have a valid
method of computation. Indices intended as potential decision-making aids
should contain consensus-based indicators developed by qualified experts. The
Delphi survey conducted in this study solicited the expertise of aquaculture
stakeholders in the Southeastern U. S. and developed quantifiable indicators
of aquaculture sustainability.
A multi-criteria framework provided the basis for preference structure
and index compilation The 31 indicators developed in the survey were
arranged within three linear sub-indices: environmental, economic, and
sociological. The contribution (weight) of each indicator was included along
with a method for scoring the indicator based on observation or secondary
case study data. A scoring system was developed such that any indicator
could add or deduct the full amount of its Delphi-assessed weight, according
to its position relative to standards defined by statute, rule, or common
practice.
Utilizing the Delphi-expressed preference structure for each
subordinate category, an optimal sustainability scenario was constructed,
representing a theoretical maximum score of +100. While such a score would
difficult to obtain, the value provided a base-line for relative sustainability
computation. As with any index, as information on aquaculture sustainability is
reduced into a single number, comparative analysis of aquaculture
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sustainability is facilitated, yet some degree of information is lost at every level
of reduction (i.e ., indicators into sub-indices, sub-indices into an index). The
challenge becomes computing the single number in a manner that minimizes
information loss. A variety of methods were evaluated for their suitability to
collapse environmental, economic, and sociological indicators into a single
sustainability index score (Table 5.2). Several methods appeared to be
satisfactory, yet they lacked the ability to incorporate all the deviations
between case and optimal scenarios. This study utilizes a trigonometric
approach that accounts for the measure of deflection and the length difference
between optimal and case-study vectors. The final model form is referred to as
a multi-criteria index of Delphi-assessed sustainability (MIDAS). The MIDAS
model utilizes 3-dimensional vector calculations to generate an index score
representing the separate environmental, economic and sociological
objectives of aquaculture sustainability.
The MIDAS model has potential application in numerous areas. The
index could be used to evaluate the production-level sustainability of
aquaculture under various input scenarios or for analyzing sustainability trade
offs during aquaculture development efforts. An additional application
includes using the model for establishing certification standards for sustainable
aquaculture products or for future use in policy analysis. The resulting model
will be mostly diagnostic, with the potential for trade-off and sensitivity analysis.
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Table 52 Alternative Methodologies for Calculating an Aquaculture
Sustainability Index
Method
Range
Formula_________________
X.Y. & Z ranges: -100 to +100

Advantages

Disadvantages

1) Easily computed

1) Fails to combine XYZ
2) Multiple score
comparisons required

1) Easily computed
2) Combines XYZ

1) Score not unique
2) Fails to reflect XYZ
distortion

1) Easily computed
2) Combines XYZ
3) Visual as triangle

1) Fails to reflect XYZ
distortion numerically

1) Easily computed
2) Combines XYZ
3) Visual as pyramid
4) Score goes to
zeroasX,Y, orZ
go to zero

1) Exponential volume
formula causes low
scoring
2) One or more negative
X,Y,or Z values can
obscure scoring

1) Easily computed
2} Combines XYZ
3) Unique scoring
4) Visual as a vector
5) Accounts for XYZ
distortion

1) Derivation more complex
2) 3-D Vectors difficult to
visualize in 2-D space

X = Px 2 V^xSiX
i
10

Y = PY2 V^ySjy
Z = Pz £ W fS jZ
i
Sum
S-range: -100- +100

S s -^

^

X °+ Y °+ Z 0

ioo

Surface
S-range: 0-100

100

SA =
Volume
S-range: 0-100

Sp =

1 /6
1 /6

XCYCZCJ
100
X°Y°Z°)

Vector
S-range: -100-+100

|(XC,Y C,Z °) cos 6
Sv =

|(X0 ,Y 0 ,Z0)
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Before any MIDAS functions find practice, some caveats are in order.
It is vital to reiterate that while the model is based on a disaggregated
approach, the separate environmental, economic, and sociological indices are
intended for simultaneous use. The independent use of any one of these sub
indices would violate the relative context in which they were developed.
Additionally, the context for MIDAS is specific to the Southeastern U. S.
Application of the index outside this region would require an additional Delphi
survey to identify and refine the appropriate indicators.
Finally, a considerable amount of refinement is required before any of
the stated applications are realized. Several legitimate questions remain over
the function and potential of the index under various scenarios. Some major
questions to be answered include: what are the appropriate standards for
specific indicators?, to what extent should the scores of each indicator be
"sensitized" to reflect acceptable limits and thresholds?, and, how do the
answers to these questions change between intra-commodity and inter
commodity applications? The next chapter initiates preliminary case studies
with regional aquaculture commodities in order to test the model and provide
additional information on the index potential and limitations.
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CHAPTER SIX
CASE STUDIES FOR REFINEMENT OF A PRELIMINARY
AQUACULTURE SUSTAINABILITY INDEX
Previous chapters have detailed the results of a recent study conducted
to determine if politically diverse stakeholders could develop and agree on a
list of common indicators of aquaculture sustainability. Aquaculture producers,
researchers, regulators, and members of non-governmental organizations
participating in a three-round Delphi survey, collectively identified 31 indicators
of aquaculture sustainability. Statistical analysis of the survey data indicated
high levels convergence and consensus among participants by the final round
of the survey. Preference weightings for the indicators were used to develop
indices for environmental, economic, and sociological sustainability. These
indices were arranged into a preliminary sustainability index that has potential
for evaluating aquaculture production systems in the Southeastern U.S. The
resulting model is referred to as a multi-criteria index of Delphi-assessed
sustainability (MIDAS). This chapter provides a brief overview of MIDAS
construction and initiates case studies of channel catfish and crawfish
production to evaluate index application and to identify objectives for future
index refinement
MIDAS Development
Traditional opposition to index construction includes concerns over the
content and computational soundness of the model and caveats regarding
potential abuse of the simplified information. While such considerations are
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legitimate, they are not unique, and have characterized index development
efforts ranging from habitat suitability (Schamberger et al. 1982) to neonatal
evaluation models (Nelson 1987). There is no shortage of potential
sustainability indicators for aquaculture. However, the definition of an
"acceptable indicator" often varies widely among decision-makers and
stakeholders. This reality reinforces the justification of using a consensusbuilding approach to identify and refine indicators of aquaculture sustainability.
The Survey

MIDAS components were based primarily on the results of a Delphi
survey of aquaculture stakeholders conducted in 1997 and 1998. The Delphi
survey is a method for systematically developing a consensus opinion among
experts.

The process involves iterative questionnaires administered to

individual experts in a manner protecting the anonymity of their responses.
Feedback to the respondents between survey rounds allows participants to
reevaluate their responses based on new information provided by the
respondents as a whole and may lead to response convergence, or a
consensus of opinion, even among groups that initially hold widely disparate
views (Sackman 1975). In this study, the panel consisted of four stakeholders
groups residing in the Southeastern U. S.: 1)aquaculture producers, 2)
aquaculture researchers and extension agents, 3) aquaculture-related
regulatory authorities, and 3) non-govemmental organizations (NGO). The
survey consisted of three rounds administered via the World-Wide-Web and
postal mail. Of 163 participants initially contacted, 121 responded in round 1,
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110 responded in round 2, and 104 responded in round 3. Panel size and
response rates were considered very large by typical Delphi standards (Zuboy
1981). Survey participants provided over 1600 items for consideration as
potential indicators in round 1. These items were condensed by similarity into
31 indicators and returned to the panel for comment in rounds 2 and 3. Nonparametric statistical analysis of the survey data indicated a high level of panel
agreement by the final round of the survey. Significant levels of ordinal rank
correlation were detected using Friedman's randomized block design (a =
0.05). Increasing levels of rank convergence were detected by high values for
Kendall's statistic of concordance {W~ 0.65). Table 6.1 includes a complete
list of the 31 indicators identified and weighted by the Delphi survey. Each
indicator is listed in its appropriate environmental, economic, or sociological
category along with its respective mean weight and standard deviation from
rounds 2 and 3 of the survey.
The Index
The consensus-based indicators of the Delphi survey were combined
into three sub-indices,
v

12

X = Px £ W |xSjXs
i

X,10

Y = PV£ W / S jy
i

z -p *f;v w
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(6.i

Table 6.1* Categories and Indicators of Aquaculture Sustainability From a
Delphi Survey of Stakeholders the Southeastern United States.
#

Definition**

Environmental Indicators (X)
Quantity of land used
Xi
Quantity of energy used
X2
X3 Animal fraction of supplemental protein
X4 Quantity of chemicals used
Quantity of water discharged
X5
Xe Biochemical oxygen demand in effluent
Supplemental feed protein used
X7
Xa Total ammonia nitrogen in effluent
Culture of non-indigenous species
xa
Total
phosphorus in effluent
Xio
Production in natural wetlands
Xu
Xl2 Suspended solids in effluent

Importance (0-100%)
Round 2
Round 3
Round 1
(p /a )
Cu/o)
(p /a )
34/3
36/14
35/10
8.94/2.73
10.02/8.81
10.81/7.19 10.19/2.65
6.57/2.24
5.62/4.13
7.11/1.79
7.00/4.48
16.10/8.89 15.31/2.52
9.89/1.68
9.54/4.62
6.05/1.41
5.85/3.99
8.89/1.46
8.81/4.88
3.70/2.05
3.86/3.51
8.47/1.94
7.85/4.39
6.99/2.14
6.53/4.52
7.95/1.56
7.91/4.60

Economic Indicators (Y)
Gross revenue
yi
Total
variable production cost
y2
Fixed
cost of production
ya
Overall profit
Y4
Return on investment
y5
Variability in annual profits
ye
Feed conversion ratio
y?
Cost of regulatory compliance
ye
Per capita consumption
ye
yio Market outlets

44/17

47/13
8.19/4.53
16.06/7.11
7.61/4.74
18.42/9.06
11.38/6.20
6.51/4.38
9.46/5.39
6.25/4.58
11.74/6.72
4.38/3.41

49/11
7.80/2.11
15.32/2.27
6.70/1.13
18.84/2.81
10.56/2.44
7.03/1.77
9.77/1.95
6.58/2.53
12.36/2.82
5.05/2.32

Sociological Indicators (Z)
Local consumption of product
Zi
Use of local inputs
Z2
Value of job benefits
Z3
Worker safety
Z4
Local ownership
Z5
Wage
levels
Ze
Z7 Jobs/Employment
Competition with local industries
Za
Perception of local aquaculture industry
ze

20/11

18/9
7.17/4.97
10.59/5.9
6.57/4.39
7.45/5.35
13.63/7.76
15.20/7.07
19.45/11.7
4.92/4.09
15.02/9.41

17/7
6.86/2.61
10.76/2.36
7.31/1.22
7.88/1.42
13.96/2^8
15.50/2.16
18.05/4.42
4.73/1.64
14.96/1.64

* Identical to Table 3.2
** Abbreviated definition, see Appendix A for a complete definition of each indicator
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where Afis a index containing 12 environmental indicators, 7 is a index
containing 10 economic indicators, Z is a index containing 9 sociological
indicators; P*, PY, and P2are the preference levels (0-100%) for
environmental, economic, and sociological categories (respectively); Wf, Wf,
and W f are the coefficients of relative, in-category importance for each /
indicator; and Sf, S/, and S f are the normalized scores for each / indicator.
Respondents were asked to list a preferred direction or goal for each
indicator (increase/decrease) that would improve the overall sustainability of
a particular category. These directional goals provide the basis of an indicator
scoring system, where indicators having the goal of "decrease", are scored by:

(6 .2 )

and indicators having the goal o f "increase", are scored by:

(6.3)

and s* is a numerical score for any one of the 31 indicators from categories X,
Y, or Z ; Obst is the observed value for a particular indicator in a given
empirical application; and Stdi is that indicator's standard or acceptable lim it as
defined statute, rule, or common practice. Indicators representing a
continuous range of possible scores were normalized along a non-linear
interval so that observations lagging, meeting, or exceeding the standard
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resulted in a range of negative, zero, and positive scores, respectively. Such
parameterization allows sensitivity adjustment for individual indicators, and is
given by,
(6.4)

where s^'is the indicator's score normalized along the continuous range, and
r is a logistic rate describing a sigmoid interval bounded by -100 and +100,
symmetric around zero. Given the above formulation of the index, certain
indicators may be expected to present a greater empirical challenge than
others (e.g.; sociological indicators). Many parameters pertinent to
aquaculture sustainability are not well documented and data is either sparse or
completely unavailable. If secondary data does not exist fo r a particular
indicator, the scoring system can be represented by,

S|= (-100,0,100)

(6.5)

where a score of 100 contributes the full weight (%) for any particular indicator
/, 0 represents a score equal to the predetermined standard for that indicator,
and -100 results in a subtraction of the full weight for that indicator. Such a
discrete choice methodology is functionally similar to the subjective measures
utilized in APGAR scoring.
A dilemma exists regarding the proper method for integrating X, Y, and
Z index scores into a single number representing aquaculture sustainability.
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As information on aquaculture sustainability is reduced into a single index
number, comparative analysis of aquaculture sustainability is facilitated, yet
some degree of information is lost at every level of reduction (i.e. indicators
into sub-indices, sub-indices into an index). Alternative methods were
evaluated for their ability to compute this value with minimal information loss.
A trigonometric approach proved most suitable for capturing the geometric
relationship between X, Y, and Z categories. The method expresses
sustainability as a ratio of projected and optimal vectors,

(6 .6 )

where sustainability (Sv) is a function of the case study I <X°, YC,ZC> I and
optimal | <X°, Y°,Z°> I vectors, and 6 is a measure of the deflection between the
optimal and case study-generated XYZ vectors The MIDAS model utilizes the
vector approach to compute a single score representing the simultaneous
progress towards the environmental, economic and sociological objectives of
aquaculture sustainability.
Case Study Species
Case studies for MIDAS could potentially represent multiple species
and technology combinations. However, the initial applications focued on
channel catfish and crawfish aquaculture. These industries have established
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production histories and the broad literature base required for objective
establishment of indicator standards. A brief overview of history, economic
impact, and production technology is provided for each commodity.
Channel C atfish
Production of channel catfish (lctalurus punctatus) represents the
largest aquaculture sector in the U. S. Catfish farming has expanded steadily
since the 1960s, reaching an annual production level over 200,000 metric tons
worth a quarter billion US dollars by the early 1990s (USDA-ERS 1995). The
majority of catfish production occurs in Mississippi, with over 200 farms and
approximately 40,000 water hectares in 1993 (APHIS 1995). A much smaller
portion of catfish production is derived from the neighboring states of
Arkansas, Alabama, and Louisiana
In the typical production system, external hatcheries provide immature
catfish (fingeriings) to be stocked into grow-out ponds at rates of 12,500 to
25,000 per hectare. Fish are fed daily with a formulated diet and an average
of 210 days is required to grow a 15-cm fingerling to a 0.6-kg market weight
Most producers utilize a multiple batch system, where marketable fish are
periodically harvested or "topped off", and smaller fish are re-stocked to
replace those removed. (Avault 1996).
Production is generally characterized as intensive, with gross yields
averaging 3,400 kg per hectare from production systems relying on large
inputs of supplemental feed, chemicals, and energy (Boyd and Tucker 1995).
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Crawfish
Production of crawfish in the Southeastern U. S. involves two
commercially important species, the red swamp crawfish (Procambaraus
clarkifl and the white river crawfish (Procambaraus zonaaulus). Annual
production in 1996 was 28,591 metric tons with a farm-gate value of - 25
million U. S. dollars (APHIS 1995). Crawfish farming developed in the early
1970's in response to year-round demand and the seasonality of crawfish
catch from natural production areas (de la Bretonne and Romaire 1990). In
1997, Louisiana had 1,628 producers farming 45,000 hectares, or 90% of the
total U. S. production (Avery and Lutz 1997).
Two major production regimes are used, 1) permanent ponds for
crawfish monoculture, and 2) a double-cropping regime with commercial rice
production. An initial stocking of 50 kg of brood crawfish per hectare is
provided, and thereafter pond hydrology is manipulated to simulate a wetland
cycle in which crawfish readily mate, reproduce, and grow (Huner 1997). The
typical production schedule involves draining ponds in late spring and planting
a forage crop by eariy-to-mid summer. In early fall, forage crops or crop
residues are flooded and crawfish emerge from subterranean burrows.
Crawfish are benthic omnivores, consuming a variety of aquatic flora and
fauna but feed primarily on the detritai base of a natural food web resulting
from the decay of forage vegetation. Crawfish are harvested daily throughout
the mid-winter to late spring season. Production is generally characterized as
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extensive, with gross yields averaging 1344 kg per hectare from production
systems requiring no supplemental feed or external hatcheries (Avault 1996).
Developing Standards
Environmental, economic, and sociological indicator standards were
developed for case studies of conventional channel catfish culture (denoted as
CCF), and crawfish monoculture (CFM) using rice as a forage crop only.
Standards are based on a 50-hectare, owner-operated production system
located in Southwest Louisiana. Tables 6.2 to 6.4 list all standards used in the
analysis. Acceptable standards for each indicator were generated by defined
statute, rule, or common practice. Appendix B contains additional information
on standards and observations.
Testing the Index
Preliminary calculations were made to examine the index's ability to
generate scores, and to evaluate how those scores would change under
various conditions. One immediately obvious point was that an infinite number
of score combinations existed, given 31 variable observations, 31 standards,
and the potential to adjust the sensitivity of the individual indicators (equation
6.4). Rather than generating a full range of hypothetical sustainability scores,
the remainder of this paper utilizes case scenarios to illustrate the index
function and potential. Initially, MIDAS scores are preliminarily assessed
using the standards provided in Tables 6.2 through 6.4. Afterwards various
technology and management scenarios are examined for their influence on the
overall MIDAS score and the individual X, Y, and Z scores.
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Table 6.2 Preliminary Standards and Observations for Environmental
Sustainability indicators of Channel Catfish (CCF) and Crawfish Monoculture
(CFM).
Case Study Observation*
#) Environmental Indicator funits)
x l) Quantity of land (Ha/MT)
x2) Quantity of energy (1000-BTU/MT)

Standard*

CCF

CFM

0.53

0.29

0.56

11,787

9.416

13.632

x3) Animal fraction of feed protein (kg/MT)

39

96

11

x4) Quantity of chemicals

—

—

—

5.123

1,700

5,766

30

10-12

0.6-26.6

x7) Supplemental feed protein used (kg/MT)

243

640

46

xS) TAN in effluent (mg/l)

1.77

0.83-2.5

x9) Culture of non-indigenous species (Y/N)

No

No

No

x10) Total phosphorus in effluent (mg/l)

0.17

0.48-.0.75

0.15-0.5

x11) Production in natural wetlands (Y/N)

No

No

No

x l 2) Suspended solids in effluent (mg/l)

90

40-74

21-492

x5) Quantity of water discharged (m3/MT)
x6) BOD in effluent (mg/l)

0.2-0.31

* See Appendix B for additional information on standards and observations
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Table 6.3 Preliminary Standards and Observations for Economic Sustainability
Indicators of Channel Catfish (CCF) and Crawfish Monoculture (CFM).
Case Study Observation*
m Econmic Indicator (units)
y1) Gross revenue (S/HA)

Standard*
4,498

^
10032

1530

y2) Variable production costs (S/HA)

1

1

1

y3) Foced production costs (S/HA)

1

1

1

y4) Overall profit (TR/TC)

1.25

1.22

1.30

y5) Return on Investment (%/yi)

5%

0.20

0.075

y6) Variability in annual profits (%/yi)

—

—

—

1.25

1.22

1.3

y8) Cost of regulatory compliance (S/MT)

—

—

—

y9) Per capita consumption (% of US total)

7

15

1

y10) Market outlets (#/MT)

—

—

—

y7) Feed conversion ratio (%)

* See Appendix B for additional information on standards and observations
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Table 6.4 Preliminary Standards and Observations for Sociological
Sustainability Indicators of Channel Catfish (CCF), Crawfish Monoculture
(CFM).
Case Study Observation*
») Sociological Indicator (units)

Standard*

z1) Local consumption of product (kg/yi)

CCF

CFM

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

z2) Use of local inputs (S/HA)
z3) Value ofjob benefits (S/MT)
z4) Worker safety (*/yr)
z5) Local ownership (%)
z6) Wage levels (S/hi)
z7) Jobs/Employment (#/MT)
z8) Competition with local industries (#/MT)
z9) Perception of local industry (#/yr)

* See Appendix B for additional information on standards and observations
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Figure 6.1 depicts the relative sustainability scores for CCF and CFM,
given by the standards and observations of Tables 6.2 to 6.4. In each case,
an overall score (Sv) is provided (Equation 6 .6 ) along with the sub-index
scores for categories X, Y, and Z (Equation 6.1). The CCF case had the
highest overall MIDAS score at 22. One primary reason for the high CCF
score is the economic partiality of the MIDAS model. Recall that round 3
Delphi preferences were highest for economic sustainability (49%). This
preference structure, coupled with relatively higher per unit profits of catfish
production, caused the CCF scores to be highest However, the
environmental score for CCF is also slightly greater than the CFM scenario.
This observation is surprising because catfish production requires
considerably higher amounts of feed and energy inputs than crawfish culture.
However, water usage contributes over 15% to the environmental index, and
crawfish systems typically utilize three to five times more water than channel
catfish systems on a per unit basis. Without the environmental and economic
burden of rice production, the CFM case study has a sustainability score of 18,
with economic and environmental scores very dose to those of the CCF
scenario. The multiple combinations possible with 31 indicators could produce
a variety of MIDAS scores. However, this introductory exerdse illustrates the
influence of key indicators such as water and energy and profit In the case of
the economic index, the contribution of these variables is compounded by the
underlying economic bias of the MIDAS preference structure. These basic
relationships determine the outcome of various input scenarios.
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CCF

CFM

Figure 6.1 Relative Sustainability Scores (S) for Channel Catfish (CCF) and
Crawfish Monoculture (CFM) Under Standard Case Study Observations. Sub
scores are given for Environmental (X), Economic (Y), and Sociological (Z)
indices
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Scenario 1: Investing In Crawfish Pond Aeration
The benefits of utilizing electrical aeration in crawfish ponds indude a
reduction in water utilization and pumping costs, increased dissolved oxygen
levels, and subsequently, better growth, survival, and yield (Avery and Lorio
1997).
A hypothetical scenario can be used to illustrate how investing in
paddlewheel aeration could enhance the sustainability of crawfish
aquaculture. Table 6.5 lists the assumptions for the hypothetical investment
According to Avery (1996) a 5-horsepower (hp) paddlewheel aerator can move
and aerate approximately 23 m3 of water per minute, enough to redrculate
water through a 20-ha pond in less than three days. Assuming the purchase
of two, 5 hp paddlewheel aerators at approximately $5000 each, the increased
capital outlay would reduce the return on investment (y5) and profitability (y4)
of CFM by 0.005 and 0.05, respectively. Operating the electric aerators would
add -1,000 kwH of electrical energy, or 3,414,000 BTUs. However, addition
of the aerators would result in an estimated 25% reduction in pumping,
reducing fuel utilization by - 2,500,000 BTUs. At this rate, the estimated
reduction in water usage for crawfish scenarios would be approximately 1,500
m3/ha. Finally, it is hypothesized that a marginal reduction (10%) in
biochemical oxygen demand would result from the added aeration. It is likely
that the other water quality variables might also be reduced. Results of these
assumptions are depicted in Figure 6.2.
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Table 6.5. Assumptions for Investing in Pond Aeration as a Means of
Enhancing the Sustainability of Crawfish Monoculture (CFM) Systems
Scenario

1

Assum ptions_______________

Purchase 2, 5 hp, paddlewheel aerators @ $5000/each
Increased capital outlay $20Q/Ha
Increased capital and operational costs off set by 10% increase in
productivity and revenue
Add 1000 kw/Ha energy use to CFM (-3,414,000 BTU)
Reduce pumping water volume 25% (-1,500 m3/MT)
Subtract 25% pumping fuel by 25% ( - 2,500,000 BTU)
Marginal reduction (10%) in BOD and SS due to aeration
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IX

E3Y

UZ

CCF

fflSv

CFM

Figure 6.2 Relative Sustainability (Sv) for Channel Catfish (CCF) and
Crawfish Monoculture (CFM) After Investment in Crawfish Pond Aeration.
Sub-scores are given for Environmental (X), Economic (Y), and Sociological
(Z) indices
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The addition of the paddlewheel aeration devices would initially
increase capital expenditures and ultimately operating expenses. However,
de la Bretonne and Romaire (1990) point out that paddlewheel aeration can
be utilized in crawfish ponds with more cost effectiveness than water pumping
alone. Furthermore, any additional costs are assumed offset by a slight
increase in production (10%) resulting from aeration. This increase production
serves to lower the score for the land indicator (x1 ) and increase the gross
revenue (y1 ) of both crawfish scenarios. Replacement of electrical energy for
petroleum based fuels results in a net increase of approximately 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
BTUs of energy; however, the resulting water reduction more than offsets any
increase in energy utilization.
As previously mentioned, water usage (x5) was identified as the most
important environmental indicator in the Delphi survey. The 25% water
savings provided by aeration translate to a 1,500 m3 decrease in water
consumption in the CFM scenarios. Coupled with 10% reductions in BOD and
SS resulting from aeration, these gains cause the sustainability scores for
crawfish systems to change to CFM - 23. Meanwhile, the economic index
remains relatively unchanged by the addition of aeration. This observation
may reflect part of the hesitancy of producers to utilize mechanical aeration in
crawfish ponds, as such decisions are made primarily within an economic
context This is but one example of how the MIDAS score, and the scores for
subordinate X, Y, and Z indices could illustrate the trade-offs not always
evident in a purely economic mode of decision-making
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Scenario 2: Reducing Feed Quantity and Quality in Catfish Production
The benefits of reducing dietary feed protein of channel catfish feeds
have been researched extensively. Cacho (1990) constructed bioenergetic
models and found that catfish growth was primarily a function of feed quantity,
and much less responsive to feed quality. Robinson and Li (1998) found no
significant growth reductions in channel catfish fed diets with and without
animal/fish based proteins in feeds >= 28% crude protein. Furthermore, feed
conversion ratios as low as 1 .5:1 (feed fed: weight gained) are not uncommon
in commercial catfish aquaculture (Boyd and Tucker 1995). Table 6.5 lists the
assumptions for reducing the quantity and quality of supplemental catfish
feeds. Among these assumptions is a reduction in FCR to 1.5, a reduction
from 32% to 28% crude protein feed, and a 5% reduction in the animal/fishbased protein fraction.
As a means for enhancing the sustainability of catfish aquaculture, the
stated reductions cause the overall sustainability score of CCF to increase
from 22 to 24 (Figure 6.3). From an economic standpoint, it is likely that such
changes would cause a reduction in catfish growth rates, and ultimately
reduce overall revenue and profit However, the same changes also represent
a 25% reduction in feed expenditures, which account for over 51 % of the
operational costs of channel catfish culture (Boucher and Vandeveer 1998).
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Table 6 .6 Assumptions for Reduction in Feed Quantify and Qualify for as a
Means of Enhancing the Sustainability of Channel Catfish (CCF) Aquaculture
Systems
Scenario 1 Assum ptions
FCR reduced from 2:1 to 1.5:1
Economic gains in technical efficiency of FCR
Environmental gains from crude protein reduction to 420 kg CP/MT
Reduced fish/animal protein fraction of CP by 5% - 42 kg F-CP/MT
Marginal reduction (10%) in TAN and TP
Economic impact of decreased growth of set by large savings on
feed quantify and qualify.
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Figure 6.3 Relative Sustainability (Sv) for Channel Catfish (CCF) and
Crawfish Monoculture (CFM) After Investment in Crawfish Pond Aeration and
Reduction in Feed Conversion and Feed Protein. Sub-scores are given for
Environmental (X), Economic (Y), and Sociological (Z) indices
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Summary and Conclusions

The case studies indicate how the MIDAS index might eventually be
utilized for analyzing production-level sustainability o f aquaculture in the
Southeastern U. S. Additional information on certain indicators will be
required before the full range of index implications can be understood.
However, preliminary results indicate some indicators, namely profit, water
use, and energy use, have a proportionally greater im pact Sustainability
scores were calculated using the vector method described in Equation 6 .6 . In
each scenario, the MIDAS score was primarily driven by water use on the
environmental side, and profit on the economic side. Initial MIDAS scores
were slightly higher for channel catfish, primarily because of the commodity's
economic advantage over crawfish (i.e. higher profits on a per unit basis).
Additional research might include calculating MIDAS scores for rice-crawfish
double cropping systems. However, the scale assumptions utilized in this
scenario would need to be adjusted because 50 hectares is at or below the
economic threshold required profitable rice production in Louisiana.
Crawfish monoculture systems had an initial MIDAS score of 18 out of a
possible 100. Investment in paddlewheel aeration was shown to potentially
increase the sustainability score to 23, primarily because of reduced water
utilization. Water use overall was approximately 3 times greater in crawfish
production, compared to channel catfish production on a per unit basis. As a
result, channel catfish production had relatively high environmental scores in
each comparison, despite higher levels of feed and energy inputs. Reductions
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in feed quantity and quality increased the MIDAS score for catfish aquaculture
only slightly from 22 to 24.
These scenarios are hypothetical, yet provide insight on how the
MIDAS index might be utilized for decision-making purposes. One potentially
useful incarnation would be incorporate the index into a budget generator
form at Budget generators produce financial output utilizing a combination of
economic, environmental, and sociological information. A sustainability
budget generator would require only a small amount of programming to
produce information on the desired indicators. Ideally, such a generator would
incorporate links between variables within and among categories. Such links
might include bioenergetic aspects such as feed rates, conversion, and
assimilation efficiencies and bioeconomic links based on non-linear growth
models with metabolic feedbacks that effect costs, revenues, and profitability.
Future iterations of the MIDAS model could focus on standardized applications
for various species and technology combinations in aquaculture.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Little consensus on aquaculture sustainability has been identified
beyond the general recognition that the concept should contain environmental,
economic, and sociological considerations. This study has addressed the
specific, relevant question of whether politically diverse aquaculture interests
can collectively develop and agree on production-level goals and indicators of
aquaculture sustainability. By utilizing a systematic, disaggregated approach,
sustainability was partitioned into three subcategories: environmental,
economic and social. The division facilitated the use of existing conventions of
measurement and expression in each discipline.
Employing a modified Delphi technique, over 100 aquaculture
stakeholders in the Southeastern U. S. were surveyed for the purpose of
identifying and refining indicators of aquaculture sustainability. Aquaculture
producers, researchers, regulators, and members of non-governmental
organizations participating in a three-round Delphi survey and collectively
identified 31 indicators of aquaculture sustainability. Survey participants
provided 1,622 items for consideration as potential indicators in round 1 .
These items were condensed by similarity into 31 indicators and returned to
the panel for comment in rounds 2 and 3.
Primary themes within indicators included concern over resource
utilization, pollution, profitability, risks, efficiency, and societal concerns for
workers and local communities. An evaluation of the expressed preferences
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at the category and indicator-tevels suggests that the Delphi Survey was
successful in building consensus among stakeholders. The average
coefficient of variation for categories and indicators fell from 0.63 to 0.25
between rounds 1 and 3, indicating a large degree of convergence.
A nonparametric statistical analyses of ordinal preference and indicator
rankings depicted high levels of agreement convergence between four diverse
stakeholder groups. The null hypothesis for Friedman's randomized block
analysis of ranked data was rejected (a=0.05) in each of 45 separate tests,
indicating definite rank patterns for specific preferences and indicators of
aquaculture sustainability in the groups studied. Kendall's coefficient of
concordance (W) was utilized to detect agreement convergence in each test
case. Values for Kendall's W increased across ail three rounds and eventually
reached panel averages of 0.75-0.8 for categories and individual indicator
subgroups. On the 0 to 1 interval of interpretation, such large W values
constitute high to unusually high levels of agreement and high confidence in
the expressed rank orders.
Group 4 (NGOs) were of notable exception to these findings. One
possible reason this group failed to achieve a high level of in-group agreement
may be due to a high level of institutional diversity in the Southeastern U.S.
Aquaculture producers, researchers, and regulatory agents have a long
standing history and familiarity with the aquaculture industry in the
Southeastern U.S. However, NGOs recruited for this study were relatively
difficult to find, because they have not been active in this region. Furthermore,
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groups 1 (producers) and 2 (researchers and extension agents) exhibited
somewhat lower levels of agreement (W = 0.4 - 0.5) on their expressed
rankings for environmental indicators of aquaculture sustainability. This
finding is not surprising in that these groups, especially aquaculture producers,
may have a hesitancy to suggest and refine environmental indicators with
implications for future policy arrangements.
A distance function approach was used in this study to determine if a
consensus existed in the ordinal rank form of the survey data. Despite some
minor initial differences, consensus rankings for sustainability subcategories
listed economic sustainability as the most important across all groups. By the
third round, explicit cardinal preferences for economic sustainability were 49%,
compared to 34% for environmental, and 17% for social. The predominance
of economic concerns as a portion of sustainability is not surprising. Economic
sustainability is often promoted as the most important category under the
general umbrella of aquaculture sustainability. An argument frequently heard
is that without economic viability, and the profits it generates, producers
cannot afford to be concerned with concerns such as environmental
degradation and social unrest
A multi-criteria framework provided the basis for preference structure
and index compilation. The 31 indicators developed in the survey were
arranged within three sub-indices; environmental, economic, and sociological.
The contribution (weight) of each indicator was included along with a method
for scoring the indicator based on observation or secondary case study data.
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The scoring system was developed such that any indicator could add or
deduct the full amount of its Delphi-assessed w eight Utilizing the Delphiexpressed preference structure for each sub-category, an optimal
sustainability scenario was constructed, representing a theoretical maximum
score of -*-100. While such a score would difficult to obtain, the value provides
a base line for relative sustainability computation.
As in any index development effort, a paradox exists regarding the
reduction of information. As information on aquaculture sustainability is
reduced into a single number, comparative analysis of aquaculture
sustainability is facilitated, yet some degree of information is lost at every level
of reduction (i.e., indicators into sub-indices, sub-indices into an index). The
challenge becomes computing the single number in a manner that minimizes
information loss.
A variety of methods were evaluated for their suitability to collapse
environmental, economic, and sociological indicators into a single
sustainability index score. Several methods appeared to be satisfactory, yet
they lacked the ability to incorporate all the deviations between case and
optimal scenarios. This study recommends a trigonometric approach that
accounts for the measure of deflection and the length difference between
optimal and case study vectors. The final model form is referred to as a multi
criteria index of Delphi-assessed sustainability (MIDAS). The MIDAS model
utilizes 3-dimensional vector calculations to generate an index score
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representing the separate environmental, economic and sociological
objectives of aquaculture sustainability.
Application Potential

The general contribution of this research does not lie within specified
MIDAS scores, but in the model itself. As constructed, the index represents a
flexible tool for developing operationally explicit sustainability definitions
regardless of geographic and operational context The case studies of chapter
6

indicated how such an index might eventually be utilized fo r analyzing

production-level sustainability of aquaculture in the Southeastern U. S.
Additional information is required before the range of index implications can be
more fully understood. However, preliminary results indicated a
disproportional influence for certain indicators, namely profit (y4), water use
(x5), and energy use (x2 ).
Case studies with catfish and crawfish provided insight on how the
MIDAS might be utilized for decision making under various input scenarios.
One potentially useful method to facilitate analysis would be to incorporate the
index into a budget-generator format A sustainability budget generator could
be easily programmed using commercial spreadsheet software. Ideally, the
generator would be designed such that indicators are linked among and within
categories. Such links might include bioenergetic aspects such as feed
quantity and quality that affect the scores of multiple indicators such as feed
conversion and profitability.
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Additional use of the model includes development and evaluation
sustainability policy objectives for aquaculture. Policy actions often fail to
incorporate the input of major or minor stakeholders. The MIDAS approach
advocates a Delphi-survey for soliciting input from politically diverse
stakeholders. Once the information is obtained, the mathematical structure
exists for organizing the data into a dedsion-analysis aid.
The format used in this study could potentially be utilized in other areas
where diverse input and objectives are necessary. A considerable amount of
interest has been generated over the potential utility of a certification process
for sustainably-produced aquaculture products. In the case of cultured shrimp,
these discussions have been constrained by disputes over the proper
identification of third-party certification panels. Properly chosen, a
representative panel could develop such standards through a Delphi survey
approach. Information could be solicited via survey pages on the worid-wideweb. In this study, Internet-based surveying was utilized quite effectively in
round 1, accounting for 53% of panel responses. However, problems with the
local host caused Internet participation to fall below 20% in rounds 2 and 3.
These problems were due primarily to inexperience and the expected pitfalls
of new technology. As Internet data collection techniques are refined, the
approach should become more attractive for establishing expert panels and
soliciting expert input.
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Model Lim itations

It is vital to reiterate that the above applications are all contingent on a
considerable amount of model refinement Furthermore, the indicators and
preferences generated in the study are specific to the Southeastern U. S. and
the data may be applicable only within a time period of a few years.
Application of the model beyond this region and period would violate the
spatial and temporal context in which the data was generated. This constraint
is a practical manifestation o f the oft-expressed viewpoint that sustainability is
location-specific and the policy objectives of one region or country should not
be imposed on another region or country. An additional condition of context
relates to maintaining the model's integrity. Individual sub-indices of the index
are not intended to be used independent of one another. While utilization of
particular sub-indices might potentially serve purposes of political expedience,
such use would also violate the context in which the data was generated.
The interpretation of MIDAS scores is an area of potential misuse and
confusion. The vector-based method of the index generates scores as a ratio
of optimal and case study scenarios. The scores for any one indicator, any
one of the three sub-indices, and subsequently the index itself, have a
relevant range of -100 to +100. Each indicator is normalized to this range
such that its standard equals zero. Therefore a MIDAS score of zero does not
necessarily imply there is no sustainability, rather it means the case study is
merely meeting the acceptable standards for all indicators. Future generations
of the MIDAS model should focus on standardizing indicators to facilitate
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evaluations of various species and technology combinations in aquaculture. A
method has been programmed into the model that w ill allow future users to
adjust the sensitivity of individual indicators within their relevant ranges of
application (equation 5.11).
Additional Research

A number of items should be addressed before the model is applied to
additional case studies. Perhaps the most pressing issue is that data are not
currently available for all 31 indicators developed in the Delphi survey. Recall
that the primary criteria for listing indicators was merely to focus on listing
indicators with measurability. There was no method for insuring that all of the
indicators would have sufficient data for parameterization. Certain indicators
(especially sociological ones) are firm-level or sector-specific and secondary
data is not typically kept for these items in the aggregate. In such cases, a
discrete choice scoring system is recommended (equations 5.9-5.10).
Future forms of the index might be represented by an abbreviation of
the current model. If such collapsing were done, the weights of remaining
indicators would need to be re-allocated to a 1 0 0 % distribution for any single
category. Such re-weighting of indicators may also be necessary to adjust for
tied ordinal ranks. The statistical implication of these tied ranks is that there is
no significant difference between the importance of the tied indicators.
indicator redundancy must also be addressed. It its present form, the
economic component of the index contains indicators that cancel each other
out For example, costs are typically accounted for in profitability measures.
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However, indicators of variable and fixed production costs effectively cancel
indicators of profitability. Some indicators represent one or more items
grouped into one category. For example, energy use (x2) was defined as a
reduction in electrical and petroleum-based fuels. These items can be
collectively expressed by their associated levels of British Thermal Units
(BTUs). However, chemical inputs (x4) represent a reduction of fertilizers,
pesticides, and therapeutics, and no common method is available for
simultaneously expressing these categories.
The first part of this research (phase 1) has been primarily focused on
defining the indicators of an aquaculture sustainability index. The next portion
(phase 2 ) would require examining the index and finding objective and valid
methods for reducing redundancy, increasing measurability, and ultimately
streamlining and simplifying application. The statistical implications of creating
a model subset are not fully understood and such reduction might be more
politically palatable if based on a phase-2 Delphi survey. Ideally, this survey
would focus on developing less arbitrary ranges for the observations and
standards of each indicator developed in phase one. In the second phase, the
Delphi panel would be partitioned into expert subsets. In each subset, 10-15
experts from a particular discipline would comment on indicators developed in
phase

1

and iteratively comment on indicator subsets and appropriate

indicator standards. Rather than the open-ended exercise of phase 1,
ecologists and biologists would be specifically recruited to refine
environmental indicators, economists recruited to refine economic indicators,
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and sociologists recruited to refine the sociological indicators). As previously
mentioned, the use of the Internet would greatly facilitate the survey process.
Points fo r Discussion

This chapter concludes with some critical points and condensed
research observations developed by the author during 4 years of research on
the topic of aquaculture sustainability (Table 7.1). First and foremost, it is
acknowledged that the umbrella concept of sustainability embodies multiple
environmental, economic, and sociological objectives. However, progress on
sustainability has been hindered by the artificially imposed requirement that
these disciplines somehow merge into a new genre with completely new
modes of expression and measurement Failing to recognize the sovereign
conventions of the sustainability sub-disciplines is akin to not seeing the trees
for the forest For this reason and others, sustainability is continuously defined
and redefined with very little consensus among politically diverse interests.
In aquaculture, there are ongoing programs to develop criteria at the
global and national levels, but these efforts frequently produce criteria too
vague or qualitative for application at the local or regional levels. Conversely,
specific sustainability criteria are now being developed by either NGO
watchdog groups or self-regulating producer associations. Such partisan
efforts are suspect because they typically represent the input of only one
stakeholder group. These efforts are nowhere more evident than on the highly
debated and controversial issue of shrimp aquaculture in coastal zones. The
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degree of conflict over sustainability in this sector limits sustainability research
to a pound-of-cure approach.
The major rationale for researching aquaculture sustainability in the
southeastern U. S. was the opportunity to be proactive. Aquaculture sectors in
this region are not without their problems, but they lack the extreme scrutiny of
other sectors where similar research efforts are underway. The proactive
approach facilitates stakeholder participation by soliciting input under less
adversarial conditions.
An additional aspect of the project rationale was to limit the initial
research foray to production-level aquaculture. In sustainability, everything is
connected, and this study could have easily been extended into the
processing sector, the retail sector, the input sector, and beyond. However,
there is considerable value in knowing where to stop. Focusing on productionlevel sustainability facilitates understanding of the environmental, economic,
and social transactions of aquaculture on a per hectare, metric ton, or m3
basis.
Expressing aquaculture sustainability with measurable indicators may
actually be easier than developing a widely accepted definition. However,
such an expression requires the input and consensus of politically diverse
stakeholders. The Delphi survey used in this study demonstrated that such
groups could identity and refine multiple indicators of aquaculture
sustainability. The resulting indicators are not new. They are known criteria
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that are merely organized in a quantifiable expression of aquaculture
sustainability.
The MIDAS output includes no prescriptive solutions, only descriptive
information on the sustainability aspects of various species and technology
combinations. The utility of MIDAS as a decision-making aid is ultimately
contingent upon the extent to which indicators and sub-indices can be refined
and simplified. As with any index development effort, simplification of the
model will facilitate use, but oversimplification will render the index useless.
Perhaps the biggest challenge w ill be to develop acceptable standards to
parameterize sustainability indicators. The establishment of acceptable
environmental regulatory standards is a topic of ongoing dispute, and will likely
be problematic for aquaculture sustainability as well. The one certainty is that
aquaculture sustainability is an infant research concept Dialogue on
aquaculture sustainability will inevitably expand as the industry harnesses
additional resources to meet a growing global demand for seafood.
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Table 7.1 Discussion Points on Aquaculture Sustainability
Sustainability does not require a new language
Debate over aquaculture sustainability is polarized
Global criteria are global, partisan criteria are partisan
Proactive discussions are better than reactive discussions
Production-level sustainability is adequate
Sustainability may be more easily measured than defined
The opinions of diverse aquaculture stakeholders can converge
MIDAS indicators are not new, merely organized differently
Simplification is a good thing - to a point
Description comes before prescription
Standardization is the next big challenge in sustainability
Research on aquaculture sustainability is in the infant stage
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY CORRESPONDANCE
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Round 1 Letter

(Date)
(Address)
Dear___
I wanted to follow-up on our phone conversation regarding the LSU Delphi
Survey of aquaculture stakeholders in the Southeastern US. We are still
interested in having you on-board with this project Look over Round 2 and
see what you think. If something interests you (or gets you riled up) then why
not weigh-in? We need some additional input to refine the information
generated in Round 1.
If you decide to participate, fill out the survey as soon as possible - it should
be postmarked no later than December 31,1998. I know you are very busy
these days but I I'd really like to have your input on this project There’s also
the Internet version of the survey, which is accessible a t
http://www.agctr.lsu.edu/midas
Summary information and a S.A.S. E. are included with the survey. Give me a
call or email if you need any additional information. I look forward to hearing
from you soon.
Thanks,
Rex Caffey
School of Forestry, Wildlife, & Fisheries
Rm. 227 FWF Building
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-6202
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Indicators o f Aquaculture
Sustainability:
A Delphi Survey
Round 1

Coordinated by the:
School of Forestry, Wildlife, and Fisheries,
Department of Agricultural Economics and
Agribusiness,
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center
United States Department of Agriculture
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W e appreciate your participation in this survey and we rely on your
commitment to complete each round of questioning. Information from this
round will be compiled and returned to you as Round 2. The anonymity of your
responses is assured. Specific information provided by you will never be
released or linked to you. Additionally, our survey technique requires that
participants be anonymous to each other. We respectfully request that you
refrain from discussing your participation in this survey until after the last round
of questioning. Thank You.
This survey is accessible via the worid-wide-web at the following address:
htto://www.aoctr.lsu-edu/midas
Background Information
The following section solicits general demographic information that will allow
us to appropriately categorize your responses. No specific information
provided by you will ever be released or linked to you.
1) Please provide us with all inform ation requested below.

Name:______________________________________________________
Title:_______________________________________________________
Organization:________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________
City:________________________________________________________
State:______________________________________________________
Zip code:_____________________________________________________
Phone:_____________________________________________________
E-mail:

__________ _____________________________________
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2) Check one o f the four categories that beet describes you.

□ I am an owner or employee of a commercial aquaculture facility
□ I am employed as an aquaculture researcher or extension agent
□ I am employed in a state or federal government agency
□ I am a member of a non-governmental organization (NGO)
3) From the lists below, select the one category that best describes your
w ork in aquaculture.

□ Production/Management
□ Water Chemistry/Engineering
□ Conservation/Fisheries M gt
□ Other

□ Economics/Marketing □ Sociology
□ Nutrition/Feeds
□ Rero/Genetics
□ Monitoring/Enforcement □ Admn./Policy

4) From the lists below, select the one group o ffish that you work with
the m ost

□ Catfish
□ Shrimp/Prawns
□ Alligators

□ Crawfish
□ Red fish
□ Hybrid Bass

DTiiapia
□ Bait fish
□ Oysetrs/dams

□ Ornamentals
□ Sport fish
□Other

5) Please provide us w ith a prelim inary assessment of your general
preferences fo r aquaculture sustainability by indicate how you w eight (0100%) these 3 categories fo r th eir overall importance to aquaculture
sustainability. The sum o f th e 3 categories does not have to add up to
100%.

Sustainability
Category
Environmental
Economic
Social

Importance
(0 - 1 0 0 %)
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Submitting Indicators
This section asks you to list any indicators that you believe could be useful for
evaluating aquaculture sustainability in the Southeastern U. S. To facilitate
progress, you are encouraged to adhere to the following 3 guidelines.
I Stay in context The context for this survey if warm-water aquaculture,
extensive and intensive production, coastal and inland sites in the
Southeastern U. S. Please limit your responses to this context only.
II Use categories: Please list indicators of aquaculture sustainability under 3
general categories: environmental, economic, and sociological. Focus on
listing measurable indicators, providing the appropriate units, and a direction
for the indicator that would enhance the sustainability of that category,
Example:
Environmental Indicators
Water use

m3/MT

Direction
decrease

Economic Indicators
Profit

Units
%

Direction
increase

Socioloaical Indicators
Jobs

Units
#/MT

Direction
decrease

III Be concise: The primary goal of this section is to brainstorm. There are
no right or wrong answers - but please remember to keep your responses
concise, using short phrases as in the examples above. Extended, paragraphtype responses will require us to edit your ideas and may lead to
misinterpretation.
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Please use the spaces below to submit as many indicators as you can think of
that would be useful for evaluating the environmental sustainability of
aquaculture in the Southeastern U. S.
Environmental Indicators

Units

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
12

13
14
15
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Direction

Please use the spaces below to submit as many indicators as you can think of
that would be useful for evaluating the economic sustainability of aquaculture
in the Southeastern U. S.
Unite

Economic Indicators
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
12

13
14
15
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Direction

Please use the spaces below to submit as many indicators as you can think of
that would be useful for evaluating the sociological sustainability of
aquaculture in the Southeastern U. S.
Units

Social Indicators
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
12

13
14
15
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Direction

Thank you for participating.
We appreciate your cooperation and commitment Responses to this survey
will be tabulated and returned to you as Round 2. A self addressed stamped
envelope is provided. Please direct any additional correspondence to:
Rex H. Caffey
School of Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 USA
Phone (504) 765-2848, Fax (504) 765-2877
rcaffey@agctr.lsu.edu
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Round 2 Letter

(Date)
(Address)
Dear
Thank you for participating in Round 1 of our Delphi Survey of aquaculture
stakeholders in the Southeastern US. The response rate to Round 1 has been
much greater than I anticipated. Seventy-five percent of the 163 initial
contacts responded. The information you provided was among 1,622 items
submitted for consideration as sustainability indicators.
Deciphering the data has taken longer than expected, a problem compounded
by the crash of my computer's hard drive on New Year's Eve! Anyway, all's
well now and we’re off and running with Round 2. Round 2 solicits your
opinion on the importance of 31 of the most frequently listed indicators of
Round 1.
Please fill out the survey as soon as possible and return to me by March 15th.
I am trying to shorten the interval between rounds for these final 3
questionnaires - a goal of increasing importance as we enter increasingly
active Spring season. If you would prefer to use the Internet version, you can
access the survey at*
http://www.agctr.lsu.edu/midas
I have included some summary information associated with Round 1. Feel
free to contact me if you need any additional information. Thanks again for
your participation and commitment I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,
Rex H. Caffey
School of Forestry, Wildlife, & Fisheries
Rm. 227 FWF Building
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-6202
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Indicators o f Aquaculture
Sustainability:
A Delphi Survey
Round 2

Coordinated by the:
School of Forestry, Wildlife, and Fisheries,
Department of Agricultural Economics and
Agribusiness,
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center,
United States Department of Agriculture
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W e appreciate your participation in this survey and we rely on your
commitment to complete each round of questioning, information from this
round will be compiled and returned to you as Round 3. The anonymity of your
responses is assured. Specific information provided by you w ill never be
released or linked to you. Additionally, our survey technique requires that
participants be anonymous to each other. We respectfully request that you
refrain from discussing your participation in this survey until after the last round
of questioning. Thank You.
This survey is accessible via the worid-wide-web at the following address:
http://www.aQCtr-lsu.edu/midas
Background Information
The following section solicits general demographic information that will allow
us to appropriately categorize your responses. No specific information
provided by you will ever be released or linked to you.
1) Please provide us with all inform ation requested below.

Name:______________________________________________________
Title:_______________________________________________________________

Organization:________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________
City:________________________________________________________
State:______________________________________________________
Zip code:_____________________________________________________
Phone:_____________________________________________________
E -m a il:_________________________________________________
2) Check one o f the four categories that best describes you.

□ I am an owner or employee of a commercial aquaculture facility
□ I am employed as an aquaculture researcher or extension agent
□ I am employed in a state or federal government agency
□ I am a member of a non-govemmental organization (NGO)
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3) From the lists below, select the one category that best describes your
work In aquaculture.

□ Production/Management
□ Economics/Marketing □ Sociology
□ Water Chemistry/Engineering □ Nutrition/Feeds
□ Repro/Genetics
□ Conservation/Fisheries M gt
□ Monitoring/Enforcement □ Admn./Poiicy
□ Other
4) From the lists below, select the one group o ffis h that you w ork with
the m ost

□ Catfish
□ Shrimp/Prawns
□ Alligators

□ Crawfish
□ Red fish
□ Hybrid Bass

□ Tilapia
□ Bait fish
□ Oysters/dams

□ Ornamentals
□ Sport fish
DOther

5) Respondents in Round 1 were asked to provide us with a prelim inary
assessment o f th eir general preferences fo r aquaculture sustainability.
Please review the average values and indicate how you weight (0-100% )
these 3 categories fo r th eir importance to aquaculture sustainability. The
sum of the 3 categories does not have to add up to 100%.

Sustainability
Category
Environmental
Economic
Social
6)

Round 1
Frequency
37%
42%
21%

Round 2 Your
Response

Did you participate in Round-1 o f this survey?
□ Yes

□ No
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Environmental Indicators of Aquaculture
Sustainability
Indicators that measure toe impact o f aquaculture on toe environment
There were 610 items submitted in Round 1 as potential measures of
environmental sustainability in aquaculture. Responses were coded and
categorized by similarity into 1 2 environmental indicators
Directions: The list below contains 12 randomly listed environmental

indicators (with goals) suggested by the panel in Round 1. Please review
each indicator and assign it a numerical weight that represents your opinion of
its relative importance compared to the other environmental indicators in the
lis t
1) Quantity o f land used - area o f land required per unit aquaculture

production (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
Your weight for this indicator

38%
________

2) Quantity o f energy used - use (direct) o f electrical and petroleum-based

energy per unit o f aquaculture production (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
35%
Your weight for this indicator
________
3) Percent of supplem ental feed protein derived from anim al sources fraction of animal-based or fish-based protein used per unit o f aquaculture
feed (goal: decrease).
13% Frequency listed in Round 1:
13%
Your weight for this indicator
________
4) Quantity of chem icals/theraputants - quantity o f pesticides, herbicides,

antibiotics, and hormones per unit o f aquaculture production (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
18%
Your weight for this indicator
________
5) Quantity o f w ater used - quantity o f water discharged per unit o f
aquaculture production (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
78%
Your weight for this indicator
________
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6)

W ater quality: BOD - biological oxygen demand (average mg/l) in effluent
from aquaculture production facilities (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
33%
Your weight for this indicator
________
7) Percent protein o f supplem ental feed - crude protein per unit o f
supplemental aquaculture feed (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
26%
Your weight for this indicator
________
8 ) W ater quality: Nitrogen - total ammonia nitrogen (average mg/l) in
effluent from aquaculture production (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
32%
Your weight for this indicator
________

9) Culture o f non-indigenous species - use of non-native fish species for
aquaculture (goal: decrease)
Frequency listed in Round 1:
15%
Your weight for this indicator
________
10) W ater quality: Phosphorus - total phosphorus (average mg/l as
inorganic and organic) in effluent from aquaculture production (goal:
decrease)
Frequency listed in Round 1:
23%
Your weight for this indicator
________
11) Percent o f production in natural wetlands - Percent of total production
area located in areas designated as natural wetland habitat (goal: decrease)
Frequency listed in Round 1:
18%
Your weight for this indicator
________
12) W ater quality: TSS - total suspended solids (average mg/l) in effluent
from aquaculture production (goal: decrease)
Frequency listed in Round 1:
27%
Your weight for this indicator
________
(O ptional) List any additional environmental indicators) below.
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Economic Indicators of Aquaculture
Sustainability
Indicators that measure the economic viability o f aquaculture in the
short and long-run
There were 568 items submitted in Round 1 as potential measures of
economic sustainability in aquaculture. Responses were coded and
categorized by similarity into 1 0 environmental indicators.
Directions: The list below contains 10 randomly listed economic indicators
(with goals) suggested by the panel in Round 1. Please review each indicator
and assign it a numerical weight that represents your opinion of its relative
importance compared to the other economic indicators in the list.
1) Gross revenue - total revenue generated per unit of aquaculture
production (goal: increase).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
24%
Your weight for this indicator.
________
2) Variable cost o f production - total cost of supplies, labor, and other
operating inputs per unit of aquaculture production (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
69%
________
Your weight for this indicator
3) Fixed cost o f production - total cost of land, facilities, equipment and
other capital goods per unit of aquaculture production (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
16%
Your weight for this indicator
_____
4) Overall profit - gross revenue minus total production costs (fixed and
variable) per unit of aquaculture production (goal: increase).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
53%
Your weight for this indicator

_____

5) Return on investm ent - percent return on capital investment per unit of
aquaculture production (goal: increase).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
27%
Your weight for this indicator
_____
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6)

Variability in annual p ro fits - (a measure of economic risk) annual
variance in overall profit (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
10%
Your weight for this indicator
_____
7) Feed Conversion Ratio - ( a measure of technical efficiency) ratio of feed
fed to weight gained per unit of aquaculture production (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
33%
Your weight for this indicator
_____
8)

Cost o f regulatory com pliance - percent of total costs per unit of
aquaculture production dedicated to regulatory compliance (goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
13%
Your weight for this indicator
______
9) Market demand - per capita consumption (state and national) of an
aquaculture product (goal: increase)
Frequency listed in Round 1:
33%
Your weight for this indicator
_____
10) Market structure - number of processors (market outlets) per unit of
aquaculture production (goal: increase)
Frequency listed in Round 1:
6%
Your weight for this indicator
______
(Optional) List any additional economic indicators) below.
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Social Indicators of Aquaculture Sustainability
Indicators that measure the human-impact o f aquaculture on society
There were 444 items submitted in Round 1 as potential measures of social
sustainability in aquaculture. Responses were coded and categorized by
sim ilarity into 9 social indicators.
Directions: The list below contains 9 randomly listed social indicators (with

goals) suggested by the panel in Round 1. Please review each indicator and
assign it a numerical weight that represents your opinion of its relative
importance compared to the other soda! indicators in the lis t
1) Local consumption o f product - percent of an aquaculture commodity
consumed in the local community (goal: increase).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
14%
________
Your weight for this indicator
2) Use o f local inputs - percent of total inputs (feed, labor, capital, etc.) for
an aquaculture commodify that are supplied by the local community (goal:
increase).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
15%
Your weight for this indicator
________
3) Benefits - value of job benefits (insurance, vacations, etc.) supported per
unit of aquaculture production (goal: increase).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
9%
Your weight for this indicator
________
4) W orker safety - accident-free workdays per year for an aquaculture
commodity (goal: increase).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
9%
Your weight for this indicator
________
5) Local ownership - percent of owners residing in the local community per
unit of aquaculture production (goal: increase).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
33%
Your weight for this indicator
________
) W age levels - wage rate of aquaculture workers expressed as a percent of
the local average wage (goal: increase).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
36%
Your weight for this indicator.
________
6
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7) Jobs/Employment - number of production-level jobs supported per unit of
aquaculture production (goal: increase).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
67%
Your weight for this indicator
________
8)

Com petition w ith existing local industries - jobs lost in established local
industries directly attributable to local production of an aquaculture commodity
(goal: decrease).
Frequency listed in Round 1:
10%
Your weight for this indicator
________
9) Perception o f local aquaculture industry - number of complaints
registered per unit of aquaculture production (goal: decrease)
Frequency listed in Round 1:
36%
Your weight for this indicator.
________
(Optional) List any additional social indicators) below.

Thank you for participating.
We appreciate y o ir cooperation and commitment Responses to this survey
w ill be tabulated and returned to you as Round 3. A self addressed stamped
envelope is provided. Please direct any additional correspondence to:
Rex H. Caffey
School of Forestry, W ildlife and Fisheries
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 USA
Phone (504) 765-2848, Fax (504) 765-2877
rcaffey@agctr.lsu.edu
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Round 3 Letter

(Date)
(Address)
Dear
Thanks for the on-going support of our Delphi Survey of aquaculture
stakeholders in the Southeastern U.S. Participation in this project continues to
be very strong. Round 1 produced a 75% response rate with 121 surveys
returned and Round 2 resulted in an impressive 93% response rate with 111
surveys returned.
I have enclosed Round 3 of the survey along with a self-addressed stamped
envelope. Please complete the questions as soon as possible and return the
survey to me by May 31,1998 (preferably before then). The instructions in this
round have changed slightly so be sure to read all the directions carefully and
contact me if you have any questions.
I really appreciate your continued support and I’m counting on your
contribution during this final portion of the survey. Your input is especially vital
because you are among the small number of (group) representing (state). A
copy of the final report will be sent to you upon completion of the study. I look
forward to hearing from you soon. Thanks again for your commitment
Sincerely,
Rex H. Caffey
School of Forestry, Wildlife, & Fisheries
Rm. 227 FWF Building
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-6202
Email: rcaffev@aoctr.lsu.edu
PS. Rememberyou can complete Round 3 at our web site:
httpJ/www.aactr.Isu.edu/midas - Thanks again.
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Indicators of Aquaculture
Sustainability:
A Delphi Survey
Round 3

Coordinated by the:
School of Forestry, Wildlife, and Fisheries,
Department of Agricultural Economics and
Agribusiness,
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center,
United States Department of Agriculture
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W e appreciate your participation in the first 2 rounds of this survey and we
rely on your commitment to complete Round 3. Please recall that this survey is
also accessible via the world-wide-web at the following address:

http://www.agctr.lsu.edu/midas

General Inform ation

1) Name (Please
Print):_________

Has your address, phone number, or email changed? If so, please indicate
below.

2) Check one of the four categories that best describes you.

□
□
□
□

I am an owner or employee of a commercial aquaculture facility
I am employed as an aquaculture researcher or extension agent
I am employed in a state or federal government agency
I am a member of a non-governmental organization (NGO)

3) From the lists below, select the one category that best describes your
w ork in aquaculture.

□ Production/Management
□ Economics/Marketing □ Sociology
□ Repro/Genetics
□ Water Chemistry/Engineering □ Nutrition/Feeds
□ Conservation/Fisheries Mgt
□ Monitoring/Enforcement □ Admn./Policy
□ Other
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4) From the lis ts
the m ost
□ Catfish
□ Shrimp/Prawns
□ Alligators

below, select the one group o f fis h th at you w ork w ith
□Crawfish
□ Red fish
□ Hybrid Bass

□ Tiiapta
□Ornamentals
□ Bait fish
□ Sport fish
□ Oysters/Mollusks □ Other

5) Respondents in Rounds 1 and 2 were asked to provide us w ith a
prelim inary assessment o f th eir general preferences fo r aquaculture
sustainability. Below we lis t the mean value per round fo r all
respondents. Please review these values and indicate your fin a l
preference fo r each sustainability sub-category. Please try and lim it
yourself to 1 0 0 points total.

Sustainability
Category
Environmental
Economic
Social

Round 1
Mean
Value
37%
42%
21%

Round 2
Mean
Value
35%
47%
18%

Round 3
Your
Response

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ROUND 3
(Please Read Carefully)
In Round 1 you were asked to list potential indicators of aquaculture
sustainability under
3 sub-categories: 1) environmental, 2) economic, and 3) social. A
group of 121 respondents from the Southeastern U.S. provided over
1,600 individual responses that were ultimately compiled into 31
indicators of aquaculture sustainability.
In Round 2 you were asked to numerically weight each indicator (0-100)
according to
your opinion of an indicator's importance when compared to the other
indicators in a particular lis t The numerical weightings of 110
respondents were converted to a 100% scale for each of the 3 sub
categories of aquaculture sustainability.
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In Round 3 each indicator is listed with its "Mean Weight” (the average
response expressed as a %) along with the numerical range containing
50% of all the responses from Round 2.
Directions: Please review the "Mean Weight* for each indicator, and choose
to...
A) add percentage points to an indicator that you feel is under-valued, or
B) subtract percentage points from an indicator that you feel is over
valued, or
C) accept the ‘ Mean Weight” by checking the box under ‘Accept Mean”,
(Note: The number of points added in column ‘A” should be equal to the
number of points subtracted in column ‘ B‘ .)
N ote: A duck
indicates th at you
accept the "Mean
W eight”, in this
case, 1196fa r
Iu d catar3
"A pencil is recommended f a r
making changes. Please
make a llfin a l scores legible.

Example:
Indicator*

50 Percent
Response
Range (94)

M ean\
Weight \
(% )
)
10

Indicator 1

5 - 14

Indicator 2

1-6

4

Indicator 3
Indicator 4
Indicators
Indicator 6

9 -1 5
4 -1 2
6 —11
12 -2 3

11
9
8
17

Indicator?
Indicators

6 -1 1
4 -1 0

9
7

Indicator 9

4 -1 4
7 -1 9

11

Indicator 10

Mean, weightsfo r mdhrid m l
indicators m ay seem sm all, but
recaR that weightings provided in
round 2 have been converted to a
10096 scale

A
Add

sl

L

£
3 {V Accept
Sub
tract

\1\ D

7%
2*

□
V "

eT
eT

5%

□

Ef
□

1%
5%

□

eT

14

10%

to%

Sum A

Sum

Tote: To mountain a 10O% i
the sum q fpoints added in column
A shouldequalthe sum c fpoints
subtracted in column B
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Environmental Indicators of Aquaculture
Sustainability
(Indicators that measure the impact o f aquaculture on the environment)
Please follow the directions provided on the ‘ Instructions for Round 3* and
choose to change or accept the ‘ Mean Weight” for each environmental
indicator below.
E n viro n m en tal In d ic a to rs

1) Quantity of land used (area of land required per unit
aquaculture production (goat decrease).
2) Quantity of energy used - use (direct) of electrical
and petroleum-based energy per unb o f aquaculture
production (goat decrease).
3) Supplemental feed protein derived from animal
sources- percent animal based or fish-based protein
used per unit of aquaculture teed (goat decrease).
4) Quantity of chemicals/theraputants - quantity o f
pesticides, herbicides, antibiotics, and hormones per
unit of aquaculture production (goat decrease).
5) Quantity of water used- quantity of water
discharged per unit of aquaculture production (goat
decrease).
6) Water quality: BOD - biological oxygen demand
(average mg/l) in effluent from aquaculture production
facilities (goat decrease).
7) Supplemental feed protein - % crude protein per
unit of supplemental aquaculture feed (goat
decrease).
8 ) Water quality: Nitrogen - total ammonia nitrogen
(average mg/l) in effluent from aquaculture production
(goal: decrease).
9) Culture of noo-indigenous species - use o f non
native fish species for aquaculture (goat decrease).
10) Water quality: Phosphorus- total phosphorus
(average mg/l as inorganic and organic) in effluent
bom aquaculture production (goat decrease).
11) Production in natural wetlands - Percent of total
production area located in areas designated as natural
wetland habitat (goal: decrease).
12) Water quality: TS S - total suspended soBds
(average mg/l) in affluent bom aquaculture production
(goal: decrease).

50
Percent
Respons
a Range
(%)

Mean
Weight
<%)

5 - 11

9

7 - 13

10

3 -7

0

4 - 10

7

12 - 21

16

7 - 12

10

4 - 8

6

0 - 11

9

1 - <

4

8 - 11

8

3 - 9

7

0-10

8
100%

A

Add

B
Sub
trac
t

£
Acce
Pt
Mean

0

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

□c

Sum A * Sum
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□

Economic Indicators of Aquaculture
Sustainability
(Indicators that measure the economic viabUity o f aquaculture in
the short and long-run)
Please follow the directions provided on the "Instructions for Round 3” and
choose to change or accept the "Mean Weight” for each economic indicator
below.

Economic Indicators

1) Gross revenue - totaJ revenue generated per unit of
aquaculture production (goal: increase).
2) Variable cost of production - total cost o f supplies,
labor, and other operating inputs per unit of
aquaculture production ( goal: decrease).
3) Fixed cost of production - total cost of land,
facilities, equipment and other capital goods per unit of
aquaculture production (goal: decrease).
4) Overall profit - gross revenue minus total production
costs (fixed and variable) per unit of aquaculture
production (goal: increase).
5) Return on investment - percent return on capital
investment per unit of aquaculture production (goal:
increase).
6) Variability in annual profits -(am easure of
economic risk) annual variance in overall proSt (goal:
decrease).
7) Feed Conversion Ratio - (a measure of technical
efficiency) ratio of toed fad to weight gained per unit of
aquaculture production (goat decrease).
8) Cost of regulatory compliance - percent of total
costs par unit of aquaculture production dedicated to
regulatory compliance (goal: decrease).
9) Market demand-p e r capita consumption (state and
national) of an aquaculture product (goal: increase)
10) Market structure -num ber ofprocessors (market
oidlets) per unit of aquaculture production (goat
increase).

60
Percent
Raspons
e Range
(%>

Mean
Weight
(%>

6 - 10

9

13 - 20

16

6 - 10

7

1 4 - 22

18

7 - 12

10

3 - 9

7

7 - 14

10

3 - 9

7

9 - 14

12

2 - 6

6
100%

A
Add

B

Sub
trac
t

£
Acce
Pt
Mean

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
j------- j

Sum A = Sum
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Sociological Indicators of Aquaculture
Sustainability
(Indicators that measure the impact o f aquaculture on society)
Please follow the directions provided on the “Instructions for Round 3” and
choose to change or accept the “Mean Weight” for each sociological indicator
below.
Sociological Indicators

1) Local consumption of product - percent of an
aquaculture commodity consumed in the local
community (goal: increase).
2) Use of local inputs - percent oftotal inputs (feed,
tabor, capital, etc.) for an aquaculture commodity that
are supplied by the local community (goal: increase).
3) Benefits - value ofjob benefits (insurance,
vacations, etc.) supported per unit of aquaculture
production (goat increase).
4) Worker safety - accident-free workdays per year for
an aquaculture commodity (goal: increase).
5) Local ownership - percent of owners reskfing in the
local community per unit of aquaculture production
(goal: increase).
6) Wage levels - wage rale of aquaculture workers
expressed as a percent of the local average wage
(goal: increase).
7) Jobs/Employment - number ofproduction-leveljobs
supported per unit of aquaculture production (goal:
increase).
8) Competition with existing local industries - jobs lost
in established local industries directly attributable to
local production of an aquaculture commodity (goat
decrease).
9) Perception of local aquaculture industry - number of
complaints registered per unit of aquaculture
production (goal: decrease)

50
Percent
Respons
e Range

Mean
Weight
(%)

4 - 10

7

7 - 14

10

4 - 8

7

4 - 10

8

9 - 17

14

11 - 17

16

13

19

-

25

2- 5

6

10 - 19

15

A
Add

fi
Sub

trac
t

£
Acce
pt
Mean

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□

100%

Sum A » Sum
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Thank you for participating.
A self addressed stamped envelope is provided for returning this survey.
Please recall this survey may also be completed via the worid-wide-web
(http://www aoctr. Isu.edu/midasl and that all responses to Round 3 are due by
May 31,1998.
We appreciate your cooperation and commitment to this Delphi Survey. A
copy of the final report will be sent to you upon completion of the study.
Please direct any additional correspondence to:
Rex H. Caffey
School of Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 USA
Phone (504) 765-2848, Fax (504) 765-2877
rcaffey@a9 ctrlsu.edu
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Preferences and Indicators of
Aquaculture Sustainability:
A Delphi Survey

Project Information Sheet
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The Delphi Survey Technique
W hat is a Delphi Survey?

The Delphi Survey is a method for systematically developing a
consensus of expert opinion. It is based on four assumptions: 1) expert
opinion is a valid input in inexact areas of research; 2 ) a consensus of experts
is better than the opinion of a single expert; 3) experts meeting together suffer
a foilow-the-leader bias; and 4) anonymity of members corrects for individual
bias.
How does it work?

A preliminary questionnaire (Round-1) is accessed via the World-WideWeb or postal mail by selected aquaculture stakeholders in the Southeastern
US. The identity of individual respondents is concealed to reduce leader bias.
Panel members are individually asked to list measurable indicators and
preferences under 3 separate categories: economic, environmental, and
sociological sustainability. This information is used to form a follow-up
questionnaire (Round-2) requesting that respondents assign weights to
specific indicators and provide additional preference-related information.
Results from subsequent rounds are summarized and returned to the panel
with a request to revise individual responses in light of the aggregated group
response. Those individuals whose responses differ considerably from the
average may be asked to justify their estimates. If necessary, a summary of
these justifications is fed back to the panel so that respondents can re-answer
specific questions in light of any new information.
Who is being surveyed?

Participants for this survey must reside in the study area and meet the
qualifications of one or more of the following 4 categories: 1) producers, 2)
researchers and extension agents, 3) government employees, and members
of 4) non-governmental organizations. These general categories represent a
wide variety of stakeholder interest in aquaculture.
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Aquaculture Producers
A certain number of aquaculture producers from the Southeastern
United States will be asked to participate in the survey. We are searching for
interested aquaculture producers with at least 3 years experience with one or
more warm-water species. Sites range from coastal to inland, with extensive
or intensive production. The input of commercial producers is invaluable in
developing practical criteria to evaluate the economic, environmental, and
sociological aspects of aquaculture sustainability in this region.
Aquaculture Researchers and Extension Agents
Experienced university researchers and extension agents are also
being recruited. The biological and mechanical areas of this field are wellrepresented. However, there is a shortage of aquaculture researchers and
extension agents that specialize in the economic and sociological aspects of
this industry. Every effort will be made to obtain an equitable representation of
these disciplines.
Government Officials
This category includes state and federal government officials with
experience in aquaculture regulatory activities in the Southeastern United
States. Specific duties might include, policy formation, regulations,
enforcement, funding, or promotion.
Non-Govemmental Organizations
Several nongovernmental organizations (NGO) have become active in
aquaculture issues in recent years. We are specifically looking for NGO
members who reside in the Southeastern United States and who have
demonstrated a working knowledge of aquaculture in this region.
Who is conducting the survey?
The survey is a cooperative effort of the School of Forestry, Wildlife,
and Fisheries and the Department of Agricultural Economics and
Agribusiness, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Louisiana State
University Agricultural Center. Funding for the project is provided by a grant
from the United States Department of Agriculture.
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What is the area o f study?
The area of study is the Southeastern US, including the states of
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia, Florida, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, and Kentucky.
Background on Sustainability

In 1987, the World Commission on Environment and Development (The
Brundtland Commission) produced a report, Our Common Future, which
popularized the term "Sustainable Development”. The report called for
development that "...meets the needs of the present generation without
compromising the needs of future generations". Since the Bundtland report,
sustainable development has been described in several ways. One author
describes sustainable systems as those: "...capable of maintaining their
productivity and usefulness to society indefinitely...Such systems must be
resource-conserving, socially supportive, commercially competitive, and
environmentally sound." (Ikerd 1990).
Sustainability definitions can range from "weak" to "strong" (Hammond
et al 1995). Among the more strict principles of long term sustainability we
find: "...species extinction cannot exceed species evolution; soil erosion
cannot exceed soil formation; forest destruction cannot exceed forest
regeneration; carbon emissions cannot exceed carbon fixation; fish harvests
cannot exceed the regenerative capacity of fisheries; and human births cannot
exceed human deaths..." (Brown 1994). Philosophical questions often
accompany the debate over sustainability. Some have questioned the reality
of sustainability as a bounded concept, describing it rather as: "...a myth, a
notion implying potential but with no ending point.." (Thompson 1992).
Sustainability is often described as a continuum, where the goal is
advancement rather than completion. The problem of expressing sustainability
is due to many constraints, including: conflicting interdisciplinary objectives;
difficulties in the reconciliation of short run and long run horizons; and the
variability of the term under different geographic, social, and operational
contexts. In recent years, some economists have attempted to define
components of sustainability using mathematical models that combine
economics and ecology. However, these modem approaches have been
widely criticized because of their complexity and departure from established
methods.
The many alternative definitions of sustainability make it an elusive
goal. For example, in congressionalty mandated annual reports, the Joint
Council on Food and Agricultural Sciences of the United States Department of
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Agriculture (USDA) consistently calls for sustainability as the first in a set of
long term objectives for food and agricultural sciences in the 1990s. However,
a lack of consensus has led USDA to issue a technical publication fo r the
mere purpose of defining sustainability. The 10 page report contains no less
than 23 definitions and terms associated with sustainable agriculture. Atop this
list is the 1990 farm bill definition, which describes sustainable agriculture as
"...an integrated system of plant and animal production practices having a sitespecific application that will, over the long term:
a) satisfy human food and fiber needs;
b) enhance environmental quality and the natural resource base upon which
the agricultural economy depends;
c) make the most efficient use of nonrenewable resources and on-farm
resources and integrate, where appropriate, natural biological cycles and
controls;
d) sustain the economic viability of farm operations; and
e) enhance the quality of life for farmers and society as a whole."
Sustainability and Aquaculture
The concept of "sustainability" has been debated for years among
agricultural interests. More recently, sustainability became a primary focus in
aquaculture, due primarily to problems related to coastal development.
Despite this focus, widely-accepted definitions for the term have not emerged.
To date, consensus has been limited to the general recognition that
sustainability is a concept embodying multiple environmental, economic, and
sociological objectives. Beyond that point, opinions diverge.
A general direction for the promotion and development of aquaculture
sustainability can be obtained by considering the common ground shared by
all the parties involved. Sustainable aquaculture systems have been described
as those systems that are productive, socially relevant and profitable, and
environmentally compatible. To be sustainable, aquaculture systems must "...
make environmentally sound use of resources ...not divert or replace
resources that may be used in a more productive way ...and not degrade the
environment and jeopardize the livelihood of future generations..." (AIT 1994).
Survey Rationale
Attempting to directly define sustainable aquaculture is a noble, but
perhaps impractical goal because the word "sustainable" implies an
unreachable endpoint A more realistic goal involves finding methods for
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increasing the "sustainability" of aquaculture operations, under specific
constraints. This survey attempts to indirectly develop a democratic
expression of sustainability using input from selected aquaculture authorities in
the Southeastern US. To facilitate this process, a Delphi Survey with 4 rounds
of questioning will be used. Respondents will be asked to list preferences and
recommend indicators under 3 sub-categories (environmental, economic, and
sociological sustainability in aquaculture). Information collected through the
survey will be used to construct a consensus expression of aquaculture
sustainability for the Southeastern US.
What is the appropriate contact for evaluating sustainability?
The graphic above illustrates the role of context in the evaluation of
sustainability. As geographic and operational context narrows, the specificity
of resulting information increases, however, the range of application for this
information is reduced (see table below for additional information). The target
area for the survey is the Southeastern US, warm water aquaculture,
extensive and intensive, coastal and inland. This regional* context is useful for
establishing measurable objectives and indicators at the industry-level without
specific scrutiny of individual operations.

Specificity-

Local Ml

High

R egionar\ Mediu
Global

Indicati

MLowy
Results

Context
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Context of
Evaluation:

S pecificity o f A pplication:
Inform ation:

Hypothetical Results:

Global

Low

Qualitative
Goals

Regional*

Medium

Measurable
Indicators

"...find ways to enhance the
economic viability o f global
aquaculture withoutjeopardizing
human rights or environmental
integrity."
"... investigate alternative ways to
reduce water usage (m3/MT),
reduce the animal-protein fraction
o f feeds (kg/Mt), and increase
profit ($/Mt) by increasing the
efficiency o f farm labor
(hours/Mt)."

Local

High

Specific
Parameters

"...limit annual water usage to less
that 10% o f total farm volume for
channel catfish grow-out systems
in upper Johnson county."

Stakeholders in Aquaculture

Producers

Regulators

Researchers

NGOs

How can we address conflicts among aquaculture stakeholders?
The recent interest in aquaculture sustainability has been expressed
through various forms of written, oral, and electronic communication.
Unfortunately, dialogue in these mediums is often punctuated by conflict, and
issues are often polarized by extremes. Nevertheless, input from all pertinent
stakeholder groups is required for an objective evaluation. This study utilizes a
Delphi Survey of 4 major stakeholder groups in aquaculture: 1) commercial
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producers, 2) aquaculture researchers and extension and agents, 3) state and
federal regulatory officials, and 4) members o f non-governmental
organizations. The Delphi technique, an established tool of social research, is
used in this study to delineate initial and final stakeholder preferences for
various components of aquaculture sustainability. This survey does not
attempt to solve all stakeholder conflict; however, it can help to identify areas
of consensus or convergence for specific components of aquaculture
sustainability.

Ecology

S u stain ab ility

Economics

Sociology

How can separate disciplines be combined into one category?
The diagram below is commonly used to depict sustainability as the
intersection of 3 disciplines: ecology, economics, and sociology. Yet this
illustration oversimplifies the interdisciplinary problem of communicating in
scientific languages with different objectives and units of measurement.
Alternative approaches (e.g. ecological economics) have had limited success
integrating these categories, but interdisciplinary constraints continue to hinder
sustainability dialogue. Rather than integrating unlike disciplines, this study
retains the 3 sub-categories of environmental, economic, and sociological
sustainability, in an effort to temporarily remove interdisciplinary constraints.
This approach allows respondents to partition their responses among more
familiar categories. Used collectively, the information from the survey
constitutes a 3-tiered horizon that can be used to evaluate the sustainability of
alternative aquaculture production scenarios.
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APPENDIX B
INDICATOR STANDARDS AND OBSERVATIONS
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Developing Standards
Indicator standards for case studies of catfish and crawfish aquaculture
were developed within environmental, economic, and sociological categories.
Acceptable standards for each indicator were generated by defined statute,
rule, or common practice. For the purpose of these case studies, standards
are based on a 50 hectare, owner-operated production system located in
Southwest Louisiana.
Environmental Indicators

The stated format for developing environmental indicators was
"indicators that measure the impact o f aquaculture on the environment."
Table 6.1 provides a preliminary standard for each of the 12 environmental
indicators. Numeric observations about the standard are provided under
three scenarios 1) channel catfish production (CCF) and) crawfish
monoculture (CFM), and 3) crawfish/rice double cropping (CFR). The
following discussion addresses how each preliminary indicator standard was
developed. Explanations follow logical, rather than numerical order.
Quantity o f Land (x1) - The amount of land utilized per unit of
aquaculture production is an indirect measure of the physical carrying capacity
of the system. For the CCF scenario, average gross production is set at 3,478
kg/Ha (0.29 ha/MT), although most catfish farms have a production range
between 3,000-5,000 kg/ha per year although (Boyd and Tucker). Avault
(1996) provides an estimate of crawfish production of 1,344 kg/ha per year.
However, additional estimates for crawfish range from 1,100 to 3,300 kg/Ha
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for CFM, and 1,100 - 2,750 kg/MT for CFR (de la Bretonne and Romaire
1990). Expressing the average of these estimates as Ha/MT yields, CCF =
0.29Ha/MT; CFM = 0.56 Ha/MT; and CFR = 0.76 Ha/MT. The preliminary
standard for this case study is given by the average of these values, or 0.53
Ha/MT.
Quantity o f Energy (x2 ) - Energy estimates for CCF production were
calculated using a combination of electricity (KwH/MT) and petroleum (L/MT).
Petroleum fuels represent the sum volumes of diesel and gasoline. Boyd and
Tucker (1995) estimated the average electricity usage for CCF aeration at
3,000 to 4,000 kwH/Ha per year, or 863 KwH/MT. Crawfish farmers do not
typically utilize supplemental aeration and thus no electrical energy is included
for CFM and CFR. Petroleum fuel volumes are available in the resource
utilization tables of standardized aquaculture budgets (Boucher and
Vandeveer 1998). The combined diesel and gasoline utilization for a 50 Ha
farm is CCF=115 L/MT, CFM = 237 L/MT, and CFR =534 L/MT. The higher
fuel use for the CFR scenario reflects the additional fuel necessary for rice
field cultivation and harvesting. Standard energy conversion formulas can be
used to express these values as British Thermal Units (BTU). Using a
conversion factor of 3,414 BTUs per KwH, 31,693 BTUs per liter of gas and
37,143 BTUs per liter of diesel (CRC Handbook 1981), observed values are
CCF = 11,787,186 BTU/MT, CFM = 9,416,099 BTU /MT, and CFR = 19,
692,364 BTU/MT, and the preliminary standard is 13,631,883 BTU/MT.
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Table A.B.1 Preliminary Standards and Observations for Environmental
Sustainability Indicators of Channel Catfish (CCF), Crawfish Monoculture
(CFM).and Crawfish/Rice (CFR) Aquaculture.
Case Study Observation
Standard

GSE

CFM

CFR

0.53

0.29

0.56

0.76

11,787

9,416

-

39

96

11

10

5,123

1,700

5,766

7,928

30

10-12
-11

x7) Supplemental feed protein used (kg/MT)

243

640

0.6-26.6
-5 .3
46

0.6-26.6
-5 .3
43

x8) TAN in effluent (mg/l)

1.77

x9) Culture of non-indigenous species (Y/N)

No

0.83-2.5
-1.5
No

0.2-0.31
-0.25
No

0.2-0.31
-0 .2 5
No

0.48-.0.75
-0 .6
No

0.15-0.5
-0.25
No

0.15-.5
-0 .2 5
No

40-74
-60

21-492

49-579

#) Environmental Indicator (units)
x1) Quantity of land (Ha/MT)
x2) Quantity of energy (1000-BTU/MT)

13.632

x3) Animal fraction of feed protein (kg/MT)
x4) Quantity of chemicals
x5) Quantity of water discharged (m3/MT)
xB) BOD in effluent (mg/l)

x10) Total phosphorus in effluent (mg/l)

0.17

x11) Production in natural wetlands (Y/N)

No

x12) Suspended solids in effluent (mg/l)

90

-100
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-100

Quantity o f Water (x5) - Resource utilization budgets for aquaculture
were used to calculate the amount of water required for case study scenarios
(Boucher and Vandeveer 1998). In this analysis it is assumed that
precipitation, evaporation, and seepage rates were equal between catfish and
crawfish systems and thus water usage was defined as inflows from pumping
for pond filling and water-level maintenance. For CCF, 850 m3/MT was given
as maintenance, but this value did not reflect the fact that the average catfish
pond in the Southeastern U. S. is completely drained once every 6 years
(APHIS 1995). Thus, for an average catfish pond depth of 2 meters, the
annual water usage is estimated at 1,700 m3/MT per year. This value is more
consistent with Boyd and Tucker (1995) who estimate the water requirements
for CCF at 1,200-1,600 m3/MT for ponds not drained annually, and 3,8005,000 m3/MT for ponds drained annually. An additional estimate by Phillips,
Beveridge & Clarke (1991) sets the water use rate for catfish ponds at 6,740
m3/MT. However, this estimate is considerably higher and may represent the
water requirements of an annually drained catfish pond. Crawfish systems
require greater amounts of water on a per unit basis because they are flooded
annually to a depth of 0.5 meters and flushed often to maintain water quality
(de la Bretonne and Romaire 1990). Water usage for crawfish production was
determined by aquaculture resource budgets and calculated as CFM = 5,766.
These values are on the lower end of the water-use range reported for pondaquaculture, which extends from 50m3/MT to 250,000m3/MT for certain catfish
and salmonids, respectively (Brune and Tomasso 1991).
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Supplemental feed protein (x7) and Animal fraction o f protein (x3) - The
objective of these two indicators to reduce the overall use of supplemental
feed crude protein (CP) and reduce the animal fraction (F-CP) of that protein.
While these indicators were initially expressed as percentages, per unit
estimates are more consistent with the convention used in the other
environmental indicators. The crude protein level of channel cattish feed
typically ranges from 25-36% (Lovell 1989). Utilizing a production estimate of
3,478 kg/Ha, a conservative feed conversion ratio (FCR) of 2:1, and a 32%
crude protein feed, the typical crude protein use in cattish production is
640kg/MT. Furthermore, the animal based contribution would be 96 kg/MT,
based on a 4.6% animal-based protein contribution, and a 4.6% fish-based
protein contribution, both having a protein coefficient of 61% (Halver 1989).
Crawfish production does not utilize supplemental feed. However,
formulated baits are used for trapping. The fish-based and animal-based
protein contribution of crawfish bait could be interpreted as an aquaculture
feed. Reigh 1998, provided constituent estimates of commercially
manufactured crawfish baits. While such baits are not intended as feeds, they
can contain crude protein levels of 12-14%, depending on the constituents
used. Animal-based protein in such baits often includes menhaden fish meal
as an attractant, and generally comprises no more than 3% of the total feed
weight, or about 24% of total crude protein. The same conversions and
coefficients above can be used to calculate the crude protein and fish-based
protein contributions per metric ton of crawfish production. Rather than using
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FCR, bait usage per hectare for crawfish production is obtained from
aquaculture resource budgets. Using these averages, the observed values
are CCF = 640 kgCP/MT and 96 kgF-CP; CFM =46 kgCP/MT and 11 kgF-CP;
CFR =43 kgCP/MT and 10 kgF-CP. The average-derive standard for x7 is
243 kg-CP/MT and the standard for x3 is 39 kg F-CP/MT.
Quantity o f chemicals (x4) - The objective of this indicator is the
collective reduction of inorganic fertilizers, pesticides, and theraputarrts per
unit of aquaculture production. Unfortunately, these categories are not easily
standardized into a single measure of chemical use. Inorganic fertilizers are
used by aquaculturists for a variety of purposes. Catfish producers use
fertilizers to stimulate primary production to increase dissolved oxygen and
shade ponds, reducing predation and growth of aquatic macrophytes. In
crawfish production, fertilization of forage crops can call for 150 to 250 kg/Ha
of urea, phosphate, and potash.
Pesticides are regulated through the U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) through the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodentidde
Act (FIFRA). In catfish and crawfish aquaculture, pesticides use includes
aquatic herbicides for weed control. Therapeutics are regulated by the U. S.
Food and Drug Administration and in the context of aquaculture include items
such as anitibiotics, growth hormones, medicated feeds, and salt (USDA
1992). The variety of chemicals utilized in crawfish and catfish aquaculture
preclude a simple calcuaition of "chemical Use" For example, Oxytetracydine
(Terramyadn ®) and suifadimethoxine plus ormetrprim (Romet ®) are two
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drugs registered by the FDA for use with channel catfish grown for human
consumption (Avault 1996). How would these medicated feeds be combined
with therapeutics such as salt, copper sulfate, and potassium permanganate?
Furthermore how might herbicides and fertilizers be included in the estimate?
Additional research is required to partition these substances according to their
potential toxicity. Without such information it is impossible to accurately depict
standards and observations for this indicator. Therefore, in this study,
standard and observed values will be set to a default of 1 , implying that each
case is exactly meeting the regulatory requirements.
Water Quality Variables - BOD (x6), TAN (x8), TP (x10), SS (x12) - No
regulations currently exist at the state or federal level that impose water quality
restrictions on aquaculture effluents (LDEQ 1998). However, such regulations
could be enacted a some future point and thus multi-year studies of
aquaculture effluents have recently been completed for catfish and crawfishbased systems in the Southeastern U. S. (Tucker 1998). For crawfish
systems, Orellana (1992) describes mean seasonal ranges for Total
Phosphorus (TP) between 0.14 mg/l and 0.42 mg/l, with the higher values
associated with CFR systems.
The observed biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) had a seasonal
range of 0.6 to 26.6 mg/l, with a mean concentration of 5.3 mg/l. Total
ammonia nitrogen (TAN) ranged from 0.21 to 0.31, with lower values
associated with CFR systems. Settleable solids for crawfish systems ranged
from an average of 0.059 ml/l faU - spring to a high of 0.312 ml/l in summer.
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The dramatic increase in SS in summer months was ascribed to late season
foraging by crawfish. Couch (1998) developed similar estimates of changes in
water quality for channel catfish ponds, identifying a range o f values for TP
from 0.48 to 0.75 mg/l and for TAN from 0.83 to 2.5. Tucker (1998) describes
BOO concentrations in norv-drained catfish ponds between 10 and 12 mg/l and
Suspended Solids (SS) between 40 and 74 mg/l. These values can be
compared to the recommended limits suggested by Boyd and Tucker (1995).
The recommendations are utilized in this case study as preliminary standards
and are set at, TP = 0.17 mg/l; BOO = 90 mg/l; SS - 30 mg/l, and TAN = 1.77
mg/l.
Culture o f non-indigenous species (x9) - The intent of this indicator is
an overall reduction in the use of non-native species for aquaculture.
However, it should be reiterated that the indicator was somewhat controversial
and would probably not have emerged without non-traditional stakeholder
input in the Delphi survey. Accordingly, it enters the index with the lowest
mean weight and highest coefficient of variation of all 31 indicators developed.
Both channel catfish and red swamp crawfish are native to Louisiana, and thus
for the purpose of this case study, they receive a "No" choice, which translates
to a 1 0 0 % contribution of this indicator's weight
Production in natural wetlands (x11) - Regulations do exist prohibiting
the use of previously designated wetlands for aquaculture development
purposes. However, several wetland classifications exist, including a category
called "previously converted wetlands" which likely contains much of the
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crawfish production areas in Louisiana. For the purpose of this case study, a
discrete Yes/No choice scenario will be utilized, contributing or deducting
100% of this indicator's weight (equation 6.5).
Economic Indicators

The stated format for developing environmental indicators was
■indicators that measure the short and long run economic viability o f
aquaculture operations. “ Table 6.2 provides a preliminary standard for each of
the 10 economic indicators. Numeric observations about the standard are
provided under three scenarios 1) channel catfish production (CCF), 2)
crawfish monoculture (CFM), and 3) crawfish/rice double cropping (CFR). A
brief discussion is provided to explain the rationale behind each preliminary
indicator standard.
Profitability indicators: GR (y1), P rofit (y4) and ROI (y5) - Over half of
the economic indicators identified by the Delphi survey represented profitrelated concerns. Much of this information can be obtained using extension
bulletins and budget generators. The Mississippi Budget Generator (MBG) is
frequently used at Louisiana State University to generate operational costs for
a variety of enterprise production scenarios (Boucher and Vandeveer 1998).
However, aquaculture budgets within this publication do not indude estimates
o f construction costs. Capital budgets for catfish and crawfish aquaculture in
Louisiana have not been produced published since the late 1980‘s
(Dellenbarger et al. 1986-1988).
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Caffey, Romaire, and Avauit (1997) developed a preliminary analysis of
the economic sustainability of crawfish and catfish aquaculture. Production
costs were based on a 50 hectare comparison of CCF, CFM, and CFR
production systems. Information from that study was utilized for setting
preliminary observations and standards (Table 6.3).
Estimated profit for CCF was $1,812/Ha and annual expenses were
estimated at $8,8220/Ha. The CFM budget shows an annual profit of
S383/HA, a profit-level nearly equal to the CFR system, which had profit (
defined here as residual returns) of S399/HA However, CFM returns are
based on a longer growing season ( 6 months) and subsequently, higher
yields. Economic analyses have determined that CFM is not economically
sustainable below a threshold farm size of 16 hectares (Deilenbarger et al.
1987). Similar analyses have been used to estimate minimum farm sizes for
rice production.
At 50 hectares, the CFR scenarios is barely above the profitability
threshold for rice production, and only a small amount of increased returns is
observed compared to the CFM system. However, this differential would likely
increase for larger farm sizes where economies of scales result in greater
profits for rice production.
For the purpose of these case studies, overall profit (y4) was defined as
a ratio of total revenue per hectare to total costs per hectare (TR/TC). This
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Table A.B.2 Preliminary Standards and Observations for Economic
Sustainability Indicators of Channel Catfish (CCF). Crawfish Monoculture
(CFM),and Crawfish/Rice (CFR) Aquaculture
Case Study Observation
CCF

CFM

CFR

4.498

10032

1530

2110

y2) Variable production costs (S/HA)

1

1

1

1

y3) Fixed production costs (S/HA)

1

1

1

1

y4) Overall profit (STR/HA+TC/HA)

0.25

0.22

0.30

0.20

yS) Return on investment (%/yr)

5%

0.20

0.075

0.085

y6) Variability in annual profits (%/yr)

—
1.22

1.3

12

15

1

1

f ) Econmic indicator (units)
y1) Gross revenue ($/HA)

Standard

y7) Feed conversion ratio (%)

1.25

y8) Cost of regulatory compliance (S/MT)

—

y9) Per capita consumption (% of US total)

7

y10) Market outlets (#/MT)

—
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Table A.B.3 Estimated Budgets for Channel Catfish (CCF) and Crawfish
(CFM) and Crawfish/Rice (CFR) Aquaculture in Louisiana

Dollars ($) per Hectare
CCF
CFM
CFR

Operating Expenses
Feed
Bait
Labor
Energy
Diesel
Gasoline
Electricity
Chemicals
Seed
Repairs & Maintenance
Other*
Interest
Total
Fixed Expenses
Overhead
Total expenses
Revenue
Residual Returns

$3,651
485
61
32
156
64
220

2,139
336
$7,144
$906
$170
$8 , 2 2 0
$10,032
$1,812

$217
159

$124
183

68

139

9
21

60
69
35
35
$671
$331
$145
$1,147
$1,530
$383

12

193
60
137
319
83
$1,249
$317
$145
$1,711
$2 , 1 1 0
$399

* Numerous items and services not relevant for discussion here
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interpretation yields a standard 1.25, and observations of CCF = 1.22, CFM =
1.30., and C F R - 1.2. A measure of profit variability (y6 ) was unavaibale for
use in this analysis. Time series data on year to year profitability is required to
empiricize this indicator. Such data may exist fo r individual operations but is
not readily available at the aggregate level, and thus the standard and
observed values were set equal to a default value of 1 .0 .
In the absence of updated information on construction costs, return on
investment (ROI) was calculated using

1 0 -year old

capital budgets adjusted

2.5%/yr for inflation. The observed ROI for CFM and CFR was 8 % and 8.5%
respectively. A 20% ROI was calculated for CCF using inflation-adjusted
capital budgets for catfish aquaculture (Dellenbarger et al. 1988, Davis and
Hughes). The standard ROI was conservatively set at an opportunity cost of
5%, the approximate rate a U. S. treasury bill.
Variable costs (y2) and Fixed Costs (y3) - In initial applications, the
economic index scores for CFM and CFR systems were notably higher, which
is inconsistent with the fact that observed values for gross revenue, profit, and
ROI were considerably higher for the CCF scenario.

Closer observation

revealed that two cost-based indicators, variable production costs (y2 ) and
fixed production costs (y3), were offsetting profitability. As previously
mentioned, the survey approach followed a democratic rule that did not make
exceptions for indicator redundancy. Therefore, the effects of these indicators
have been temporarily removed by setting their standards and observations
equal to 1.0. This adjustment is consistent w ith the spirit in which the
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economic indicators were developed. The remaining variables sufficiently
represent system costs components through profitability rates (e.g., overall
profit and return on investment) and also depict a degree of revenue
magnitude (e.g., gross revenue). Further research is required to fully examine
the validity and need for such changes.
Feed conversion ratio (y7) - Feed conversion can be interpreted as a
measure of the technical efficiency of managers. The ratio is usually
expressed as fed fed-to-weight gained, and calculated on gross fish biomass.
Average FCR values for channel catfish aquaculture can range from as high
as 3:1 for highly stocked, poorly managed systems; to 1:1 for systems with
optimal feed management and an in situ supply of natural food organisms.
The observed value for catfish is conservatively set at 2:1.
Estimating a representative FCR for crawfish production required
utilizing a bait-to-crawfish harvested ratio (BCR). At the bait and production
levels earlier stated the BCR values were, CFM = 0.18 and CFR = 0.22. A
standard FCR of 1 .0 is used for cross-case comparisons of catfish and
crawfish; however, this FCR is relatively low by catfish industry standards.
Regulatory costs (y8), Per capita consumption (y9), and Market outlets
(y10) - Data for these indicators was not available for analysis. Regulatory
costs (y8 ) and market outlets (y 1 0 ) represent additional enterprise-specific
indicators. While data for these measure might easily be calculated at the
firm-level, it is not readily calculated for sectors or industries.
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Per capita consumption (y9) was only available for the CCF scenario.
The consumption of catfish increased 100% from 0.25 kg to 0.5 kg between
1985 and 1997 and is currently the 6 th most popular seafood product of U. S.
consumers (NMFS 1996, TC11998). Total per capita seafood consumption in
1997 was 6.7 kg. Therefore, at 1 kg per capita, the catfish fraction is 15% of
the U. S. total. Without similar data for crawfish we set the lower bound to
zero, and generate a standard for this analysis of 7.0.
Sociological Indicators

The stated format for developing sociological indicators was "indicators
that measure the human-impact o f aquaculture on society. “ Table 6.3
provides a preliminary standard for each of the 9 sociological indicators.
Numeric observations about the standard are provided under three scenarios
1) channel catfish production (CCF), 2) crawfish monoculture (CFM), and 3)
crawfish/rice double cropping (CFR). Most sociological indicator standards
were set default to 1 for the purpose of this analysis. The reason for this
decision is two-fold, first, most of the sociological indicators developed in the
Delphi survey require farm-specific or sector-specific data which is not readily
available in published form at Secondly, the maximum contribution of the
category is only 17%, and while sociological indicators are no less important,
the main focus of these initial applications is to merely to demonstrate index
application. Thus, a discrete choice methodology (Equation 6.5) was utilized
such that numerical scores of 0 , 1 , or 2 would respectively subtract disregard,
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Table A.B.4 Preliminary Standards and Observations for Sociological
Sustainability Indicators of Channel Catfish (CCF), Crawfish Monoculture
(CFM),and Crawfish/Rice (CFR) Aquaculture
Case Study Observation

fiS flridoflioU ndialfir (unite)

standard

CCF

SEM

CFR

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

z1) Local consumption of product (kg/yr)
z2) Use of local inputs (S/HA)
z3) Value ofjob benefits (S/MT)
z4) Worker safety (#/yr)
z5) Local ownership (%)
zfi) Wage levels ($/hi)
z7) Jobs/Employment (S/MT)
z8) Competition with local industries (jft/MT)
z9) Perception of local industry (ti/yr)
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or deduct the full amount of a sociological indicator's delphi-assessed w eight
Only z1, z2, z5 (local consumption, use of local inputs, and local ownership)
were given observed values of 2 (100%). By definition, the case studies were
said to be owner- operated, and it is thus reasonable to assume these
operators would consume their respective commodities and utilize local inputs.
The constant, positive score in the sociological index enables the initial focus
to be on the economic and environmental trade-offs of the MIDAS model.
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APPENDIX C
UST OF NOMENCLATURE
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Table A.C.1 Variables and Definitions of Nomenclature use in the Dissertation
Variable
zi
Z
yi
Y

xi
X
Wf

wr,
Wf

w

Sv

Stdi
Ss
Sp

s°
s,z
S7
S,x

S'l
Si
S°
SA
S

F*
PY
f*
ObSi
%2r
(X2r)c
(X2«,(«-1))
sr
e

Definition
A sociological indicator
Sociological Index, Sociological Category of Sustainability
An economic indicator
Economic Index, Economic Category of Sustainability
An environmental indicator
Environmental Index, Environmental Category of Sustainability
Weight (importance) for an sociological indicator /
Weight (importance) for an economic indicator /
= Weight (importance) for an environmental indicator /
ss Kendall's coefficient of concordance (0-1.0)
= Sustainability Vector Ratio - MIDAS Formula
An indicator's standard or acceptable limit
= Sustainability Sum Ratio
= Sustainability Volume Ratio
— Optimal sustainability score
— Normalized score for an sociological indicator /
s Normalized score for an economic indicator /
= Normalized score for an environmental indicator /
s Logistic Scored indicator. Non-linear (-100 to +100)
Indicator Score: Linear (-100 to +100)
= Case study sustainability score
= Sustainability Surface Area Ratio
Relative Sustainability
= Mean panel preference for sociological sustainability
Mean panel preference for economic sustainability
= Mean panel preference for environmental sustainability
The observed value for a particular indicator
= Friedman's Randomize Block test statistic
= Friedman's Randomized Block Design for Tied Ranks
Critical Values for Friedman's Test Statistic
s Correction Factor for Tied ranks
XYZ Angle of Deflection between case S° and optimal S°
vectors
—
=
SS
=
=
s
=

SS

—

s

=
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